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COMPANY 
OVERVIEW
The Development Bank of Rwanda (BRD) Plc is Rwanda’s 
only national Development Finance Institution with 
the mandate to support the development of the private 
sector with a focus on priority sectors aligned to the 
national strategic goals. The Bank which marked 53 years 
in existence this year, has contributed to the country’s 
economic growth through financial and non-financial 
investments in key growth areas and progressively 
realigns itself to ensure relevance, competitiveness, and 
sustainability of its operations. The Bank offers short, 
medium- and long-term financing to small, medium, and 
large enterprises at attractive rates.

To be an innovative and 
sustainable provider of 
development finance for 
socio-economic impact

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Continuous improvement 
of our credit and risk 
management system, financial 
performance and customer 
services.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
Forming strategic 
partnerships to deliver our 
mandate is a key component 
of our core activities.

DYNAMIC CULTURE
Continuously improving our 
pool of knowledge to have 
the most competent and 
skilled employees.

A trusted strategic partner 
for Rwanda’s development 
that offers financial 
solutions for enhanced 
value to our stakeholders.

OUR 
VISION

OUR 
MISSION

OUR STRATEGIC THEMES
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 z We are PASSIONATE

 z We are INNOVATIVE

 z We strive to achieve EXCELLENCE

 z INTEGRITY we espouse in our activities

 z We are ACCOUNTABLE

CORE VALUES

OUR CORPORATE 
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
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Distinguished Shareholders, Members 
of the Board of Directors, and all other 
stakeholders, it is an honor to present 
my inaugural report as the Chairperson 
of the BRD Board of Directors. I am 
grateful to the Bank’s Shareholders 
and my fellow Directors for the trust 
bestowed upon me in consolidating 
the achievements registered thus far 
and to lead the Bank forward in 2021 
and beyond.

CHAIRMAN’S 
STATEMENT

I was appointed by the Annual General Meeting 
(AGM) – along with reputable seven (7) other Board 
Directors – who are individually distinguished 
career professionals wholly focused and 
committed to delivering our fiduciary mandate to 
meet regulatory and shareholder expectations.

I would like to extend a sincere vote of appreciation 
to our predecessors – the outgoing Board of 
Directors led by Mr. Athanase Rutabingwa – for 
facilitating the transition period despite the 
challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Their oversight contributed to the repositioning of 
the Bank on a commendable sustainable growth 
trajectory.

To the Bank Management, and 
entire staff community, I express 
my gratitude for the warmth and 
onboarding accorded to the new 
Board. Despite the pandemic 
challenges, your hard work and 
continued support enabled the 
Board to play its role.

I am happy to report that Management has been 
working closely with the new Board in prioritizing 
the health and safety of our Staff and customers. 
This has been done through encouraging a shared 
responsibility to implement and strictly adhere to 
all the guidelines from the Ministry of Health.
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I commend Management and Staff for respecting 
measures including hand washing, wearing a mask, 
social distancing, and staff rotational shifts during 
the full and partial lockdowns. 

Although we have entered 2021 with 
a positive outlook, we must stay 
vigilant.  The pandemic persists and 
many of the impacts are still to be 
discovered. 

I consider it an honor to serve the Bank. I am 
energized and inspired by the collective efforts to 
live up to the high expectations of our Shareholders. 
With this, I am confident that we will deliver on our 
mandate to sustainably improve the quality of life 
for all Rwandans. 

Coming out of the pandemic, it will be important for 
the Board to support Management in the structural 
reforms necessary for the bank to maintain its 
position, improve its impact, and fulfill its role as a 
leading development financial institution.

Our enormous ambitions can only be achieved 
with the availability of low-cost, long-term funding. 

Therefore, the Board’s focus will be to support 
Management’s fundraising efforts, specifically 
through diversification of our equity base. The 
Bank’s B+ Fitch rating and its enhanced reputation 
as a leading DFI, should enhance these efforts. 

All these efforts have propelled the Bank to be at the 
forefront of financing NST1, Vision 2030, SDGs and 
present post-COVID economic recovery efforts.

I wish you all a safe and prosperous year 2021. Let us 
keep winning together!

BOBBY PITTMAN
Chair of the Board
Development Bank of Rwanda (BRD) Plc
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CEO’S 
STATEMENT
Esteemed Stakeholders, the end of both 
this challenging and transformative year 
(2020) also marks my first year as Chief 
Executive Officer of BRD. It is therefore 
timely to reflect on how collectively we 
faced the year and the waves brought 
by the change management and the 
global pandemic. I can only be grateful 
and thankful for all your support which 
has enabled the Bank to be a stronger 
institution today than it was last year.  
We are marking our first year of financial 
profitability since 2016.

The unwavering support from our Shareholders, 
Clients and Development Partners served as 
inspiration for me to lead the Bank in a best attempt 
to meet your expectations, and most importantly, 
deliver for the people we serve. With this, I am 
indebted to the Bank’s Management team and 
Staff whose hard work have undoubtedly led to the 
transformation of the Bank. It goes without saying 
that all this would not have been possible without 
our new Board’s consistent and timely guidance and 
oversight.

BRD’s transformational journey reflects the 
ambitious vision of the Government of Rwanda 
focused on transformation the lives of all Rwandans 
and leading them towards prosperity. The Bank 
has been empowered by our shareholders to 
play an active role in this journey by (i) having a 
new strong and competent Board, (ii) benefiting 
from a sustained and ambitious capital injection 
plan and (iii) partnering with Government and 
its development partners to access concessional 
funding to accelerate socio-economic impact. 

Institutional Annual Performance Highlights

I am pleased to highlight that we ended the year 
2020 on a very high note. In the face of a challenging 
year, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we created 
value for our Shareholders. 

Through our recorded improvements in overall 
financial and investment performance, the Bank 
reported a profit of 4.1 Billion Rwandan Francs, with 
an improved quality loan book resulting to a non-
performing loans (NPL) ratio of 6.4 percent (from 
7.5 percent in 2019). This is mainly attributed to the 
successful implementation of sustained recovery 
strategies with over 12 billion Rwandan Francs 
recovered on NPL and written off books, as well as 
having 8 percent of the Bank’s gross loan portfolio 
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largely driven by new loan approvals amounting to 
81.4 billion Rwandan Francs - injected into our priority 
intervention areas.

Furthermore, the notable expansion of our portfolio has 
been possible largely due to the immense support of 
our strategic partners. With their help, our fundraising 
resulted in a 59 billion Rwandan Francs boost, which 
enabled the Bank to honor its cash flow commitments 
throughout the year.

Fostering Corporate Governance and Banking Best 
Practices

On 22nd May 2020, our Shareholders held their Annual 
General Meeting (AGM), during which they approved 
an increase in the Bank’s authorized share capital 
from 57 billion to 150 billion Rwandan Francs. The 
AGM also appointed a new Board of Directors who 
commenced their fiduciary duties on 1st July 2020. 
This diverse, multi-talented and highly experienced 
team is composed of eight members and led by Mr. 
Bobby Pittman is as Chair of the Board.

On behalf of the entire Bank team, I express my 
sincere gratitude and recognize the hard-work and 
contribution of the outgoing Board of Directors whose 
term of office ended on 30th June 2020.

I am also proud to register that in the year ending 2020, 
BRD finally attained the much-coveted inaugural credit 
rating of B+, with a stable outlook from Fitch Ratings 
Inc. This is indeed a clear reflection of the Bank’s 
strong transformational journey and validation of the 
institutional reforms, implemented in favor of our 
long-term growth and financial sustainability.

Strengthening Institutional and Human Capital

The Bank’s performance is a result of combined efforts 
and commitment as well as its current capacity to 
adapt to the many changes brought forward after the 
2019 restructuring exercise. 

To promote a productive and empowered workforce, 
a Staff Engagement Strategy was rolled out. Its 
implementation greatly influenced our improvements 

in cross-organizational interaction and collaboration, 
aimed at boosting quality service delivery. Additionally, 
the successful completion of the Bank’s refurbishment 
contributed to a conducive and safe working 
environment.

Through our change management strategies geared 
towards cultivating an effective open-door and 
servant leadership culture, we are promoting a work-
life balance for our Staff, establishing performance 
reward and recognition, and enhancing learning and 
development programs.

As we navigated these unprecedented times due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic, we ensured business 
continuity by adhering to the strict national protective 
and preventative measures as recommended by 
the Ministry of Health. Our emphasis has been on 
providing timely health and mental support to our staff 
and clients, and to ensure minimal disruptions of the 
Bank’s operations and uphold the highest standards of 
service delivery, despite the pandemic.

Prior to COVID-19 pandemic, the Bank had made 
commendable strides in achieving a digital 
transformation through enhanced system 
automation/integration across the major internal 
business processes. Fortunately, the Bank was able to 
transition seamlessly to remote working for our team. 
Nonetheless, we will continue to foster increased user-
awareness and utilization of the Bank’s ICT systems.

Corporate social investment and responsibility in 
the wake of the pandemic

The Bank’s Corporate Social Investment and 
Responsibility (CSI/R) policy was revised and approved 
by the Board. The policy refocused the Bank’s 
approach to CSI/R to be done through community-
based development projects categorized in initiatives 
that not only cover the identified thematic areas but 
are also aligned to the Bank’s core business and annual 
budget of the current year. These include Education, 
Sports, Arts and Culture, Peace building and fighting 
Genocide, Social welfare and humanitarian action, 
Health care and Sanitation, Sustainable Environment, 
Private Sector, as well as Branding and visibility. 
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Even amidst the challenging pandemic at its worst 
peak, the Bank could not stand back but rather when 
inspired by the Government’s call to help the most 
severely affected vulnerable members of society to 
cope with the economic consequences of COVID-19, 
the BRD Management joined efforts and contributed 
to providing emergency relief support as the country 
observed an extended lockdown from March 2020 
to stop the spread of the coronavirus. The Bank 
contributed to purchase tons of Maize flour and 
Cassava flour to feed the poor and affected individuals 
and communities, by providing handouts of foodstuff 
to mostly the unemployed and daily wage earners. 

Earlier at the beginning of the 2020, the Bank also 
honored its pledge towards the “Connect Rwanda” 
campaign where we contributed and handed out 500 
Made-in-Rwanda  Smart Phones meant especially 
for women grouped around cooperatives in rural 
communities across the country. This initiative aimed 
at smartphone penetration and digital adoption in 
Rwanda whilst bridging the country’s digital divide, 
particularly in rural Rwanda. 

The revised CSI/R Policy provides for a more 
contextualized approach towards giving back to the 
community while striving to have a positive impact 
on the people, cultures, and communities in which we 
operate.   

In the same spirit, I am proud to highlight that the 
BRD Staff joined the rest of the corporate community 
in voluntarily contributing financial donations to the 
emergency National Fund, which was established to 
support our fellow Rwandans, especially the most 
vulnerable communities. This act of solidarity is a clear 
indication that our Staff understand the essence of 
the Bank’s core values and overall mission of fostering 
socio-economic transformation for all Rwandans.

Resilience Amid the COVID-19 Pandemic

It is worth noting that the Bank remained resilient in 
the face of the COVID-19 pandemic and its negative 
impact on our interventions and the wider economy. 

Together with our clients, we undertook a deeper 
assessment and approved an unprecedented 
restructuring of projects that were directly affected 
by the pandemic. This restructuring enabled clients in 
need to defer payment of interest and penalties for a 
period defined on a case by case basis (ranging from a 
minimum of 3 to 12-months period). 

I therefore would like to recognize and 
sincerely appreciate the hard-work 
and timely implementation of the 
turnaround process by the Board and 
Management’s Investment and Credit 
Committees (MICC) – which enabled 
us to fast-track these remedial 
measures that in turn reassured our 
clients of the Bank’s support in order 
to navigate through these uncertain 
times.

We are confident that our quick responsiveness, 
coupled with other COVID-19 emergency facilities 
initiated by our partners, such as the Economic 
Recovery Fund (ERF) which benefitted the highly 
affected sectors, will certainly result in a quicker post-
pandemic economic recovery. Subsequently, this will 
translate into job creation and social protection, as 
well as the availability of new economic opportunities.

Special recognition goes out to all our strategic 
partners – mainly our lenders who granted the Bank 
repayment deferrals on some of our existing lines of 
credit - and the liquidity facility from the Central Bank. 
All these efforts enabled the Bank to cover its cash flow 
shortages and create the much-needed additional 
liquidity buffer to withstand the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Outlook for 2021 and Beyond

The year 2021 offers exciting opportunities to 
cement the Bank’s complete turnaround, aimed at 
consolidating improved financial soundness and 
stakeholder confidence in our transformational 
direction. 
Therefore, we will undertake a holistic assessment of 
our 2018 – 2024 strategy to ensure the Bank is better 
positioned to play its catalytic role of de-risking the 
financial sector and a standing out as a partner of 
choice at the forefront of developing  innovative 
solutions for the market.

We will revise our business model to ensure that BRD 
plays a bigger and more impactful role in Rwanda’s 
economic transformation. We plan to upgrade our 
financing interventions and reinvent our approach, 
particularly to become a syndicator of large loans as 
a lead arranger, mobilize greater amounts of funding 
for investments, while closely collaborating with 
other institutions to structure better blended, market 
driven, financial products.

For the year ahead, our focus is on diversifying the 
Bank’s capital base by identifying patient investors 
and partners, whose vision aligns with our mandate to 
contribute to Rwanda’s socio-economic development. 
This will be further enhanced by the Bank’s continued 
efforts to design program/sector-specific funding and 
other de-risking mechanisms especially targeting the 
agriculture and green investment projects, improved 
access to finance for youth and women, as well as 
leading the country’s digital transformation.

Conclusion

Like for many across the country, 2020 was indeed 
a challenging year. However, we look towards the 
year 2021 with renewed optimism, anchored on the 
valuable lessons learnt and the Bank’s quick adaption 
to the new business operating environment. We 
are committed to becoming a more client-centric 
institution in order to improve our dynamism. 

We are very grateful to all our key Partners for the 
fruitful collaboration as we continuously strive to 
contribute to the socio-economic development of 
our country, and most importantly its post COVID-19 
recovery journey. We look forward to continuing and 
strengthening our strategic partnerships in 2021 and 
beyond.

May 2021 be a year of resilience, happiness and 
prosperity for you and your loved ones.

KAMPETA SAYINZOGA
Chief Executive Officer 
Development Bank of Rwanda (BRD) Plc
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GOVERNANCE
OVERVIEW

The Development Bank of Rwanda (BRD Plc) 
views corporate governance as a fundamental 
process contributing towards achieving long 
term shareholder value, considering the interest 
of other stakeholders. Amidst an increasingly 
challenging operating environment, the Board of 
Directors continuously strives to refine the Banks 
corporate governance practices and processes, 
to respond to these emerging challenges and 
thus continue to ensure that the Bank fulfills 
its mandate of providing financing to foster 
economic development.

As a financial institution, BRD is subject to the supervisory 
authority of the National Bank of Rwanda (BNR). 
Accordingly, the corporate governance principles and 
standards adopted by the Board have been developed 
with close reference to the Law governing the organization 
of Banks in Rwanda, the National Bank of Rwanda 
Regulation on corporate governance, the law governing 
companies in Rwanda as well as other international 
corporate governance guidelines. 

To underpin its commitment to sound corporate 
governance, the Board has adopted a Board Charter that 
maps out own roles and responsibilities for each Board 
Director, as well as those for the Board Chairman and 
respective Board Committees. In execution of its fiduciary 
responsibilities, the Board is also guided by applicable 
legislation and the Bank’s Articles of Association. 

BRD’s Memorandum and Articles of Association and 
the Board Charter are revised regularly to ensure their 
alignment with corporate governance standards, the 
Bank’s strategic direction, shareholders’ interests and 
to ensure best corporate governance practices are 
implemented. 

In accordance with the Board Charter, Board Directors 
endeavor towards advancing good corporate 
governance within the BRD -  and as a Bank, we are 
committed to maintaining corporate governance best 
practices, that promote the long–term interest of our 
shareholders, clients, stakeholders, partners as well 
as build public trust.

BRD SHAREHOLDING STRUCTURE 

The Bank’s shareholders are constituted into the 
General Assembly, a supreme governing body 
called comprising of representatives from all the 
shareholders. The Shareholders appoint the Board of 
Directors (BoD) and meet, at least once a year, during 
the Annual General Meeting (AGM).  

During the year 2020, the AGM authorized a new 
share capital of Rwf 150,000,000,000 ordinary shares. 
Subsequently the Agaciro Development Fund (AgDF) 
increased its shareholding through the purchase 
of unissued shares from FRW 32,531,557.8580 to 
36,634,891.19 each valued at 1000 FRW.

With new authorized share capital and the Agaciro 
Development Fund share increase, the Bank’s 
majority shareholding is currently as follows: Agaciro 
Development Fund [65.8812%], Rwanda Social 
Security Board [32.1760%], Belgium Government 
[1.2099%], Bank of Kigali [0.1456%].

BRD BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

The Board of Directors is established in accordance 
with the Bank’s Memorandum and Articles of 
Association. Board Directors are appointed by the 
Shareholders and approved by the National Bank of 
Rwanda as per the Corporate Governance Regulation 
requirement. The Board manages the Bank on behalf 
of the Shareholders. 
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The Board is responsible for the overall administration 
of affairs and business of the Bank, including budget/
financial planning process reviews, risk management 
and audit processes. It sets the Bank’s vision, mission, 
and core values, as well as plays a pivotal role in 
establishing policies and procedures that reflect the 
highest standards of corporate governance. The Board 
also appoints the Chief Executive Officer and the 
Bank’s Executive team, which ensures BRD’s the overall 
management.

In accordance with the Bank’s Articles of Association 
and BNR Regulations, the Board of Directors should be 
composed of a minimum of seven (7) Non-Executive 
Directors. The Bank however has exceeded this 
minimum and currently has eight (8) Directors including 
the Chairman - with a deadline to have a full Board in 
place by the end of June 2020. 

An independent Chairman chairs the Board. The 
Chairman, along with other Directors, has a wide range 
of skills, experience and the requires relevant academic 
qualifications.  

Each Board Director is a member of at least three Board 
Committees namely the: Nomination and Remuneration, 
Credit, Risk, Audit, and IT Committees. The Board and 
its Committees conduct their business based on the 
Board Charter, the Bank’s Memorandum and Articles of 
Association as well as the pertinent governing laws and 
regulations.

The following are the outgoing Board Directors whose 
mandate expired on 30th June 2020: 

NAMES NATURE OF MEMBERSHIP

Mr. Athanase RUTABINGWA
Interim Chairman & 
Independent Director

Ms. Agnes KANYANGEYO Non-Executive Director

Mr. Eric RWIGAMBA Non-Executive Director

Mr. Cyrille HATEGEKIMANA Non-Executive Director

Mr. Eric Kwizera GASANA Non-Executive Director

Mr. Patrick MWESIGE
Non-Executive & 
Independent Director

NAMES NATURE OF MEMBERSHIP

Mr. Bobby PITTMAN
Chairperson & 
Independent Director

Mr. Callixte NYIKINDEKWE 
Vice-Chairperson & 
Independent Director

Ms. Alice RWEMA Independent Director

Ms. ANGELIQUE KAREKEZI Independent Director

Ms. Stella NTEZIRYAYO Non-Independent Director

Mr. Joseph M. MUDENGE Non-independent Director

Mr. Charles MUGABE Non-independent Director

Mr. Ghislain NKERAMUGABA Independent Director

The Bank inducted eight (8) new members of the Board, 
appointed at the 2020 General Assembly and approved 
by the Central Bank, to commence their duties on 1st 
July 2020. 

BRD BOARD COMMITTEES – ROLES AND MEMBERSHIP 

To effectively discharge its roles and responsibilities, 
the Board of Directors has delegated specific 
responsibilities to specific Committees. The Board 
of Directors works with five Board Committees, each 
playing a pivotal role in assisting the Board in the 
execution of its mandate and each adhering to specific 
terms of reference adopted by the Board, as part of 
the Board Charter. Committees report to the Board 
on their deliberations and recommendations during 
Board meetings, through reports from provided by the 
Committee’s Chairperson. 

All Committees are adequately facilitated, and each 
Board Director is provided with access to professional 
services in order to discharge his/her duties, either as 
a Director or as a Committee member. The respective 
Board Committees and their corresponding objects are 
as follows: 

Audit Committee

The Board Audit Committee reviews the financial 
conditions of the Bank assesses the effectiveness of the 
internal audit and control function; maintains adequate 
ratios in accordance with the laws and regulations 
and accordingly supports internal audit function in 
discharging their duties effectively. This Committee is 
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currently composed of four Non-Executive members, in 
accordance with Corporate Governance requirements. 
The Board Audit Committee meets on quarterly basis or 
as business demands.

Credit Committee

The Credit Committee is mainly responsible for 
reviewing and overseeing the Bank’s overall investment 
management policies. This Committee: deliberates and 
considers loan applications beyond the discretionary 
limits of the Credit Risk Management Committee; 
reviews lending by the Credit Risk Management 
Committee and ensures the implementation and 
availability of effective procedures and resources 
to identify and manage irregular credits, minimize 
credit loss and maximize recoveries among others. 
The Credit Committee is comprised of four Non-
Executive Directors, who meet on a quarterly basis or 
as circumstances require.

Risk Management Committee

The Risk Management Committee assists the Board 
in fulfilling its responsibilities in managing the Bank’s 
risk. This Committee reviews and approves principles, 
policies, strategies, processes, and control frameworks 
pertaining to risk management. It oversees relevant 
policies and strategies to ensure compliance with 
both internal and statutory requirements to protect 
the Bank, its staff, and assets.  The Risk Management 

Committee is currently comprised of three Non-
Executive Directors and is chaired by an Independent 
Director. This Committee meets on a quarterly basis or 
as business demands.

IT and Strategy Committee

The IT Committee provided oversight for the Bank’s IT 
policies and strategies.  This Committee also: oversees 
the implementation of the requirements provided in 
relevant laws and regulations on cyber security; reviews 
and approves the Bank’s technology plans and strategies 
and works in partnership with other Board Committees 
and Senior Management. The IT Committee is currently 
composed of three Non-Executive Directors and meets 
on a quarterly basis or as often as business demands. 

Nomination and Remuneration Committee 

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee assists 
the Board in discharging responsibilities related to 
governance, the review and approval of guidelines for 
nomination and remuneration systems design and 
operation vis-à-vis the Bank’s long-term business, 
legal and regulatory requirements. This Committee 
assesses and issues independent judgement on the 
Bank’s organizational structure, nominations and 
remuneration policies, systems, and incentives. It is 
currently comprised of three Non-Executive Directors 
and meets on a quarterly basis or as circumstances 
require.

BOARD COMMITTEES’ MEMBERSHIP 

In accordance with the Corporate Governance Regulation and the Bank’s Board Charter, BRD works with five Board 
Committees, with membership as follows:

AUDIT COMMITTEE RISK 
COMMITTEE IT COMIITEE CREDIT 

COMMITTEE

NOMINATION & 
REMUNERATION 
COMMITTEE

Callixte NYILINDEKWE (Chair) Angelique KAREKEZI (Chair) Ghislain NKERAMUGABA (Chair) Alice  RWEMA (Chair) Alice RWEMA (Chair)

Ghislain NKERAMUGABA Alice RWEMA Bobby PITTMAN Stella  NTEZIRYAYO Bobby  PITTMAN

Charles  MUGABE Stella NTEZIRYAYO Joseph MUDENGE Callixte NYILINDEKWE Ghislain  NKERAMUGABA

-  Callixte NYILINDEKWE - Angelique KAREKEZI Callixte  NYILINDEKWE

- Joseph MUDENGE - Chief Operations Officer Stella  NTEZIRYAYO

- Bobby PITTMAN Head of IT Chief Risk Officer -

Chief Risk Officer Chief Executive Officer Chief Executive Officer Chief Executive  Officer
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As indicated above, each Board Committee is composed 
of at least three members. With regard to Independent 
Directors, a good range of relevant skills and regulatory 
requirements were taken into consideration.  

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE 

The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is charged with the 
day-to-day Management of the Bank is the and, on this 
front, is supported by the Executive Management team 
which reports directly to him/her. The CEO is appointed 
by the Board of Directors, subject to approval by the 
National Bank of Rwanda. 

2020 BOARD PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS 

The AGM approved the nomination and appointment of the New Board of Directors, for an initial period of three years, 
effective 1st July 2020. These members were vetted, and their appointment approved by the Central Bank of Rwanda. 
The Shareholders further, unanimously, voted to reappoint KPMG as the Bank’s external auditor for 2020. 

The Shareholders’ AGM was held virtually, on 22nd May 2020, in adherence to COVID-19 protective and preventative 
measures. As such, the notary ensured that the Shareholders’ presence was verified and the meeting minutes were 
signed, notarized, and shared to all Stakeholders. 

In line with recommendations from the Ministry of Health, a majority of the annual Board and Board Committees 
meetings were also held virtually, with attendance duly recorded in a timely manner and decisions from the meetings 
implemented accordingly. 

As the previous Board of Directors sat for the Quarter 1 and 2 meetings and newly appointed Board of Directors sat for 
Quarter 3 and 4 meetings - the attendance of the Board meetings held in 2020 was divided in two and is summarized 
below: 

2020 BOARD EVALUATION SUMMARY

The year 2020 may have begun like any other year but 
it presented unprecedented challenges that continue 
to exist. The current Directors commenced their term of 
service in July 2020 amidst the COVID 19 pandemic and 
health restrictions. 

In  spite of limited physical interaction, the Board 
managed to execute its tasks through digital forums. 
All mandatory Board meetings were attended by all 
Directors including the extraordinary sessions. 

Pursuant to article 21 of the Corporate Governance 
Regulation for Banks, the Board executed its obligation 
with regard to self and peer evaluations and achieved an 
overall result of “Very Good”. 
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BOARD ATTENDANCE (QUARTER 3 AND 4, 2020)  

MAIN 
BOARD

EXTRA 
ORDINARY

RISK AUDIT CREDIT NOM 
REM

IT & 
STRA

TOTAL
ATTENDANCE

Meetings held 2 2 2 1 4 2 2

Bobby  PITTMAN  2/2 2/2 2/2 - - 2/2 2/2 10/10

Alice RWEMA  2/2 2/2 2/2 - 4/4 2/2 - 12/12

Joseph MUDENGE 2/2 2/2 2/2 - - - 2/2 8/8

Charles MUGABE 2/2 2/2 - 2/2 - 2/2 - 8/8

Ghislain NKERAMUGABA 2/2 2/2 - 2/2 - 2/2 2/2 8/8

Stella NTEZIRYAYO 2/2 2/2 2/2 - 4/4 2/2 - 12/12

Angelique KAREKEZI 2/2 2/2 2/2 - 4/4 - - 10/10

Callixte NYILINDEKWE 2/2 2/2 - 2/2 4/4 2/2 - 12/12

MAIN 
BOARD

EXTRA 
ORDINARY

RISK AUDIT CREDIT NOM 
REM

IT & 
STRA

TOTAL
ATTENDANCE

MEETINGS HELD 2 4 2 2 2 2 2

Eric  RWIGAMBA 2/2 4/4 2/2 2/2 2/2 - - 12/12

Agnes KANYANGEYO 2/2 4/4 2/2 - 2/2 - 2/2 12/12

Cyrille HATEGEKIMANA 2/2 4/4 - 2/2 - 2/2 - 10/10

Athanase RUTABINGWA 2/2 4/4 - 2/2 2/2 2/2 - 12/12

Patrick MWESIGE 2/2 4/4 2/2 2/2 - - 2/2 12/12

Eric KWIZERA GASANA 2/2 4/4 - - 2/2 2/2 2/2 12/12
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BRD BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS’ 
PROFILES

MR. BOBBY PITTMAN - BOARD CHAIRPERSON

Mr. Bobby Pittman joins the BRD as an independent Director. He is 
currently the Managing Partner at Kapunda Capital, a platform that 
seeks to create, capitalize, and scale Pan-African companies. Previously, 
Mr. Pittman was the Vice President of infrastructure, private sector, and 
regional integration at the African Development Bank (AfDB). A United 
States national, he holds a master’s degree in Economics from University 
of Chicago. Mr. Pittman was listed as an industry leader by the Africa Fund 
Manager magazine, in its inaugural ‘Power 50’ list of industry leaders 
shaping investment trends in Africa.

MR. CALLIXTE NYIKINDEKWE - VICE CHAIRPERSON

Mr. Callixte Nyikindekwe joins the Bank as an Independent Director. He is 
currently the CEO of Orgmatt Solutions an SME consulting company. He 
was previously the Head of Business Banking at I&M Bank. Mr. Nyikindekwe 
holds an MBA in Management from Kenya.

MS. ALICE RWEMA

Ms. Alice Rwema joins the BRD as an Independent Director. She is currently 
the Corporate Secretary of the Rwanda Energy Group and serves as a 
Board Member to the Rwanda Airports Company. Ms. Rwema was formerly 
the Legal Advisor at the Ministry of Infrastructure (MININFRA).  She holds 
a Master’s degree in Business, Trade and Tax Law from the University of 
Rwanda.
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MS. ANGELIQUE KAREKEZI

Ms. Angelique Karekezi joins the Bank as an Independent Director. 
She is currently the Managing Director of RWASHOSCCO LTD, Rwanda 
Small Holder Specialty Coffee Farmers Company. In 2008, Ms. Karekezi 
transitioned from finance controller to her current role at RWASHOSCCO, 
where she currently drives the company’s overall vision for marketing, 
roasting and exporting Rwanda’s specialty coffee. Prior to this she held 
various managerial positions in coffee cooperatives and was charged 
with the technical development of coffee farmer unions at the SPREAD 
USAID Project from 2003. Ms. Karekezi holds a Bachelor of Business 
Administration in Economics from the University of Kigali and is also 
the Chairperson of the International Women’s Coffee Alliance - Rwanda 
Chapter.

MS. STELLA NTEZIRYAYO

Ms. Stella Nteziryayo joins BRD as a Non-Independent Director. She 
is currently the Director for the Public Debt Unit in the Ministry of 
Finance and Economic Planning (MINECOFIN). Ms. Nteziryayo is a 
senior Economist with a wide range of experience in debt management 
and external borrowing requirements. She holds a Master’s degree in 
Economics from National University of Rwanda. 

MR. JOSEPH M. MUDENGE

Mr. Joseph Mudenge joins the Bank as a Non-Independent Director, 
representing the Rwanda Social Security Board (RSSB). He is currently 
the Director of Planning and Research of RSSB. Previously, Mr. Mudenge 
held the position of Company Statistician for the Social Security Fund 
of Rwanda. He holds a Master of Science in Actuarial Science from the 
University of Lausanne, Switzerland and he is also a Board Director at 
Prime Economic Zone. 
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MR. CHARLES MUGABE

Mr. Charles Mugabe joins the Bank as a Non-Independent Director, 
representing the Agaciro Development Fund. He is currently a Chief 
Investment Officer for the Agaciro Development Fund. Prior to this, 
Mr. Mugabe served as the Director of Finance at Rwanda Broadcasting 
Agency. He holds a Master’s degree in Business Administration from 
the University of Wales, Cardiff and is also a qualified Chartered 
Accountant (ACCA) of the United Kingdom. 

MR. GHISLAIN NKERAMUGABA

Mr. Ghislain Nkeramugaba joins BRD as an Independent Director. He 
currently serves as a Consultant with Internet Society. Previously, 
Mr. Nkeramugaba held the position of CEO at Group Vivendi Africa 
Rwanda Ltd and was the Deputy Managing Director of Revolution 
Air Ltd prior to that. Mr. Nkeramugaba holds a master’s degree in 
Communications Management from the University of Rwanda. 
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BRD EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE 

Ms. Kampeta Sayizonga has 16 years of progressive 
professional experience as an international 
development practitioner in both public and private 
institutions within Rwanda and the East African 
Region.  Prior to joining BRD, she served as the 
Director General of the National Industrial Research 
and Development Agency (NIRDA), under the Ministry 
of Trade and Industry (MINICOM).

MS. KAMPETA SAYINZOGA
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Ms. Kampeta has served as the Director of Cabinet 
in the Prime Minister’s Office (PRIMATURE) and 
held various senior positions within the Ministry 
of Finance and Economic Planning (MINECOFIN), 
including Permanent Secretary and Secretary to 
Treasury, for a decade. Prior to joining the public 
service, she worked as Professional Associate at 
the World Bank.
 
Ms. Kampeta has also served on the Board of 
Directors of various institutions, including: 
PTA Bank; the East African Development Bank 
(EADB); Rwanda Eurobond Committee; GT Bank; 
the National Capacity Building Secretariat and; 
Rwanda Revenue Authority (RRA). She currently 
serves on the Board of Directors of Kivu Marina 
Bay Ltd and IBDAA Microfinance Institution of 
Rwanda. Ms. Kampeta holds a Master’s degree 
in Economic Development and Policy Analysis 
from the University of Nottingham in the United 
Kingdom.
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MR. VINCENT NGIRIKIRINGO 
CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

Mr. Vincent NGIRIKIRINGO joined the BRD in May 2018 as the Chief Finance 
Officer, bring more than 10 years of experience as a finance professional to the 
Bank.

He is a member of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA), 
with over six years post qualification experience in Finance and Accounting and 
is a member of the Institute of Certified Accountants of Rwanda (ICPAR). 

Prior to BRD, he served as the Deputy Chief Finance Officer and Financial 
Controller at I&M Bank (Rwanda) PLC, for eight years. Here, he acquired a 
vast experience in Financial management, strategic financial planning and 
budgeting, performance management reporting and tax. Prior to this, he has 
worked for Ernst & Young, one of the big four Audit firms, as a Senior Auditor 
in Audit and Assurance where he contributed to key audit engagements in the 
Banking and Service industries.

Mr. Ngirikiringo also serves as the Vice Chair of the Board Audit Committee 
in the Ministry of Education, after having served for three years in the Audit 
Committee for the Ministry of Health. Mr. Ngirikiringo holds a bachelor’s degree 
in Accounting from the National University of Rwanda and an MBA in Finance 
and Accounting.

JEAN CLAUDE ILIBONEYE 
AG. CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER

Mr. Jean Claude Iliboneye is the Acting Chief Operations Officer at BRD. 

Prior to his appointment, he served as the Senior Manager in charge of 
Investment at the Bank. Mr. Iliboneye brings to this position, more than 16 
years of experience within BRD and a total of 18 years of experience in Rwanda’s 
Banking sector. He holds a Master’s degree in Business Administration from 
Maastricht University (Netherlands) and a Bachelor’s degree from Kigali 
Institute of Science, Technology and Management.
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MS. LILIANE IGIHOZO UWERA
HEAD OF SPIU

Ms. Liliane Igihozo Uwera is the Head of Special Projects Implementation Unit 
(SPIU) at BRD. Under her leadership, the SPIU oversees projects financed by the 
World Bank and implemented by BRD including the Renewable Energy Fund; 
Rwanda Housing Finance Project and Jya Mbere Project (Economic Opportunity 
Window). These projects aim to increase access to off-grid energy, affordable 
housing and increase access to finance for entrepreneurs in target areas. 

She previously served as the Chief Operations Officer at BRD; and prior to 
joining the Bank, she was a Partner at FreddyN Consulting for three years, as 
well as served as the Vice Rector in charge of Administration and Finance at the 
School of Finance and Banking (SFB) for three years. 

She also held the position of the Chief Executive Officer of the Rwanda 
Investment Group (RIG ltd.) between 2009 and 2010 and served as a Non-
Executive Director on the Board of the Bank of Kigali for over six years. 

She has extensive project management experience in both private and 
public sectors, as well as various industries such as railways/high speed train 
engineering, construction, energy, cement manufacturing, education, and 
retail. 

She holds a master’s degree in Financial Risk Management and a Bachelor’s in 
Business Administration from the Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium. She 
is a Certified International Professional Associate in Project Management of the 
International Project Management Institute (PMI).

BLAISE PASCAL GASABIRA
HEAD OF STRATEGY

Mr. Blaise Pascal Gasabira is the Head of Strategy, Research, Monitoring & 
Evaluation and Resource Mobilization at BRD. 

Prior to joining the Bank, he led the Treasury department at I&M Bank Rwanda, 
where he oversaw the Financial Markets and Assets, as well as Liabilities 
management of the Bank. Prior to this, Mr. Gasabira served Treasurer for 
Access Bank Rwanda. Through his career in Banking, he has earned immerse 
experience in line with local and international best practices. 

Mr. Gasabira holds an MBA from the African Leadership University School of 
Business and a Bachelor’s degree in Economics, with a major in International 
Economics, from the University of Rwanda.
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NADINE TETA MBABAZI 
HEAD OF HUMAN CAPITAL AND CORPORATE SERVICES

Ms. Nadine Teta Mbabazi serves as the Head of Human Capital and Corporate 
Services at BRD. Before joining BRD, she served as the Human Resources 
Manager at Tigo Ltd (now Airtel Rwanda Ltd), for 10 years.

Ms. Mbabazi has over 15 years of specialized experience in human resources 
in national and international companies, operating in the private, NGO and 
Government sectors.  

Ms. Mbabazi holds a Mini MBA from Mount Kenya University and a Bachelor’s 
degree in Economics from the Independent University of Kigali.

NGABE RUTAGARAMA 
HEAD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND DIGITAL INNOVATION

Mr. Ngabe Rutagarama is the Head of Information Technology and Digital 
Innovation at the Bank. 

Mr. Rutagarama has over 12 years of experience in leading and supervising 
the design and implementation of several technical projects and systems in 
major sectors, including telecommunications, eGovernment, eHealth and 
eCommenrce. His extensive experience also includes managing technology 
budgets, as well as software design and the implementation of relevant 
technological projects on various platforms. 

Mr. Rutagarama’ s experience with the Agile methodology and Waterfall have 
had tangible and positive impact on businesses.

GLORIA TENGERA 
COMPANY SECRETARY & GENERAL COUNSEL

Ms. Gloria Tengera currently serves as the Company Secretary and General 
Counsel at the Bank. 

Prior to joining BRD, she served as Company Secretary and Head of the 
Legal Department at AB Bank Rwanda  Plc and later as the  Head of Risk 
and Compliance Department. Prior to AB Bank, she served as Legal Counsel 
RwandAir from 2010 to 2013. 

Ms. Tengera is also a certified John Maxwell Coach. She holds a degree in 
Law from the National University of Rwanda (now University of Rwanda) and 
a Master’s degree in Business and Corporate Law from Erasmus University, 
Rotterdam.
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MARTIN NDAGIJIMANA
HEAD OF INTERNAL AUDIT

Mr. Martin Ndagijimana joined BRD in March 2020, as the Head of Internal Audit, 
bringing 10 years of experience in Internal and External Audit in banking and 
financial institutions. 

Prior to joining the Bank, he led the Internal Audit Function at Equity Bank 
Rwanda plc. Prior to this, he worked at I&M Bank Rwanda Plc and Ernst & Young 
Rwanda Ltd, where he served as Audit Team Lead in charge of Audit Services in 
banking and financial services, manufacturing, construction, telecoms, as well 
as Governmental and NGO institutions.

Mr. Ndagijimana is a member of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
of Rwanda (iCPA(R), a member of the Association of Chartered Certified 
Accountant (ACCA-UK) and is a Certified Forensic Investigation Professional. 
He holds: a Master’s degree in Financial Management from Amity University; a 
Bachelor’s degree in Accounting Sciences from the University of Rwanda and; 
an advanced Diploma in Business and Accounting from ACCA

WILSON RURANGWA 
HEAD OF EDUCATION PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 

Mr. Wilson Rurangwa has served as the Head of Education Portfolio Management 
at the Bank since December 2020. 

Mr. Rurangwa has more than 12 years of experience in senior managerial 
positions in various institutions, including Internal Auditor & Risk Director 
at Crystal Ventures Ltd and Financial Advisor at the Ministry of Education - 
where he gained financial management, project management, audit, and risk 
management skills and knowledge.

He holds: a Master’s degree in Business Administration, with a specialization in 
Finance and Accounting; a Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration, with 
a specialization in Accounting; a CPA-K Part II certificate and; is a Certified ISO 
31000 Lead Risk Manager.
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YEAR 2020 
PERFORMANCE 
AND OUTLOOK



FINANCIAL 
PERFORMANCE 
REVIEW
The Financial year 2020 ended on a positive 
note after three years of accumulated 
and huge losses. The Bank has been able 
to register a profit for the year end 31st 
December 2020. The year 2020 ended with 
a net profit of 4.1 Billion Rwandan francs 
and a total comprehensive income of 4.7 
billion Rwandan francs.

The Gross loans to customers have increased by 9 percent 
Year on Year despite the COVID-19 crisis. The customer’s 
projects implementation has been halted by the crisis and 
lockdown which made the loan disbursement to be slow on 
the Bank side.

Based on the above growth of the loan book and loans that 
were recovered during the year, the Non- performing loan 
ratio has reduced from 7.5 percent in 2019 to 6.4 percent end 
2020.

The Bank’s cash position has grown by 24 percent as a result 
of various sources of funds mobilized mainly from the Central 
Bank Economic recovery funds, short term borrowings and 
draw down from the projects funds managed by the Bank.

With our customer-first approach, we achieved 
revenue growth of 19 percent Year on Year mainly 
due interest income growth and recoveries of long 
outstanding interests on defaulted customers.

The growth in income has also been a result of 
growth in treasury income that grew at more than 
100 percent due to various placements made on 
the idle funds that the Bank could not disburse to 
customers.

Interest Expense declined by 8.5 percent Year on 
Year. This has been an area of focus during the 
year where the Bank has been very conservative 
in drawing down approved lines of credit by 
using local short-term borrowings and Economic 
recovery funds availed by the National Bank of 
Rwanda.

The Foreign currency losses reduced by 30 percent 
Year on Year as a result of hedging instruments and 
Central Bank intervention in availing the Foreign 
currency to enable the payment of unhedged lines 

of credit to lenders which has been an area where the Bank 
has been losing income in the past.

Due to the impact of COVID-19 measures, Net impairment on 
loans has increased by 77 percent as a result of uncertainties 
in Customer’s business which resulted in loan restructuring. 
Customer’s businesses have been affected and some 
downgraded hence increase in provisions. In addition to 
this, the recovery process has been halted by the suspension 
of the auction process by the Registrar General office. This 
has not enabled the Bank to recover some of the files that 
were supposed to be recovered during the year. 

The Operating expenses have been contained during the 
year by increasing efficiencies in some of the services and 
recruitment postponed due to the pandemic where the 
lockdown could not allow some of the processes to take 
place.

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE 
INCOME/PROFIT OR LOSS 
HIGHLIGHT

STATEMENT OF 
FINANCIAL POSITION 
HIGHLIGHT
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The Bank has invested in corporate Bond during the 
year which is in the Bank’s mandate to support the 
growth of the country’s Capital Market.

The Bank’s lenders and other key stakeholders have 
continued to be supportive despite the COVID-19 
crisis as the Bank has concluded three deals in terms 
of resource mobilization (ResponsAbility, Afrexim, 
BADEA) awaiting contract sign off and disbursement 
of EUR 5 million has been received from KFW.

Shareholders and investors are an important source of 
support and enlighten our understanding of business 
continuity.

During the year like the past years, the Bank has 
been strongly supported by its shareholders in form 
of capital injection. The Share capital of the bank 
has increased by 30 percent because of the capital 
injection by the main shareholder being Government 
of Rwanda made to a tune of 13 billion Rwandan 
francs. This has well positioned the Bank by increasing 
its ability to grow its lending assets the economy 
which is the core mandate of the Bank.

The above support has made the Bank to end the 
year with a capital adequacy ratio of 23.8 percent 
compared to 15 percent benchmark set by the Central 
Bank.

We position the building of strong trust-based 
relationships as the top priority of management, 
staff and commit to practicing management focused 
on increasing corporate value, proactively disclosing 
information, and enhancing communication.

The coronavirus outbreak has been creating an 
unprecedented level of uncertainty with major 
economies coming to a halt. With our shareholders 
and stakeholders support we are well equipped to 
handle the crisis based on the business continuity 
plan that we have successfully implemented to ensure 
the health and safety of our employees while fully 
supporting our customers wherever they are. 

Looking ahead in the 2021 Financial Year, we anticipate 
softness in overall revenue in the first half of the year 
2021 due to a slow economic grow which leads to a 
drop in demand, uncertainties, and cost optimization 
pressure within customers’ businesses. But the Bank 
will work closely with the Government of Rwanda 
to support the recovery effort and its customers to 
continue to serve them by supporting their business 
growth and investment plans. 

SHAREHOLDERS 
SUPPORT

OUTLOOK FOR THE 
FINANCIAL YEAR 2021
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OPERATIONAL 
PERFORMANCE
REVIEW
Notwithstanding of the impact of COVID-19 
pandemic, BRD’s overall performance was 
impressive. In addition to pursuing the 
implementation of the Bank’s Strategic 
Plan (2018 - 2024), the Bank focused on 
the restructuring of loan files that were 
affected pandemic and relevant preventative 
measures, such the lockdown which occurred 
from mid-March to May 2020. This was later 
followed by the temporary closure of some 
business services, as well as Government 
restrictions on movement within the country 
and across borders.

The Economic Recovery Fund (ERF) - a Rwf 150 Billion Fund 
established by the Government of Rwanda to support the 
economic sectors most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic 
– enabled BRD to alleviate loan burdens for projects in the 
hospitality and transport sectors, to the tune of 15.3 Billion 
Rwandan Francs. This support covered the refinancing of 
35% of the existing exposure at a subsidiary interest rate 
of 5% and an extended tenor of up to 10 years.

In terms of approval, the Bank performed well; with loans 
approvals amounting to Rwf 81.4 Billion across all sectors 
of intervention and an increase of 49 percent recorded, 
compared to loans approval of 2019 (Rwf 54.5 Billion). 

To-date, housing and Infrastructure holds the biggest 
share, with Rwf 48.0 Billion approved for on-lending to 
participating financial institutions, under the Rwanda 
Housing Finance Project, as well as Rwf 4.3 Billion to 
finance other impact creating projects under the under 
the infrastructure sector. The export and Manufacturing 
sectors too, saw the approval of Rwf 14.5 Billion, the 
Energy sector Rwf 12.6 Billion and the Agriculture sector 
benefited from loans approvals of Rwf 2 Billion.
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TYPE OF FACILITY NUMBER OF 
FACILITIES

AMOUNT OF FACILITIES 
(IN BILLION RWF)

%

Credit Guarantee 3 0.26 0.3%
Equity 1 0.05 0.1%
Loan 53 81.00 99.5%

Matching Grant 3 0.07 0.1%
TOTAL 60 81.4 100%

The total approvals include 1 Equity investment, 3 Credit Guarantees, 3 Matching Grants and remaining are loans.

Based on the projects financed in the 2020, BRD expects to impact Rwanda’s socio-economic development as 
summarized below:

SECTOR JOBS TO BE CREATED PROJECTED 
TAX 

REVENUES 
(IN BILLION 

RWF)

PROJECTED 
EXPORT 

REVENUES 
(IN BILLION 

RWF)

NO. OF 
MORTGAGORS 

TO ACCESS 
AFFORDABLE 

FINANCING

HOUSEHOLDS 
TO BE 

CONNECTED

SOLAR 
HOME 

SYSTEMS 
TO BE 

SUPPLIED

PERMANENT TEMPORARY

Agriculture 196 3,374 3.05

Energy 56,246 56,246

Export and 
Manufacturing

477 2,316 0.36 19.05

Housing and 
Infrastructure

215 385 3.99 2,299

TOTAL 888 6,075 7.40 19.05 2,299 56,246 56,246

In 2020, the Bank’s disbursements totaled to Rwf 26.48 Billion - a decrease of 12% compared to the achievement in the 
year 2019. 

Delays in loans effectiveness and the fulfillment of the conditions’ precedent, arising from the complexity of the 
projects approved, emerged as the main reasons of the low performance in terms of disbursement. However, a big 
portion of the approved loans are expected to be disbursed in 2021.

NO. SECTOR DISBURSEMENT (IN BILLION RWF)

2019 2020

1. Agriculture 0.93 0.72

2. Energy 15.83 1.43

3. Export and Manufacturing 9.13 6.26

4. Housing and Infrastructure 4.36 18.08

TOTAL 30.26 26.48
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QUALITY OF BRD’S LOAN BOOK

BRD’s loan book reflected improvements in the year 2020, transitioning from a Non-Performance Loans 
ratio (NPL) of 7.52% in 2019 to a NPL of 6.37% at the end of 2020. This improvement comes as a result 
of a more focused credit administration function, which was able to carry out regular follow ups on the 
entire portfolio and, more specifically, closely monitor and respond to loans files that were likely to be 
downgraded, in a timely manner.

Compared to 2019, the gross loan book increased by 8% from Rwf 167.3 Billion in 2019 to Rwf 181.6 Billion, 
at the end of 2020 due to new big credit files that were booked and disbursed during 2020.
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IMPACT AND 
SUSTAINABILITY 
REPORT

This section of the Bank’s integrated 
annual report for the year 2020 
provides a detailed documentation 
of the investment impact expected 
to be generated from its financing 
interventions, summarizes the Bank’s 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
and other stakeholder engagement 
activities implemented that attracted 
media coverage.

DEVELOPMENT IMPACT HIGHLIGHTS

BRD prioritizes monitoring and evaluation 
(M&E) reporting as it is crucial in demonstrating 
evidence-based development impact outcomes 
from the Bank’s financing interventions in 
the priority economic thus ensuring better 
communication and accountability to all 
stakeholders of the Bank. 

The Bank strategic focus is to finance businesses 
with large socioeconomic impact outcomes 
and its M&E framework focuses on ensuring 
appropriate impact measurement and reporting 
on the key project-specific development impact 
indicators. This is aligned to the strategic 
objective of contributing to socioeconomic 
impact as indicated in the institutional Tier 1 
Balanced Scorecard.

During this year 2020, the Bank registered new loan approvals 
amounting to 81.4 billion Rwandan francs were injected 
into all sectors of intervention. The Bank financed a total of 
60 projects categorized under Housing and Infrastructure 
(64%), Exports and Manufacturing (18%), Energy (15%), and 
Agriculture (2%) sectors respectively.  

Although the Bank’s gross loan portfolio grew by 8 
percent, about 40 percent of the new loan approvals was 
registered under on-lending via the special programs being 
implemented by BRD, this indicates the adverse effects of the 
COVID-19 pandemic on contributed to overall low demand 
of new loans in the most affected economic sectors such as 
hotel and hospitality, manufacturing, and transport.

However, the Bank still registered its development impact 
goals through direct lending to projects in the key sectors 
as well as on-lending to Partner Financial institutions, 
Microfinance institutions and SACCOs. 

The Bank’s development impact parameters include: 

 y Boosting exports and domestic production value 
generation to enhance balance of payments and GDP 
growth. 

 y Increasing access to quality education to boost country’s 
efforts to build knowledge-based economy.

 y Improving access to electricity (mainly renewable 
energy sources).

 y Availing decent affordable housing.
 y Supporting modern commercial and social infrastructure 

development.
 y Supporting Small and Medium Enterprises to thrive, 

create and maintain jobs, and contribute to increased 
national tax revenues. 
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KEY DEVELOPMENT IMPACT INDICATORS’ 
PERFORMANCE (FY2020)

Number of both 
permanent and temporary 
jobs created/maintained 
(due to labour intensive 
projects financed in 
agriculture, housing and 
infrastructure, exports, and 
manufacturing sectors).

Projected Export revenues to be 
generated (mainly direct and on-lending 
via the Export Growth Fund)

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) supported at 
the upstream and downstream of the value chains. 
The agriculture and agro-processing loans accounts 
for 49 percent of the Bank’s SMEs portfolio – which 
includes modern poultry and chilli farming projects- 
while about 20 SME projects benefitted from the EGF 
on-lending window.

Number of households 
connected to electricity 
(mainly due to increased 
uptake of Renewable Energy 
Funds – especially under 
Window 1 and 4 – where 56,246 
solar house systems will be 
supplied).

Projected tax 
revenues to be 
generated from 
the new loan 
approvals.

19.1RWF

BILLION

Number of mortgagors to access 
affordable financing (attributed 
to the Rwf52.3 billion lending to 
the housing and infrastructure 
sector; this is majorly on-lending 
via the Rwanda Housing Finance 
Project where the Bank provided 
lines of credit to 3 Participating 
Financial Institutions to finance 
affordable housing off-takers).

Number of students (both 
local and Abroad) financed 
under the Government of 
Rwanda student loans and 
bursary scheme this year 
2020. 

Total amount 
recovered from 
matured student 
loans (2016 to 2020) 
since BRD started 
managing the 
education scheme.
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PROJECT FOCUS: 

GASHORA FARM

BRD financed the expansion of Chili production in 
the Rulindo and Bugesera District, covering over 
700 ha, through the leasing 250 ha of developed 
and irrigated land to local from farmers. In 
Rulindo District receive 200,000 Rwf per hectare 
as a fixed rent amount, after selling their produce 
and in addition to the gained revenues from 
their labor/farming activities. The remaining 
450 ha are exploited through working with the 
out-growers, who receive technical assistance 
in order to maintain a certain standard produce, 
which are thereafter sold at attractive prices.

80% of the (Grade 1) chili produced will be 
exported to China, where the project owner has 
secured several big contracts including, Hema 
(Alibaba), while the remaining 20% of (Grade 2) 
chili produced will be sold within Rwandan and 
across the East African Region. 

This project is expected to generate 
approximately USD 1.9 million in export 
revenues, therefore reducing the national trade 
deficit in 2021 and contribute taxes amounting 
to 220 Million Rwf. The project has created at 
least 41 permanent jobs and 1,400 casual jobs 
in a 9-month period – with women and youth 
making up 80% of its total workers. 

The project’s business model will ensure a 
technology transfer to Small and Medium out-
growers in the area, and therefore increase Chili 
production and productivity within the two 
districts- subsequently increasing household 
revenues.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 
HIGHLIGHTS
During the year 2020, the BRD Corporate 
Social Investment and Responsibility 
(CSI&R) policy was revised and approved 
by the Board of Directors. The revised 
policy refocused the Bank’s approach to 
CSI/R to be done through community-
based development projects categorized 
in initiatives that not only cover the 
identified thematic areas but are also 
aligned to the Bank’s core business 
and annual budget of the current 
year. These include Education, Sports, 
Arts and Culture, Peace building and 
fighting Genocide, Social welfare and 
humanitarian action, Health care and 
Sanitation, Sustainable Environment, 
Private Sector, as well as Branding and 
visibility. 

BRD HONORS #CONNECTRWANDA 
CAMPAIGN PLEDGE

Earlier at the beginning of the 2020, the Bank 
honored its pledge towards the “Connect Rwanda” 
campaign by delivering 500 Made-in-Rwanda Smart 
Phones meant especially for women grouped 
around cooperatives in rural communities across 
the country. 

This initiative aimed at smartphone penetration 
and digital adoption in Rwanda whilst bridging the 
country’s digital divide, particularly in rural Rwanda.

BRD CONTRIBUTES TO NATIONAL COVID-19 
EMERGENCY RELIEF SUPPORT 

Earlier at the beginning of the 2020, the Bank honored 
its pledge towards the “Connect Rwanda” campaign by 
delivering 500 Made-in-Rwanda Smart Phones meant 
especially for women grouped around cooperatives in rural 
communities across the country. 

This initiative aimed at smartphone penetration and digital 
adoption in Rwanda whilst bridging the country’s digital 
divide, particularly in rural Rwanda.
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STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT 
HIGHLIGHTS 

The German Development Bank (KfW) and BRD held a virtual signing 
ceremony to conclude a financing agreement whereby KfW will provide a 
total grant funding of EUR 5 million which BRD will deploy to partner financial 
institutions (PFIs) under the Export Growth Facility.

The PFIs will then select export-oriented SMEs in their portfolios suffering from the negative effects of Covid-19 related 
restrictions for support. The program aims to enable the beneficiaries, namely export-oriented SMEs, to maintain the 
largest share of their employees and to support them in their economic recovery.

BRD RECEIVES 5M EUROS 
FROM KFW FOR COVID-19 

EMERGENCY PROGRAM FOR 
SMES

BRD SIGNS SUBSIDIARY FINANCING AGREEMENT WITH PARTICIPATING FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
TO KICKSTART JYA MBERE (SEIRHCP) PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

In the presence of its key 
partners, the Ministry of 
Emergency Management 
(MINEMA) and the World 
Bank, BRD signed subsidiary 
financing agreements 
with Africa Entrepreneur 
Collective Rwanda Trustee 
Company Ltd (AEC RT) and 
Banque Populaire (BPR) 
part of Atlas Mara –  which 
became the first financial 
institutions that expressed 
interest to work with 

BRD in implementation of the Socio-Economic Inclusion for Refugees and Host 
Communities in Rwanda (SEIRHCRP) Project also referred to as “Jya Mbere”.
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BRD ATTAINS B ‘STRONG DEVELOPMENTAL IMPACT’ RANKING BY AADFI

The signing ceremony kickstarted activities on the US$ 9,000,000 World Bank-funded project which aims to improve 
access to basic services and economic opportunities for refugees and host communities, and support environmental 
management, in the target areas in Rwanda.

Under this agreement, BRD will provide matching grants through Participating Financial Institutions (PFIs) to viable 
projects from entrepreneurs among the refugees or host communities as individuals, Micro-Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprises (MSMEs) or as Cooperatives. The call to apply for this matching grant is open to all financial institutions 
including commercial Banks, Microfinance institutions and SACCOs.

The 10th PSGRS Peer-
Review of African DFIs 
ranked BRD in Category 
B (equivalent to 89%) as 
an African DFI with a 
“Strong Developmental 
Impact” which is a vote of 
confidence in the Bank’s 
performance in key areas 
of Governance, Financial 
and Operational.

The assessment was undertaken by an independent consultant and approved 
by the 98th Meeting of the AADFI Board of Directors conducted on 1st February 
2020.
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BRD AWARDED 
2ND OVERALL BEST 
EXHIBITOR AT PSF EXPO 
2020

BRD RECOGNIZED AT ICPAR FIRE AWARDS 2020

The Rwanda Private Sector 
Federation (PSF) awarded 
BRD as the 2nd overall 
Best Exhibitor at the 23rd 
International Trade Fair which 
was held from 11th to 31st 
December 2020 and brought 
together over 382 exhibitors 
including 78 foreigners.

The Acting Chief Operations Officer at BRD, Mr. Jean Claude ILIBONEYE received 
the award on behalf of the Bank and attributed it to the Bank’s efforts to sustain 
customer satisfaction as well as delivering programs/products that address the 
client and market needs.

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants of 
Rwanda (ICPAR) held the 3rd Financial Reporting 
Awards (FIRE Awards 2020) during which BRD was 
awarded amongst the Winners under the ‘Financial 
Category’ in recognition of the Bank’s exceptional 
Integrated Annual Report 2019 publication. 

The ICPAR 2020 FIRE Awards aim to improve organizational 
financial reporting in Rwanda.
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BRD RATED 
‘B+’ BY FITCH 
RATINGS INC

BRD’S OUTLOOK

April 28, 2020 – The Development Bank of Rwanda 
(BRD) Plc is the first Bank in Rwanda to be rated by 
Fitch. In the past, Fitch has only rated the Sovereign (i.e. 
Government). Through this inaugural rating, Fitch has 
rated BRD as a B+ Stable outlook which is the same 
rating as the Government of Rwanda.

FitchRatings made the announcement early this Monday 
assigning BRD a Long-Term Issuer Default Rating (IDR) of 
‘B+’ with a Stable Outlook. Fitch has also assigned BRD 
a Support Rating Floor (SRF) of ‘B+’ and Support Rating 
(SR) of ‘4’.

This underlines the Institution’s standing compared to 
the best banking standards and practices. The rating 
further validates the Bank’s recent improvements, 
growth prospects and continued expected financial 
stability.  The rating will also play a major role in 
strengthening BRD’s capability to attract new strategic 
financial partners to enable it to play a more prominent 
role as the only development bank in Rwanda. One of 
the strategic objectives of BRD in the medium term is to 
increase its capacity to leverage longer term funding at 
attractive rates for economic actors in Rwanda.

BRD Management welcomed the news with great 
optimism. The CEO, Ms. Kampeta SAYINZOGA stated

“We have come a long way and we 
are very encouraged by this rating 
which comes amidst tough times. 
Our rating is attributed to the strong 
support BRD has received from its 
shareholders to turn the Bank around 
in a very determined way. The BRD 
team is working relentlessly to live up 
to the expectations of its shareholders 
and ensure productive use of capital. 
This rating will also be instrumental 
in supporting our upcoming effort 
to diversify our capital base in the 
medium term. It re-energizes our 
endeavors to deliver on our mandate to 
sustainably improve the socio-economic 
development of Rwandans.”
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WHAT ARE THE KEY DRIVERS FOR THE RATING?

BRD’s ratings reflect Fitch’s view of the current 

financial status of the Bank and the commitment of 

its majority shareholders (i.e. the Government of 

Rwanda) to position the Bank as a strategic vehicle to 

implement the National Strategy for Transformation 

(NST1) and the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs). BRD is indeed expected to play a major role in 

driving Rwanda’s transformational economic agenda. 

The Bank’s strategy has been assessed in this light and 

has been rated accordingly.

As Rwanda’s sole development bank, it has been 

found by Fitch that its unique business model would 

be difficult to be replicated by other domestic 

financial institutions.  BRD Plc is 97%- owned by the 

government, via the Agaciro Development Fund 

(Rwanda’s sovereign wealth fund, 55%) and the 

Rwanda Social Security Board (42%) and is overseen 

by the Ministry of Finance.

BRD has recently benefitted greatly from several 

capital injections which have strengthened its 

ability to deliver on its ambitious developmental 

objectives. The Bank is regulated by Rwanda’s Central 

Bank, and is subject to compliance with the prudential 

requirements, albeit with certain exemptions (in 

particular for asset quality, loan restructuring and FX 

risk management).

Since 2016, BRD and its Stakeholders started 

initiating turnaround and transformation strategies 

that have concretely strengthened the Bank and 

contributed to its improving financial profile.  The 

Bank’s  performance  has significantly improved  with 

losses reduced by more than 77% in 2019 compared 

to the previous two years. This performance has 

mainly been driven by the recovery efforts on the 

written off book and stopping migration of good loans 

to bad loans which has made the Net impairment 

charge on loans and advances to significantly reduce 

by 31% compared to the previous year. 

The close monitoring of our customers has resulted 

into significant improvements of the Bank’s non-

performing ratio that has dropped from 19.34% 

2018 to 7.52% end 2019.

It is worth noting that BRD’s performance continues 

to be affected by relatively high funding costs and 

large FX translation losses due to its unhedged foreign 

currency funding. Measures are being taken by 

management to address these issues in consultation 

with the regulator.

Like all policy banks, BRD has a higher risk appetite 

and finances emerging industry sectors and customers 

that commercial banks tend to view as “too risky”. 

Lending is typically longer term (average tenor in the 

book is 84 months) and on more favourable terms, 

including longer grace periods.
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RISK 
MANAGEMENT 
REVIEW

BRD’s anticipation and response to risks 
and opportunities is an integral part 
of achieving its strategic mandate and 
ensuring its delivery. The Bank’s Board of 
Directors is responsible for the effective 
management of risks and reviews, as 
well as regularly approving the Risk 
Management Framework covering: credit 
risk, market risk, liquidity risk, social and 
environmental risks, operational risks 
and IT security & risk, used to manage 
the Bank’s risk exposures. This serves to 
ensure that BRD pro-actively manages the 
risks inherent in its strategy, operations 
and business, and that the management 
of risks is embedded into its planning, 
business and decision-making processes.

In order to execute the risk management process, 
the following risk management infrastructure is in 
place: Board of Directors, Board Risk Committee, 
Risk Steering Committee, Risk Management group, 
Risk Champions - along with formalized policies and 
procedures clearly defining and communicating risk 
management process and appetite, consistent risk 
measurement methodologies, comprehensive risk 
management reports and IT, to satisfy risk information 
BRD’s needs as a whole.

The  Risk Management Group consists of 
various management Committees that report 
directly to the Chief Executive Officer. These 
include the Risk Steering Committee, Credit 
Risk Management Committee, the Asset 
and Liability Committee (ALCO). The Risk 
Management Group is supported by the Risk 
and Finance Divisions, the Internal Audit and 
Risk Champions, who support their peers in 
different divisions, departments or units.

During the year 2020, BRD’s risks were 
managed in different risk categories under the 
different risk management functions of the 
Division of Risk Management of the Bank.
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 Ҍ The Bank has appointed Risk 
Champions from different 
divisions/departments/units to 

assist in the identification of risks in 

their respective business divisions/

departments/units.

 Ҍ The Bank carried out different 
Business Continuity Plan (BCP) tests 
and raised awareness to promote 
business continuity across the Bank.

 Ҍ The Bank established the Risk 
Steering Committee and appointed 
its members from different units 
to assess risks and recommend 
corrective actions or measures.

 Ҍ The Bank carried out two IT Disaster 
Recovery Site tests to promote 
operational resilience.

 Ҍ Six policies and procedures were 
reviewed and approved by the 
Board Directors, including:

• Pricing Guideline

• Business Continuity 

Management Framework

• BRD Risk appetite

• Risk Management Framework

• BRD IT BCP

• BRD Cyber Security Framework

 Ҍ The Bank introduced Risk Registers 
in different divisions/departments/
units.

KEY CHANGES AND UPDATED 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURE

1.   

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT MANAGEMENT 

2.   

Project Financing

 Ҍ BRD finances socially and environmentally 
friendly projects and work with clients to 
avoid or minimize the negative social and 
environmental impacts of projects. 

In 2020, the projects financed by BRD were 
assessed and classified into three categories: 
High Risk, Medium Risk and Low Risk. The 
Bank financed 5% investment projects under 
the low risk category, mainly from the export 
sector. 

BRD also financed 67% projects under the 
medium risk category, which included small 
to medium scale projects, mainly in the 
transport sector. 28% of the investment 
projects have been classified as high risk 
– these including mining, hydropower & 
heavy infrastructure projects such as hotels, 
commercial buildings that house more than 
100 people in a given day (such as schools), as 
well as agricultural mechanization projects. 

The following graph shows the distribution of 
the projects financed by the BRD.

ENVIRONMENTAL RISK CATEGORIES FOR 
FINANCED PROJECTS

Project Monitoring

Projects were visited on a regular basis in 2020 and 
no incident was reported.
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STRATEGY 
INSIGHTS AND 
OUTLOOK

RWANDA AND GLOBAL 
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

The year 2020 begun with a positive outlook on the 
growth trajectory of the Global economy. Rwanda’s 
economy particularly, was projected to continue its 
upward trend with an average GDP growth of 8.1 percent 
– expected to be driven by the strong performance of 
the industry and service sectors. 

However, by end of the first quarter 2020, after the 
country reported its first confirmed positive case 
of Coronavirus (Covid-19), this signaled the start of 
the direct and adverse effects of the pandemic on the 
country.

The effect of the pandemic was felt worldwide leading 
to the Global economy sinking into recession –  with 
the World Bank estimating that the global economy 
contracted by 4.4 percent in 2020 – while Rwanda’s GDP 
is estimated to have decelerated by 0.2 percent for 2020 
(in comparison to projected expansion of 8 percent prior 
to the outbreak of COVID-19 outbreak in the country).

This owed to the strict measures implemented to curb the 
spread of the Covid-19 – such as total/partial lockdowns 
and other social distancing measures – which drastically 
slowed down major economic activities countrywide; 
majorly affecting strategic sectors including education, 
transport, manufacturing, tourism and hospitality.

With the optimistic outlook presented by the availability 
and fast-tracked rollout of the Covid-19 vaccination, 
there are positive recovery prospects expected with the 
World Bank forecasting that the global GDP will expand 
by 4 percent while Rwanda’s economy is projected to 
grow by 5.7 percent in 2021. This is largely attributed to 
the anticipated resumption of the international trade and 
travel, the relaxing of measures implemented to contain 
the spread of the Covid-19, as well as Monetary and Fiscal 
Interventions being undertaken by governments.
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INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE 
AMID THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

BRD consolidated its upward performance 
trajectory, in terms of key financial and 
investment performance indicators, despite 
the pandemic’s negative impact on business 
operations. More specifically, the Bank 
remained resilient in discharging its catalytic 
mandate (aligned with the NST1 and the 
SDGs) and financing sustainable development 
in Rwanda.

We are pleased to note that thanks to the 
unwavering stakeholder support and Bank’s 
implementation of turnaround and transformation 
strategies over the past two years; these efforts 
culminated in the Bank returning to profitability 
position at the end of year 2020 posting 4.1 Billion 
Rwandan francs. Furthermore, the clear recovery 
and close portfolio monitoring efforts have led 
to improved quality of loan book with the non-
performing loans (NPL) ratio currently at 6.4 
percent (from 7.5 percent in 2019).  

We embarked and abided to a deliberate strategy 
of slowing down lending in high concentrated 
sectors and in favor of exploring other possibilities 
of syndications, co-financing, and on-lending 
to commercial Banks; the Bank registered an 8 
percent increase on the gross loan portfolio to 
181.6 billion Rwandan francs driven by new loan 
approvals amounting to 81.4 billion Rwandan 
(with about 40 percent portion as on-lending via 
the special programs being implemented by BRD 
particularly the Rwanda Housing Finance Fund, 
Renewable Energy Fund, and Export Growth 
Facility).

With the Bank’s capital adequacy ratio (CAR) also improving 
thanks to capital injection from the Bank shareholders – 
signifying a vote of confidence from them – and with such 
CAR levels quite above regulatory limits; this provides the 
Bank with a room for loan book growth leading to improved 
revenues. Therefore, this will crucially enable the Bank to 
focus on identifying new opportunities in the market as well 
as designing market-fit products/programs.

The overall positive performance of the Bank is anchored on 
strengthened credit and risk management coupled with high 
corporate governance standards and stakeholder alignment 
towards the Bank’s strategic orientation. This year, the 
Board and Management consistently held strategic sessions 
which provided an opportunity for the different levels of 
management to refocus on the Bank’s mandate and jointly 
review the progress of the overall strategy implementation 
and identify drivers of performance improvement as well as 
the gaps, challenges encountered and lessons learnt along 
the way.

Amidst the pandemic, the Bank adopted a business 
continuity framework to ensure optimum productivity for 
enhanced organizational performance through consistent 
tracking and reporting of key performance metrics using 
the institutional balanced scorecard approach to guide 
decision-making.
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STRONGER STAKEHOLDER 
RELATIONS FOR ENHANCED 
RESOURCE MOBILIZATION

The Bank depends on sourcing for funding to 
finance its balance sheet – majorly through 
capital injection from the Shareholders and 
borrowings from DFIs and other FIs – therefore, 
we are cognizant to implement a robust fund 
mobilization strategy through enhanced 
stakeholder engagement with existing and 
new partners that share the same mandate of 
financing sustainable development.

Our focus is on identifying and negotiating competitive 
borrowing rates as well as non-traditional sources of funding 
to contribute to the Bank’s overall Finance performance.
During the year 2020, the Bank leveraged on these excellent 
and mutually beneficial partnerships to raise an amount 
equivalent to 59 billion Rwandan francs which is crucial 
in addressing our short and medium-term funding needs. 
However, our major strategic objective is to increase our 
capacity to leverage longer-term funding at attractive rates 
to facilitate the Bank play a major role in driving Rwanda’s 
transformational economic agenda.

In fact, we are pleased to note that  we completed the 
rigorous engagement with the accredited rating firm – Fitch 
Ratings Inc – which rated BRD as a ‘B+’ Stable outlook (the 
same rating as the Government of Rwanda) thus boosting the 
Bank’s capability to attract new strategic financial partners.
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NAVIGATING 
THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 
PANDEMIC

As a DFI, it was imperative for BRD 
to activate and channel some of 
its long-term funding resources to 
support the Government of Rwanda 
in availing urgent responses to 
mitigate challenges such as the 
Covid-19 crisis; partly to cushion 
the socioeconomic impact faced by 
priority sectors of the country. 

Indeed, the pandemic strongly impacted 
on the Bank’s investment and portfolio 
which led to the Bank Management 
initiating strategies to mitigate the 
impact as well as reposition the Bank to 
effectively contribute to alleviating the 
worsening macro-economic conditions 
in the country.

We reviewed our portfolio and identified clients whose business 
operations were affected by the pandemic; and the Bank 
Management restructured their loans by deferring their loan 
repayments. This significantly impacted on the Bank’s cash-flows 
and liquidity affecting the Bank’s flexibility to repay its borrowings. 

However, we are grateful to our major lenders – particularly RSSB, 
Shelter Afrique, EIB, EADB and TDB – for  their continued support 
and collaboration provided to the Bank in granting deferments on 
the lines of credit repayments to match the restructuring periods 
the Bank granted to its affected clients.

This is in addition to several financing solicited from our 
development partners – with special mention to the KfW (German 
Development Bank) – which extended funding under the COVID-19 
emergency programs to enable BRD support the small and 
medium-sized enterprises operating in Rwanda.

More so, we commend the timely support from the policy makers 
to the financial sector; in particular, the National Bank of Rwanda 
(NBR) for availing the COVID-19  liquidity support facility and 
the Economic Recovery Fund (ERF) from which BRD acquired 
much needed funding thus alleviating the liquidity shortfalls and 
facilitating restructuring of the Bank’s loan portfolio mainly under 
the  Hospitality and Transport Sectors.
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OUTLOOK

Like many DFIs worldwide, BRD 
will play a crucial role in the post-
COVID-19 economic recovery of 
the country with focus on availing 
timely and affordable financing 
to spur the adversely affected 
sectors. Going forward, we have 
developed several initiatives to be 
implemented during the financial 
year 2021.

OPTIMIZATION 
FOR STABILITY 
AND GROWTH

The Bank will refocus on the following priority initiatives: 

 y Contributing to Rwanda’s recovery from COVID-19 pandemic:  
We look forward to year 2021 with optimism for marginal 
rebound of the economy. Therefore, we are committed to support 
businesses drastically affected by the pandemic (mainly export 
and manufacturing, transport, and education). In collaboration 
with our major stakeholders, our priority is to design and 
avail affordable financing products (such as term loans for 
investments, working capital to cover Operational expenses and 
sustain jobs; guarantees and credit enhancement for businesses 
with depleted collaterals).

 y Revision of 2018-2024 strategy: As the Bank registers evident 
strides in ensuring improved financial performance and 
soundness, we will undertake carryout the mid-term strategy 
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review focusing on the Bank’s business model and 
business plan to appropriately reposition the Bank 
for optimal future stability and growth. There is need 
for a deep-dive exercise to reassess our investment 
strategy to support the existing portfolio growth.

With the anticipated rollout of the African Continental 
Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) in 2021 which is projected 
to spur a 50 percent increase in the intra-African 
trade; there is need for the Bank to upgrade and 
diversify its product and service offerings to leverage 
on available opportunities. For instance, our focus is 
on increasing the Bank’s trade finance portfolio in 
support of AfCFTA.

 y Adopting blended financing:  The Bank continues 
to grapple with relatively high funding costs which 
does not match the financing needs of our clients. 
Therefore, we will focus more on innovative eco-
system-based financing, by attracting alternative 
funding at concessional rates and channel these 
funds through on-lending to SACCOs/MFIs and other 
partner financial institutions to enhance financial 
inclusion and outreach. 

 y Initiating the Green Financing agenda:  
in close collaboration with FONERWA and other 
partners, we have registered significant strides 
in facilitating this transformational journey. We 
are building a strong value network of partners to 
boost the Bank’s skills and expertise around green 
investments’ financing. We are actively considering 
issuing a green bond in the near future to finance 
green initiatives looking for tailored funding.

 y Fostering product/program development: We will 
aim to avail financial solutions that significantly 
contribute to value-addition in the priority sectors 
of intervention. In that sense the Bank will focus 
on product upgrading and development of new 
products and programs that respond to the needs 
of the market. We are in advanced discussions 
with strategic partners especially in designing and 
raising funding for several programs focused on the 
agriculture and digital transformation sectors.

We will continuously engage our partners to align 
efforts towards designing technical assistance 
grants and other derisking instruments to support 
the deployment of the Bank’s new programs 
particularly focused on gender-sensitive initiatives 
and promoting access to credit to underserved 
target groups (youth and women) to enhance the 
Bank’s portfolio growth.

 y Fast-track diversification of equity base:  The 
effect of COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the 
Bank’s need to engage like-minded partners to 
attract equity placement. In fact, with the Fitch 
B+ credit rating, this is a tremendous launchpad 
for the Bank’s medium-term efforts to diversify its 
capital base.

Enhanced institutional knowledge management 
framework: BRD is increasingly exploring 
ways to grow the Bank’s non-financial services’ 
offerings. Given our vast technical expertise and 
experience around financing complex projects 
(such as in the energy sector), we have developed 
a comprehensive knowledge management strategy 
to drive the Bank’s research and knowledge 
development efforts to strengthen the provision 
and monetization of the advisory services to 
various partners.

Finally, we recognize the urgent and important 
role envisaged to be played by BRD in supporting 
the country’s post-pandemic economic recovery 
despite the underlying challenges; however, the 
Bank’s notable performance rebound lays a strong 
foundation for our optimistic forward outlook for 
year 2021 and beyond. 
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OUR PARTNERS
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
DIREC TORS’ REPORT 
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

The Directors submit their report together with the audited financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2020, 
which disclose the state of affairs of Development Bank of Rwanda (“BRD” or “the Bank”).

Incorporation
Development Bank of Rwanda Limited (BRD) is a Public Limited Liability Company created by the law on August 5, 1967. 
However, pursuant to Law No. 14/2011 of 30/05/2011, BRD ceased to be governed by an Act of Parliament and changed 
into a Public Company limited by shares in accordance with the previous Law No. 7/2009 relating to companies. BRD is 
a development finance institution dedicated to becoming “the financier of Rwanda’s development”.

BRD’s vision is “To be an innovative and sustainable provider of development finance for socio-economic impact”. 
For more than 50 years the Bank has been at the forefront of economic development in Rwanda through investment 
financing in different sectors of the economy.

In its triple role as “financier, advisor and partner”, Development Bank of Rwanda (BRD) continues to fund development 
in the country through direct investments. 

Principal activity
The principal activity of the Bank is development finance lending through direct and indirect equity holdings, or other 
stocks and granting of short, medium- and long-term loans.

Results 
The results for the year are set out on Page 62 of the financial statements.

Dividend
The directors do not recommend the payment of dividends for the year (2019: Nil).

Directorate
The Directors who served during the year are set out on page 52.

Auditors
KPMG Rwanda Limited were appointed as Auditors of the bank for the year 2020 in accordance with Regulation No. 
04/2009 on accreditation and other requirements for external auditors of banks and have expressed willingness to 
continue as auditors. 

By order of the Board

.............................................................................

Chairman

Date: ………………………

DIRECTORS REPORT
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
S TATEMENT OF DIREC TORS RESPONSIBILIT Y
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

The Bank’s Directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements, comprising 
the statement of financial position as 31 December 2020, the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive 
income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to the 
financial statements, which include a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes, in 
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) and Regulation N° 2310/2019 - 00013[614 ] of 
27/12/2019 of the National Bank Of Rwanda On Licensing Conditions Of Banks and BNR Regulation No 28/2020 of 
09/09/2020 relating to publication of financial statements and other disclosures by banks and for such internal control 
as the Directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material 
misstatement whether due to fraud or error.

The Directors’ responsibility includes designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the 
preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due 
to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are 
reasonable in the circumstances. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the bank.

The Directors accept responsibility for the financial statements set out on pages 64 to 138, which have been prepared 
using appropriate accounting policies supported by reasonable and prudent judgments and estimates, in conformity 
with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Regulation N° 2310/2019 - 00013[614 ] 
of 27/12/2019 of the National Bank of Rwanda On Licensing Conditions of Banks and BNR Regulation No 28/2020 of 
09/09/2020 relating to publication of financial statements and other disclosures by banks. The Directors are of the 
opinion that the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of the financial affairs and the profit and cash 
flow for the year ended 31 December 2020.

The Directors have made an assessment of the bank’s ability to continue as a going concern and have no reason to 
believe the business will not be a going concern for at least the next twelve months from the date of this statement.

The Independent Auditor is responsible for reporting on whether, based on their audit, the annual financial statements 
are fairly presented in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards, Regulation N° 2310/2019 - 
00013[614] of 27/12/2019 of the National Bank of Rwanda On Licensing Conditions Of Banks and BNR Regulation No 
28/2020 of 09/09/2020 relating to publication of financial statements and other disclosures by banks.

Approval of the financial statements

The financial statements which appear on pages 64 to 138 were approved and authorized for issue by the Directors on

 ……………………………

…………………………………..…..                                                                      …………………………………   

Chairman                                                                                                                    Chief Executive Officer

STATEMENT OF DIRECTORS 
RESPONSIBILITIES
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
CORPOR ATE GOVERNANCE S TATEMENT
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

Development Bank of Rwanda Plc. is committed to world class corporate governance standards as set from time 
to time by the National Bank of Rwanda and by itself in accordance with international best practice. The Board of 
Directors is responsible for the long-term strategic direction for profitable growth of the Bank whilst being accountable 
to the shareholders for compliance and maintenance of the highest corporate governance standards and business 
ethics. 

The Board of Directors 

The Board is currently made up of eight members, all non-executive Directors including the Chairman. The Board 
is provided with full, appropriate and timely information to enable them to maintain full and effective control over 
the strategic, financial, operational and compliance issues of the Bank. The day to day running of the business of 
the Bank is delegated to the Chief Executive Officer but the Board is responsible for establishing and maintaining the 
Bank’s system of internal controls so that the objectives of profitable and sustainable growth and shareholders value 
is realized. The Board also makes recommendations to the shareholders on Board succession planning and annual 
financial statements.

Board meetings

The Board of Directors meet quarterly or as required in order to monitor the implementation of the Bank’s planned 
strategy, review it in conjunction with its financial performance and approves issues of strategic nature. Specific 
reviews are also undertaken on operational issues and future planning. At the end of each financial year, the Board 
reviews itself, Board Committees, Senior Management and Chief Executive Officer against targets agreed in the 
balanced scorecard at the beginning of the year.

Board Committees

The Board has created the following principal committees which meet regularly under well-defined and materially 
delegated terms of reference set by the Board.

Board Risk Committee

The committee was set up to oversee the Bank’s mitigation and appreciation of all risks in the business as well as 
assets and liabilities matters. It meets quarterly to advise the business on all matters pertaining to credit, market, 
operational, legal, environmental and other risks. Business continuity issues are also discussed by this committee. 

Board Audit Committee

The Audit Committee meets quarterly or as required. In accordance with regulatory requirement, the committee 
comprise non- executive members of the Board who are independent of the day-to-day management of the Company’s 
operations. The committee deals with all matters relating to the financial statements and internal control systems 
of the Bank including dealing with independent auditors and National Bank of Rwanda inspectors. All the audits 
conducted by this committee are risk based. 

CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE 
STATEMENT
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
CORPOR ATE GOVERNANCE S TATEMENT (CONTINUED)
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

Board Nomination and Remuneration Committee

The committee meets quarterly to review human resource policies and make suitable recommendations to the Board 
on senior management appointments. This committee oversees the nomination functions and senior management 
performance reviews.

Board Credit Committee

The committee meets quarterly to review the credit risk profile of the Bank and recommend to the Board for approval 
policies and standards of credit risk governance and management. The frequency of the meetings has ensured that 
the needs of the Bank’s customers are given timely attention. The committee also reviews the Bank’s credit risk 
appetite and sectorial concentration.  

Board IT & Strategy Committee

The IT Committee’s role is oversight over the IT policies and strategies of the bank.  The Committee also oversees the 
implementation of the requirements provided in the laws and regulations on cyber security, reviews, approves the 
Bank’s technology planning, strategy, and works in partnership with other board committees and senior management. 
The Committee is currently composed of three (3) Non-Executive Directors. The committee meets on a quarterly basis 
or as often as business demands.

Board/ Board Committee attendance

The following table gives the record of attendance to the board meetings and its Committee meetings for the twelve 
months ended 31 December 2020.

  MAIN BOARD EXTRA 
ORDINARY RISK AUDIT CREDIT NOM 

REM IT & STRA

Meetings held 2 4 2 2 2 2 2
Eric Rwigamba 2/2 4/4 2/2 2/2 2/2 - -
Agnes Kanyangeyo 2/2 4/4 2/2 - 2/2 - 2/2
Cyrille Hategekimana 2/2 4/4 - 2/2 - 2/2 -
Athanase Rutabingwa 2/2 4/4 - 2/2 2/2 2/2 -
Patrick Mwesige 2/2 4/4 2/2 2/2 - - 2/2
Eric Kwizera Gasana 2/2 4/4 - - 2/2 2/2 2/2

  MAIN 
BOARD

EXTRA 
ORDINARY RISK AUDIT CREDIT NOM 

REM IT & STRA

Meetings held 2 2 2 1 4 2 2
Bobby PITTMAN  2/2 2/2 2/2 - - 2/2 2/2
Alice RWEMA  2/2 2/2 2/2 - 4/4 2/2 -
Joseph MUDENGE 2/2 2/2 2/2 - - - 2/2
Charles MUGABE 2/2 2/2 - 2/2 - 2/2 -
Ghislain NKERAMUGABA 2/2 2/2 - 2/2 - 2/2 2/2
Stella NTEZIRYAYO 2/2 2/2 2/2 - 4/4 2/2 -
Angelique KAREKEZI 2/2 2/2 2/2 - 4/4 - -
Callixte NYILINDEKWE 2/2 2/2 - 2/2 4/4 2/2 -
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
CORPOR ATE GOVERNANCE S TATEMENT (CONTINUED)
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

Management committees

The Board has delegated the management of the business to the Chief Executive Officer together with his management 
committees. The following management committees are in place to ensure that the Bank carries out its obligation 
efficiently and effectively.

• Executive Committee (EXCO)

• Management Investment & Credit Committee

• Assets and Liabilities Committee

• IT steering and cyber security committee

• Asset disposal committee

• Staff loans and advances committee

• Tender committee
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

To the Members of Development Bank of Rwanda PLC
Report on the audit of the financial statements

Opinion 

We have audited the financial statements of Development Bank of Rwanda (“the Bank”) as set out on pages 59 to 
113 which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2020 and the statement of profit or loss 
and other comprehensive income, the statement of changes in equity and the statement of cash flows for the year 
then ended, and notes to the financial statements comprising significant accounting policies and other explanatory 
information.

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements present fairly in all material respects, of the financial position 
of the Development Bank of Rwanda PLC as at 31 December 2020 and of its financial performance and cash flows for 
the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs), in the manner required by 
Law No 17/2018 of 13/04/2018 governing companies and Regulation No 28/2019 of 09/09/2019 relating to publication 
of financial statements and other disclosures by banks issued by the National Bank of Rwanda.

Basis for Opinion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under 
those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section 
of our report. We are independent of the Bank in accordance with the ethical requirements of the International Ethics 
Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (IESBA Code), and we have fulfilled our 
other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the IESBA Code. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Key Audit matters

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of the 
financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the financial 
statements taken as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, we do not provide a separate opinion on these 
matters.

INDEPENDENT 
AUDITORS REPORT
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

To the Members of Development Bank of Rwanda PLC
Report on the audit of the financial statements (Continued)

IFRS 9 Expected Credit Losses

Refer to notes 17 to the financial statements.

Key audit matter How the matter was addressed in our audit 

Measurement of expected credit losses (“ECL”) on loans and 
advances involves significant judgement and estimates. The 
key areas where we identified greater levels of management 
judgement and therefore increased levels of audit focus in 
the Bank’s implementation of IFRS 9 are:

— Economic scenarios – IFRS 9 IFRS 9 Financial Instruments 
requires the Bank to measure ECLs on a forward-looking 
basis reflecting a range of future economic conditions. 
Significant management judgment is applied to determining 
the economic scenarios used and the probability weightings 
applied to them especially for the corporate portfolios

— Significant increase in credit risk (“SICR”)   
for the retail and corporate portfolios the criteria selected 
to identify a significant increase in credit risk is a key area 
of judgement within the Bank’s ECL calculation as these 
criteria determine whether a 12 month or lifetime provision is 
recorded.

— Model estimations – inherently judgemental modelling is 
used to estimate ECL which involves determining probabilities 
of default (“PD”), loss given default (“LGD”), and exposures 
at default (“EAD”). The PD models used in the retail and 
corporate portfolios are the key drivers of the Bank’s ECL 
results and are therefore the most significant judgemental 
aspect of the Bank’s ECL modelling approach.

— Qualitative adjustments adjustments to the model 
driven ECL results are raised by management to address 
known impairment model limitations or emerging trends. 
Such adjustments are inherently uncertain and significant 
management judgement is involved in estimating these 
amounts especially in relation to the retail and corporate 
portfolios.

We determined impairment of loans and advances to 
customers to be a key audit matter because of the high 
degree of estimation uncertainty and judgements involved 
in the determination of ECL. 

Our audit procedures in this area included:

— Obtaining an understanding of the credit 
management processes and Performing an end 
to end process understanding to identify the key 
systems, applications and controls used in the 
determination of ECL processes. This included 
assessing the design and operating effectiveness 
of the key controls over the staging criteria such 
as the review and approval of model inputs and 
outputs.

— Using our data and analytics specialists to 
independently recompute probability of default 
modelling based on historical days past due 
reports. 

— On a sample basis, we recomputed the loss given 
default and exposure at default amounts and 
compared with what management used in the 
ECL model. 

— Challenging the accuracy of the key inputs and 
assumptions into the IFRS 9 impairment models.

This was performed by: 

• For a sample of key data inputs and assumptions 
applied in determination of ECL, assessing the 
accuracy of economic forecasts and challenging 
assumptions applied by involving our specialists in 
the reperformance of the economic forecasts and 
PDs;

• Evaluating the appropriateness of the Bank’s SICR 
determinations by assessing the qualitative and 
quantitative factors used by management in their 
evaluation of the classification into stages 1, 2 and 3;

• Involving our own economic specialists in assessing 
the reasonableness of the adjustments to the 
macroeconomic overlay model(s) to incorporate the 
impact of economic uncertainty by comparing the 
macroeconomic forecast with externally available 
information;  

• Assessing the appropriateness of parameters used 
in the statistical models in respect of Probability 
of Default (PDs), Loss Given Default (LGDs), and 
Exposure at Default (EADs) by considering local 
economic conditions, and;

• Assessing the adequacy of the disclosures related 
to the ECL on loans and advances to customers in 
the financial statements in accordance with IFRS 9 
Financial Instruments.
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR (CONTINUED)
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

Other Information

The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information included 
in the Annual Report and Financial Statements which we obtained prior to the date of this report. Other information 
does not include the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express an audit opinion 
or any form of assurance conclusion thereon. 

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing 
so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge 
obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed on the 
other information obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s report, we conclude that there is a material misstatement 
of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard. 

Directors’ Responsibilities of for the financial statements

The Directors are responsible for the preparation of financial statements that give a true and fair view in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs), in the manner required by Law No 17/2018 of 13/04/2018 
governing companies and Regulation No 28/2019 of 09/09/2019 relating to publication of financial statements and 
other disclosures by banks issued by the National Bank of Rwanda and for such internal control as management 
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error.
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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR (CONTINUED)
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To the Management of Development Bank of Rwanda
Report on the audit of the financial statements (Continued)esponsibilities of for the financial stat

Directors’ Responsibilities of for the financial statements (Continued)

In preparing the financial statements, Directors are responsible for assessing the Bank’s ability to continue as a going 
concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting 
unless Directors either intend to liquidate the Bank or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. 
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with 
ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are 
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic 
decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism 
throughout the audit. We also: 

•	 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, 
design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and 
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from 
fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

•	 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are 
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 
Bank’s internal control.

•	 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and 
related disclosures made by the directors.

•	 Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and based on 
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast 
significant doubt on the Bank’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty 
exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements 
or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence 
obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the group to cease 
to continue as a going concern.

•	 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures, and 
whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair 
presentation. 

We communicate with Directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and 
significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit. 

From the matters communicated with Directors, we determine those matters that were of most significance in the 
audit of the financial statements of the current period and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these 
matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in 
extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the 
adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such 
communication.
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR (CONTINUED)
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

Report on other Legal and Regulatory Requirements

As required by the provisions of Law No. 17/2018 of 13/04/2018 Governing Companies, we report to you based on our 
audit, that:

i. We have obtained all the information and explanations which to the best of our knowledge and belief were 
necessary for the purposes of our audit;

ii. Proper accounting records have been kept by the company, so far as appears from our examination; 

iii. The statement of comprehensive income and statement of financial position are in agreement with the books 
of account;

iv. We have no relationship, interests or debt with the Development Bank of Rwanda. As indicated in our 
report on financial statements, we comply with ethical requirements. These are the International Ethics 
Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (IESBA Code), which includes 
comprehensive independence and other requirements;

v. We have reported our findings on internal control matters to management in a separate management letter.

vi. According to the best of the information and the explanations given to us as auditors, as shown by the 
accounting and other documents of the company, the annual accounts comply with Article 123 of Law No. 
17/2018 of 13/04/2018 Governing Companies in Rwanda.

The engagement partner on the audit resulting in this independent auditor’s report is CPA Wilson Kaindi (PC/
CPA/0642/0123).

KPMG Rwanda Limited

Certified Public Accountants

P. O. Box 6755

Kigali, Rwanda

Date: ……………………………. 2020
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
S TATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

 Note 2020   2019
 Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000
Interest income 4 26,437,778 22,202,162
Interest expense 5 (11,599,933) (12,673,412)
Net interest income 14,837,845 9,528,750
 
Fee and commission income 6 (a) 468,961 421,964
Fee and commission expense 6 (b) (30,405) (206,138)
Net fee and commission income 438,556 215,826
 

Net foreign exchange losses 7 (2,376,422) (3,411,641)
Other operating income 8 735,365 1,142,854
Net operating income 13,635,344 7,475,789
 
Net impairment charge on loans and advances 9 (4,160,060) (2,375,531)
Loss on derivative instruments at fair value through profit or 
loss 11            19,769 4,313

 
Operating income /(loss) 9,495,053 5,104,571
 
Share of (loss)/profit of investment in associates 10 (i) 139,356 79,640
Remeasurement gain/(loss) of investment in associates & 
grants 10 (ii) (2,537,897) 1,407,391

Employee benefits expense 12 (i) (3,682,157) (4,674,591)
Depreciation and amortization 22-23 (717,164) (580,900)
Other operating expenses 12 (ii) (1,838,243) (2,102,557)
Net gains on modification of financial liabilities 26 3,239,286 -

Profit/(Loss) before Tax 4,098,232 (766,446)

Income tax expense 13 - -

Profit/(loss) for the year 4,098,232 (766,446)
Items that may never be subsequently reclassified to profit or loss

Fair Value Loss on Equity investments at fair value through OCI 30 596,966 2,007,496

Items that may be subsequently reclassified to profit or loss - -

Total comprehensive income for the year 4,695,198 1,241,050

The notes set out on pages 68 to 140  form an integral part of these financial statements.
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
S TATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

 Note 2020 2019
 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
ASSETS  
Cash and balances with the National Bank of Rwanda 15 (a) 2,042,767 14,563,801

Amounts due from other banks 15 (b) 59,661,424 35,467,142

Held to maturity investments 16 6,076,673 988,464

Loans and advances 17 167,079,964 157,326,218

Investment in associates 18 (a) 10,640,344 12,510,086

Equity investments at fair value through OCI 18 (b) 16,932,735 16,866,078

Derivative Financial Instruments 19 2,095,814 1,781,245

Other assets 20 4,119,579 6,992,146

Investment Properties 21(a) 21,015 21,015

Non-current assets held for sale 21(b)  -   250,000

Intangible assets 22 632,757 817,812

Property and equipment 23 14,243,093 13,622,197

TOTAL ASSETS 283,546,165 261,206,204
 
LIABILITIES
Dividends payable 25 11,017 11,017

Other payables 24  10,363,824 6,048,821

Borrowings 26  174,088,173 175,567,542

Special funds 27  8,655,277 8,556,307

Grants 28  5,547,753 2,563,221

TOTAL LIABILITIES 198,666,044 192,746,908
 

EQUITY
Share capital 28 (a)  55,607,470 42,661,685

Share premium 28 (b)  11,665,569 11,665,569

Other reserves 30  28,541,592 27,944,626

Accumulated loss (10,934,510) (13,812,584)

TOTAL EQUITY 84,880,121 68,459,296
 
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 283,546,165 261,206,204

The financial statements set out on pages on 59 to 113 were approved and authorised for issue by the Board of Directors on

 ………………………………………………….

Chairman: _______________________                          Chief Executive Officer: _____________________

      

The notes set out on pages  68 to 140  form an integral part of these financial statements.
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
S TATEMENT OF CA SHFLOWS
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

Note 2020 2019
Cash flows from operating activities Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Profit/(loss) before income tax 4,098,232 (766,446)

Adjustments for:

Depreciation on property and equipment 23 451,755 409,415

Amortization of intangible assets 22 265,409 171,487

Gain on disposal of fixed assets 8 88,687 -

Gain on disposal of repossessed assets 8 - -

Share of profit /in investments in associates 10(i) (139,356) (79,640)

Impairment – Investments in Associates 10(ii) 2,497,779 (1,407,391)

Net Fair Value Loss – on Derivative Instrument 11 19,769 (4,313)

Net foreign exchange losses 7 2,376,422 3,411,640

Expected credit losses on other assets and bank balances 12 (iv) (47,578) 5,781

Interest accrued on borrowings 5 4,077,630 12,673,412

Cash flows before changes in operating accounts 13,236,994 14,413,945
Increase/Loans and advances 17 (9,753,747) 345,780

Increase/ decrease Other assets 20 1,535,817 (1,923,663)

Decrease/Other payables 24  4,315,003 (2,052,608)

Increase /Net payment on Derivative financial instruments  (314,568) (244,930)

Net cash generated from operating activities 9,019,499 10,538,524
Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property and equipment 23 (1,072,650) (301,102)

Purchase of intangible assets 22 (80,355) (124,496)

Purchase of equity investments 18 (b)                 (66,657)       (597,222)

Purchase of Investment in Associates 18 (a) 68,166 (2,424,892)

Proceeds from sale of equity investments 18 (b) - 410,000

Disposal of investment property - (300,000)

Non-current assets held for sale 250,000 (250,000)

Net change in investments at amortised cost 16 (5,088,209) 988,465

Net cash flows from investing activities (5,989,705) (2,599,247)
Cash flows from financing activities
Drawdown of borrowings 25  26,568,628 34,251,512

Repayment of borrowings 25 (32,774,422) (32,081,728)

Drawdown of special funds 26 137,527 2,067,036

Repayment in special funds 26 (38,559) (6,462)

Increase in grants 27 5,035,750 54,960

Decrease in grants 27 (2,011,099) (198,564)

Share repurchase 28(a) (1,220,158) -

Additional Capital (Cash) 28(a) 12,945,785 3,561,377

Net cash flows from financing activities 8,643,454 7,648,131
Net (Decrease)/Increase in cash and cash equivalents 11,673,248 15,587,409
Net Foreign exchange difference - 71,683

Cash and Cash equivalents at the start of the year 15 50,030,943 34,371,851

Cash and Cash equivalents at the end of the year 15 61,704,191 50,030,943

The notes set out on pages 68 to 140 form an integral part of these financial statements
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL S TATEMENTS
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

1. REPORTING ENTITY

Development Bank of Rwanda (the “Bank”) is a Public Limited Liability Company created by the law of August 5, 1967 
with its head office in Kigali, Rwanda. The Bank is primarily a development finance institution dedicated to becoming 
“the financier of Rwanda’s development”.

The Bank’s principal office address is: 

Development Bank of Rwanda Plc

KN3 Ave, Kigali

P.O. Box 1341

Kigali - Rwanda.

2. BASIS OF PREPARATION

(a) Basis of accounting

The Bank’s financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). The financial statements 
have been prepared under the historical cost convention, except equity investments at fair value through 
other comprehensive income, derivative financial instruments, investment properties, land and buildings 
that have been measured at fair value. The financial statements have been presented in Rwandan Francs 
(Frw) rounded off to the nearest thousand (Frw ‘000).

(b) Going concern

The Bank’s management has made an assessment of the Bank’s ability to continue as a going concern and is satisfied 
that the Bank has the resources to continue in business for the foreseeable future. Furthermore, the management is 
not aware of any material uncertainties that may cast significant doubt upon the Bank’s ability to continue as a going 
concern. Therefore, the financial statements have been prepared on the going concern basis.

(c) Use of estimates and judgements

The COVID-19 pandemic and its effect on the global economy have impacted our customers, operations and Bank 
performance necessitating governments to respond at unprecedented levels to protect the health of the population, 
local economies and livelihoods. This has significantly increased the estimation uncertainty in the preparation of these 
financial statements including:

• the extent and duration of the disruption to business arising from the actions of governments, businesses and 
consumers to contain the spread of the virus;

• the extent and duration of the expected economic downturn, and subsequent recovery;

• the effectiveness of government and central bank measures to support businesses and consumers through this 
disruption and economic downturn.

The Bank has made various accounting estimates in these financial statements based on forecasts of economic 
conditions which reflect expectations and assumptions as at 31 December 2020 about future events that the Directors 
believe are reasonable in the circumstances. The significant accounting estimates impacted by these forecasts and 
associated uncertainties are predominantly related to expected credit losses.

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRSs requires management to make judgments, estimates 
and assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and reported amounts of assets and liabilities and 
disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of 
revenues and expenses during the reporting period.

The estimates and assumptions are based on the Directors’ best knowledge of current events, actions, historical 
experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which 
form the basis of making the judgments about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent 
from other sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates.
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL S TATEMENTS
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

2.  BASIS OF PREPARATION (CONTINUED)

The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an on-going basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are 
recognized in the period which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period or in the period of the 
revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods. In particular, information about 
significant areas of estimation and critical judgments in applying accounting policies that have the most significant 
effect on the amounts recognized in the financial statements are described in Note 31.

The Bank makes estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities within the next 
financial year. Estimates and judgments are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other 
factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. 

The Bank regularly reviews its assets and makes judgments in determining whether an impairment loss should be 
recognized in respect of observable data that may impact on future estimated cash flows. The methodology and 
assumptions used for estimating both the amount and timing of future cash flows are reviewed regularly to reduce 
any differences between loss estimates and actual loss experience.

Impairment losses on loans and advances

The specific counterparty component of the total allowances for impairment applies to claims evaluated individually 
for impairment and is based upon management’s best estimate of the present value of the cash flows that are expected 
to be received. In estimating these cash flows, management makes judgments about counterparty’s financial situation. 
Each impaired asset is assessed on its merits, and the workout unit estimates of cash flows considered recoverable are 
independently reviewed by the Management Committee. 

Collectively assessed impairment allowances cover credit losses inherent in portfolios of claims with similar economic 
characteristics when there is objective evidence to suggest that they contain impaired claims, but the individual 
impaired items cannot yet be identified. In assessing the need for collective loan loss allowances, management 
considers factors such as credit quality, portfolio size, concentrations, and economic factors. In order to estimate 
the required allowance, assumptions are made to define the way inherent losses are modelled and to determine 
the required input parameters, based on historical experience and current economic conditions. The accuracy of the 
allowances depends on how well the estimated future cash flows for specific counterparty allowances and the model 
assumptions and parameters used in determining collective allowances.

Determining fair values  

The determination of fair value for financial assets and liabilities for which there is no observable market price requires 
the use of valuation techniques.  For financial instruments that trade infrequently and have little price transparency, fair 
value is less objective, and requires varying degrees of judgment depending on liquidity, concentration, uncertainty of 
market factors, pricing assumptions and other risks affecting the specific instrument. The principal accounting policies 
applied in the preparation of these financial statements are set out below. These policies have been consistently 
applied to all the years presented, unless otherwise stated.

Revaluation of Land and Buildings

The Bank carries its Land and Buildings at fair value, with changes in fair value being recognized in OCI. The land and 
buildings were valued using direct comparison method and replacement cost method. 

3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

(a)  Current versus non-current classification

The Bank presents assets and liabilities in the notes based on current/non-current classification. An asset is current 
when it is expected:

•	 to be realized or intended to be sold or consumed in the normal operating cycle
•	 to be realized within twelve months after the reporting period or 

Cash or cash equivalent unless restricted from being exchanged or used to settle a liability for at least twelve 
months after the reporting period 
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All other assets are classified as non-current.

A liability is current when:

•	 It is expected to be settled in the normal operating cycle
•	 It is due to be settled within twelve months after the reporting period Or
•	 There is no unconditional right to defer the settlement of the liability for at least twelve months after the 

reporting period
•	 The Bank classifies all other liabilities as non-current.

b)  Recognition of income and expense

(i) The effective interest rate method

Under both IFRS 9, interest income is recorded using the effective interest rate (EIR) method for all financial instruments 
measured at amortized cost, financial instruments designated at FVPL. Interest income on interest bearing financial 
assets measured at FVOCI under IFRS 9, similarly to interest bearing financial assets classified as available-for-sale 
or held to maturity under IFRS9 are also recorded by using the EIR method. The EIR is the rate that exactly discounts 
estimated future cash receipts through the expected life of the financial instrument or, when appropriate, a shorter 
period, to the net carrying amount of the financial asset.

The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortized cost of a financial asset or a financial liability 
and of allocating the interest income or interest expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate 
that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial instrument 
or, when appropriate, a shorter period to the net carrying amount of the financial asset or financial liability. When 
calculating the effective interest rate, the Bank estimates cash flows considering all contractual terms of the financial 
instrument (for example, prepayment options) but does not consider future credit losses. The calculation includes all 
fees and points paid or received between parties to the contract that are an integral part of the effective interest rate, 
transaction costs and all other premiums or discounts.

The EIR (and therefore, the amortized cost of the asset) is calculated by taking into account any discount or premium 
on acquisition, fees and costs that are an integral part of the EIR. The Bank recognizes interest income using a rate 
of return that represents the best estimate of a constant rate of return over the expected life of the loan. Hence, it 
recognizes the effect of potentially different interest rates charged at various stages, and other characteristics of the 
product life cycle (including prepayments, penalty interest and charges).

If expectations regarding the cash flows on the financial asset are revised for reasons other than credit risk. The 
adjustment is booked as a positive or negative adjustment to the carrying amount of the asset in the statement of 
financial position with an increase or reduction in interest income. The adjustment is subsequently amortized through 
Interest and similar income in the income statement.

(ii) Interest and similar income

The Bank calculates interest income by applying the EIR to the gross carrying amount of financial assets other than 
credit-impaired assets.

When a financial asset becomes credit-impaired and is, therefore, regarded as ‘Stage 3’, the Bank calculates interest 
income by applying the effective interest rate to the net amortized cost of the financial asset. If the financial assets 
cures and is no longer credit-impaired, the Bank reverts to calculating interest income on a gross basis.

For purchased or originated credit-impaired (POCI) financial assets, the Bank calculates interest income 
by calculating the credit-adjusted EIR and applying that rate to the amortized cost of the asset. The credit 
adjusted EIR is the interest rate that, at original recognition, discounts the estimated future cash flows 
(including credit losses) to the amortized cost of the POCI assets.

(iii)  Fees and Commission

Fees and commission income and expense that are integral to the effective interest rate on a financial asset or financial 
liability are included in the measurement of the effective interest rate.

Other fees and commission income are recognized as the related services are performed.

Other fees and commission expense relate mainly to transaction and service fees, which are expensed as the services 
are received.
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(iv) Dividend Income

Dividend income is recognized when the right to receive income is established. Usually, this is the ex-dividend date for 
quoted equity securities.

(v) Other income

Other income comprises of gains and income related to non-trading assets and liabilities and includes all realized and 
unrealized fair value changes.

b) Property and equipment

Property and equipment are stated at cost or fair value, less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment 
losses. Costs include expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset. Purchased software that is 
integral to the functionality of the related equipment is capitalized as part of that equipment.

Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognized as a separate asset, as appropriate, only 
when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the Bank and the cost of the item 
can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognized. All other repairs and maintenance 
are charged to the income statement during the financial period in which they are incurred.

Property and equipment are de-recognized upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected to arise 
from the continued use of the asset. Gains and losses arising on disposal of an item of property and equipment are 
determined by comparing the net proceeds from disposal with the carrying amount of the item and is included in the 
statement of profit or loss when the asset is derecognized.

Land and buildings are shown at fair value, based on valuations by external independent valuers, less subsequent 
depreciation for buildings. Valuations are performed with sufficient regularity to ensure that the fair value of a revalued 
asset does not differ materially from it carrying amount.  

A revaluation surplus is recorded in other comprehensive income and credited to the asset revaluation reserve in 
equity. However, to the extent that it reverses a revaluation deficit of the same asset previously recognized in profit 
or loss, the increase is recognized in profit or loss. A revaluation deficit is recognized in the statement of profit or loss, 
except to the extent that it offsets an existing surplus on the same asset recognized in the asset revaluation reserve.

Accumulated depreciation as at the revaluation date is eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset and 
the net amount is restated to the revalued amount of the asset. Upon disposal, any revaluation reserve relating to 
the particular asset being sold is transferred to retained earnings.

Depreciation is calculated on the straight-line basis, at annual rates estimated to write off the cost or valuation of the 
assets over their estimated useful lives. The residual values, useful lives and methods of depreciation of property, plant 
and equipment are reviewed at each financial year end and adjusted prospectively, if appropriate.

Management and Directors review the residual value and useful life of an asset at the year end and any change 
considered to be appropriate in accounting estimate is recorded through the Statement of Comprehensive Income.

Management assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that any item of property and equipment 
is impaired. If any such indication exists, Management estimates the recoverable amount of the relevant assets.  An 
impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. 
The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use.

Freehold land is not depreciated. Work in progress is stated at cost and not depreciated. Transfer from work in progress 
is done when then the asset is ready for use. Depreciation on work in progress commences when the assets are ready 
for their intended use. Depreciation is calculated to write off the cost of the property and equipment on a straight-line 
basis over the expected useful lives of the assets concerned. The rates for depreciation used are as follows:

Buildings 11% and 8% Fixture, Fittings & Equipment 25%

Motor Vehicles 20% Computer Equipment 50%
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c)  Intangible Assets

Intangible assets acquired separately are measured on initial recognition at cost. Acquired computer software 
licenses are capitalized on the basis of the costs incurred to acquire and bring to use the specific software.  Following 
initial recognition, intangible assets are carried at cost less any accumulated amortization and accumulated 
impairment losses. 

Intangible assets with finite lives are amortized over the useful economic life and assessed for impairment

whenever there is an indication that the intangible asset may be impaired. The amortization period and the amortization 
method for an intangible asset with a finite useful life are reviewed at least at the end of each reporting period. Changes 
in the expected useful life or the expected pattern of consumption of future economic benefits embodied in the asset 
are considered to modify the amortisation period or method, as appropriate, and are treated as changes in accounting 
estimates. The amortisation expense on intangible assets with finite lives is recognised in the statement of profit or 
loss in the expense category that is consistent with the function of the intangible assets.

These costs are amortised over their estimated useful lives (five years).

Costs associated with maintaining computer software programmes are recognised as an expense as incurred. 
Development costs that are directly attributable to the design and testing of identifiable and unique software products 
controlled by the Bank, are recognised as intangible assets, when the following criteria have been met:

•	 It is technically feasible to complete the software product so that it will be available for use;

•	 Management intends to complete the software product and use it;

•	 There is an ability to use the software product;

•	 It can be demonstrated how the software product will generate probable future economic benefits;

•	 Adequate technical, financial and other resources to complete the development and to use or sell the software 

product are available; and

•	 The expenditure attributable to the software product during its development can be reliably measured,

Directly attributable costs that are capitalised as part of the software product include the software development 
employee costs and an appropriate portion of relevant overheads.

Development expenditures that do not meet these criteria are recognised as an expense as incurred. 

Development costs previously recognised as expense are not recognised as asset in subsequent period. Computer 
software development costs recognised as assets are amortised over their estimated useful lives, not exceeding five 
years.

Intangible assets are tested for impairment annually, either individually or at the cash-generating unit level. The 
assessment of indefinite life is reviewed annually to determine whether the indefinite life continues to be supportable. 
If not, the change in useful life from indefinite to finite is made on a prospective basis.

An intangible asset is derecognised upon disposal (i.e., at the date the recipient obtains control) or when no future 
economic benefits are expected from its use or disposal. Any gain or loss arising upon derecognition of the asset 
(calculated as the difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset) is included in 
the statement of profit or loss.

d) Capital work-in progress

Assets in the course of construction (capital work-in-progress) are not depreciated. Upon completion of project the 
accumulated cost is transferred to an appropriate asset category where it is depreciated according to policy.
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e)  Leases

At inception of a contract, the Bank assesses whether a contract is, or contains, a lease. A contract is, or contains, 
a lease if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in exchange for 
consideration. To assess whether a contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset, the Bank 
assesses whether:

• The contract involves the use of an identified asset – this may be specified explicitly or implicitly and should be 
physically distinct or represent substantially all of the capacity of a physically distinct asset. If the supplier has a 
substantive substitution right, then the asset is not identified.

• The Bank has the right to obtain substantially all of the economic benefits from use of the asset throughout the 
period of use; and 

• The Bank has the right to direct the use of the asset. The Bank has this right when it has the decision-making rights 
that are most relevant to changing how and for what purpose the asset is used. In rare cases where the decision 
about how and for what purpose the asset is used is predetermined, the Bank has the right to direct the use of the 
asset if either:

 o The Bank has the right to operate the asset; or 

 o The Bank designed the asset in a way that predetermines how and for what purpose it will be used.

Bank as lessee:

The Bank recognises a right-of-use asset and a lease liability at the lease commencement date. The right-of-use asset 
is initially measured at cost, which comprises the initial amount of the lease liability adjusted for any lease payments 
made at or before the commencement date, plus any initial direct costs incurred and an estimate of costs to dismantle 
and remove the underlying asset or to restore the underlying asset, less any lease incentives received.

The right-of-use asset is subsequently depreciated using the straight-line method from the commencement date to 
the end of the lease term. In addition, the right-of-use asset is periodically reduced by impairment losses, if any, and 
adjusted for certain re-measurement of the lease liability.

Bank as lessor:

At inception or on modification of a contract that contains a lease component, the Bank allocates the consideration in 
the contract to each lease component on the basis of their relative stand-alone selling prices. When the Bank acts as a 
lessor, it determines at lease inception whether the lease is a finance lease or an operating lease. 

To classify each lease, the Bank makes an overall assessment of whether the lease transfers substantially all of the risks 
and rewards incidental to ownership of the underlying asset. If this is the case, then the lease is a finance lease; if not, 
then it is an operating lease. As part of this assessment, the Bank considers certain indicators such as whether the lease 
is for the major part of the economic life of the asset. 

f)  Financial Instruments

A. Initial recognition

i) Recognition and initial Measurement

The Bank initially recognises loans and advances, deposits, debt securities issued and subordinated liabilities on 
the date on which they are originated. All other financial instruments (including regular-way purchases and sales 
of financial assets) are recognised on the trade date, which is the date on which the Bank becomes a party to the 
contractual provisions of the instrument. 
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A financial asset or financial liability is measured initially at fair value plus, for an item not at FVTPL, transaction costs 
that are directly attributable to its acquisition or issue. The fair value of a financial instrument at initial recognition is 
generally its transaction price. 

ii) Classification

Financial Assets

On initial recognition, a financial asset is classified as measured at: amortised cost, FVOCI or FVTPL 

A financial asset is measured at amortised cost if it meets both of the following conditions and is not designated as at 
FVTPL: 

•	 the asset is held within a business model whose objective is to hold assets to collect contractual cash flows; and 

•	 the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are SPPL.

A debt instrument is measured at FVOCI only if it meets both of the following conditions and is not designated as at 
FVTPL: 

•	 the asset is held within a business model whose objective is achieved by both collecting contractual cash flows 

and selling financial assets; and 

•	 the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are SPPI. 

On initial recognition of an equity investment that is not held for trading, the Bank may irrevocably elect to present 
subsequent changes in fair value in OCI. This election is made on an investment-by-investment basis. 

All other financial assets are classified as measured at FVTPL.

In addition, on initial recognition, the Bank may irrevocably designate a financial asset that otherwise meets the 
requirements to be measured at amortised cost or at FVOCI as at FVTPL if doing so eliminates or significantly reduces 
an accounting mismatch that would otherwise arise.

Business model assessment

The Bank makes an assessment of the objective of a business model in which an asset is held at a portfolio level  
because this best reflects the way the business is managed and information is provided to management. The 
information considered includes: 

•	 the stated policies and objectives for the portfolio and the operation of those policies in practice. In 
particular, whether management’s strategy focuses on earning contractual interest revenue, maintaining 
a particular interest rate profile, matching the duration of the financial assets to the duration of the 
liabilities that are funding those assets or realising cash flows through the sale of the assets; 

•	 how the performance of the portfolio is evaluated and reported to the Bank’s management; 
•	 the risks that affect the performance of the business model (and the financial assets held within that 

business model) and its strategy for how those risks are managed; 
•	 how managers of the business are compensated (e.g. whether compensation is based on the fair value of 

the assets managed or the contractual cash flows collected); and
•	 the frequency, volume and timing of sales in prior periods, the reasons for such sales and its expectations 

about future sales activity. However, information about sales activity is not considered in isolation, but 
as part of an overall assessment of how the Bank’s stated objective for managing the financial assets is 
achieved and how cash flows are realised. 
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The Bank’s business comprises primarily loans to customers that are held for collecting contractual cash flows. The 
Bank doesn’t sales its loans.

Certain debt securities are held by the Bank in a separate portfolio for long-term yield. These securities may be sold, 
but such sales are not expected to be more than infrequent. The Bank considers that these securities are held within a 
business model whose objective is to hold assets to collect the contractual cash flows. 

Certain other debt securities are held by the Bank in separate portfolios to meet everyday liquidity needs. The Bank 
seeks to minimise the costs of managing these liquidity needs and therefore actively manages the return on the 
portfolio. That return consists of collecting contractual cash flows as well as gains and losses from the sale of financial 
assets. The investment strategy often results in sales activity that is significant in value. The Bank considers that these 
financial assets are held within a business model whose objective is achieved by both collecting contractual cash flows 
and selling financial assets.

Financial assets that are held for trading or managed and whose performance is evaluated on a fair value basis are 
measured at FVTPL because they are neither held to collect contractual cash flows nor held both to collect contractual 
cash flows and to sell financial assets. 

Assessment of whether contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest 

For the purposes of this assessment, ‘principal’ is defined as the fair value of the financial asset on initial recognition. 
‘Interest’ is defined as consideration for the time value of money and for the credit risk associated with the principal 
amount outstanding during a particular period of time and for other basic lending risks and costs (e.g. liquidity risk 
and administrative costs), as well as profit margin 

In assessing whether the contractual cash flows are SPPI, the Bank considers the contractual terms of the instrument. 
This includes assessing whether the financial asset contains a contractual term that could change the timing or amount 
of contractual cash flows such that it would not meet this condition. In making the assessment, the Bank considers: 

•	 contingent events that would change the amount and timing of cash flows; 
•	 leverage features; 
•	 prepayment and extension terms; 
•	 terms that limit the Bank’s claim to cash flows from specified assets (e.g. non-recourse loans); and 
•	 features that modify consideration of the time value of money (e.g. periodical reset of interest rates). 

Equity instruments have contractual cash flows that do not meet the SPPI criterion. Accordingly, all such financial 
assets are measured at FVTPL unless the FVOCI option is selected

Reclassifications 

Financial assets are not reclassified subsequent to their initial recognition, except in the period after the Bank changes 
its business model for managing financial assets.

iii) Derecognition

The Bank derecognises a financial asset when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the financial asset expire, 
or it transfers the rights to receive the contractual cash flows in a transaction in which substantially all of the risks 
and rewards of ownership of the financial asset are transferred or in which the Bank neither transfers nor retains 
substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership and it does not retain control of the financial asset.

On derecognition of a financial asset, the difference between the carrying amount of the asset (or the carrying amount 
allocated to the portion of the asset derecognised) and the sum of (i) the consideration received (including any new 
asset obtained less any new liability assumed) and (ii) any cumulative gain or loss that had been recognised in OCI is 
recognised in profit or loss. 

Any cumulative gain or loss recognised in OCI in respect of equity investment securities designated as at FVOCI is not 
recognised in profit or loss on derecognition of such securities. Any interest in transferred financial assets that qualify 
for derecognition that is created or retained by the Bank is recognised as a separate asset or liability. 
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III)  Derecognition (Continued)

The Bank enters into transactions whereby it transfers assets recognised on its statement of financial position but 
retains either all or substantially all of the risks and rewards of the transferred assets or a portion of them. In such 
cases, the transferred assets are not derecognised. Examples of such transactions are securities lending and sale-and-
repurchase transactions. 

When assets are sold to a third party with a concurrent total return swap on the transferred assets, the transaction 
is accounted for as a secured financing transaction similar to sale-and-repurchase transactions, because the Bank 
retains all or substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership of such assets. 

In transactions in which the Bank neither retains nor transfers substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership 
of a financial asset and it retains control over the asset, the Bank continues to recognise the asset to the extent of its 
continuing involvement, determined by the extent to which it is exposed to changes in the value of the transferred 
asset. 

In certain transactions, the Bank retains the obligation to service the transferred financial asset for a fee. The transferred 
asset is derecognised if it meets the derecognition criteria. An asset or liability is recognised for the servicing contract if 
the servicing fee is more than adequate (asset) or is less than adequate (liability) for performing the servicing.

Financial Liabilities

The Bank derecognises a financial liability when its contractual obligations are discharged or cancelled, or expire 

iv)  Modifications of financial assets and financial liabilities 

Financial assets

If the terms of a financial asset are modified, then the Bank evaluates whether the cash flows of the modified asset are 
substantially different. 

If the cash flows are substantially different, then the contractual rights to cash flows from the original financial asset 
are deemed to have expired. In this case, the original financial asset is derecognised (see (iii)) and a new financial 
asset is recognised at fair value plus any eligible transaction costs. Any fees received as part of the modification are 
accounted for as follows:

•	 fees that are considered in determining the fair value of the new asset and fees that represent 
reimbursement of eligible transaction costs are included in the initial measurement of the asset; and 

•	 other fees are included in profit or loss as part of the gain or loss on derecognition. 

If cash flows are modified when the borrower is in financial difficulties, then the objective of the modification is usually 
to maximise recovery of the original contractual terms rather than to originate a new asset with substantially different 
terms. If the Bank plans to modify a financial asset in a way that would result in forgiveness of cash flows, then it first 
considers whether a portion of the asset should be written off before the modification takes place. This approach 
impacts the result of the quantitative evaluation and means that the derecognition criteria are not usually met in such 
cases.

If the modification of a financial asset measured at amortised cost or FVOCI does not result in derecognition of the 
financial asset, then the Bank first recalculates the gross carrying amount of the financial asset using the original 
effective interest rate of the asset and recognises the resulting adjustment as a modification gain or loss in profit or 
loss. For floating-rate financial assets, the original effective interest rate used to calculate the modification gain or loss 
is adjusted to reflect current market terms at the time of the modification. Any costs or fees incurred and modification 
fees received adjust the gross carrying amount of the modified financial asset and are amortised over the remaining 
term of the modified financial asset.

If such a modification is carried out because of financial difficulties of the borrower, then the gain or loss is presented 
together with impairment losses. In other cases, it is presented as interest income calculated using the effective 
interest rate method. 
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Financial liabilities

The Bank derecognises a financial liability when its terms are modified, and the cash flows of the modified liability are 
substantially different. In this case, a new financial liability based on the modified terms is recognised at fair value. The 
difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability derecognised and the consideration paid is recognised 
in profit or loss. Consideration paid includes non-financial assets transferred, if any, and the assumption of liabilities, 
including the new modified financial liability. 

If the modification of a financial liability is not accounted for as derecognition, then the amortised cost of the liability is 
recalculated by discounting the modified cash flows at the original effective interest rate and the resulting gain or loss 
is recognised in profit or loss. For floating-rate financial liabilities, the original effective interest rate used to calculate 
the modification gain or loss is adjusted to reflect current market terms at the time of the modification.  Any costs and 
fees incurred are recognised as an adjustment to the carrying amount of the liability and amortised over the remaining 
term of the modified financial liability by re-computing the effective interest rate on the instrument 

Interest rate benchmark reform (policy applied from 1 January 2020) 

If the basis for determining the contractual cash flows of a financial asset or financial liability measured at amortised 
cost changes as a result of interest rate benchmark reform, then the Bank updates the effective interest rate of the 
financial asset or financial liability to reflect the change that is required by the reform. A change in the basis for 
determining the contractual cash flows is required by interest rate benchmark reform if the following conditions are 
met: 

•	 change is necessary as a direct consequence of the reform; and 
•	 the new basis for determining the contractual cash flows is economically equivalent to the previous basis 

– i.e. the basis immediately before the change. 

If changes are made to a financial asset or financial liability in addition to changes to the basis for determining the 
contractual cash flows required by interest rate benchmark reform, then the Bank first updates the effective interest 
rate of the financial asset or financial liability to reflect the change that is required by interest rate benchmark reform. 
After that, the Bank applies the policies on accounting for modifications set out above to the additional changes. 

v)   Offsetting

Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the statement of financial position 
when, and only when, the Bank currently has a legally enforceable right to set off the amounts and it intends either to 
settle them on a net basis or to realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously. 

Income and expenses are presented on a net basis only when permitted under IFRS Standards, or for gains and losses 
arising from a group of similar transactions such as in the Bank’s trading activity. 

vi)   Fair value measurement 

‘Fair value’ is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction 
between market participants at the measurement date in the principal or, in its absence, the most advantageous 
market to which the Bank has access at that date. The fair value of a liability reflects its non-performance risk. 

When one is available, the Bank measures the fair value of an instrument using the quoted price in an active market 
for that instrument. A market is regarded as ‘active’ if transactions for the asset or liability take place with sufficient 
frequency and volume to provide pricing information on an ongoing basis. 

If there is no quoted price in an active market, then the Bank uses valuation techniques that maximise the use of 
relevant observable inputs and minimise the use of unobservable inputs. The chosen valuation technique incorporates 
all of the factors that market participants would take into account in pricing a transaction. 

The best evidence of the fair value of a financial instrument on initial recognition is normally the transaction price – i.e. 
the fair value of the consideration given or received. If the Bank determines that the fair value on initial recognition 
differs from the transaction price and the fair value is evidenced neither by a quoted price in an active market for an 
identical asset or liability nor based on a valuation technique for which any unobservable inputs are judged to be 
insignificant in relation to the difference, then the financial instrument is initially measured at fair value, adjusted 
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to defer the difference between the fair value on initial recognition and the transaction price. Subsequently, that 
difference is recognised in profit or loss on an appropriate basis over the life of/ the instrument but no later than when 
the valuation is wholly supported by observable market data or the transaction is closed out. 

If an asset or a liability measured at fair value has a bid price and an ask price, then the Bank measures assets and long 
positions at a bid price and liabilities and short positions at an ask price. 

Portfolios of financial assets and financial liabilities that are exposed to market risk and credit risk that are managed by 
the Bank on the basis of the net exposure to either market or credit risk are measured on the basis of a price that would 
be received to sell a net long position (or paid to transfer a net short position) for the particular risk exposure. Portfolio-
level adjustments – e.g. bid-ask adjustment or credit risk adjustments that reflect the measurement on the basis of the 
net exposure – are allocated to the individual assets and liabilities on the basis of the relative risk adjustment of each 
of the individual instruments in the portfolio. 

The fair value of a financial liability with a demand feature (e.g. a demand deposit) is not less than the amount payable 
on demand, discounted from the first date on which the amount could be required to be paid. 

The Bank recognises transfers between levels of the fair value hierarchy as of the end of the reporting period during 
which the change has occurred. 

vii) Impairment

See also Note 31 B.ii)

The Bank recognises loss allowances for ECL on the following financial instruments that are not measured at FVTPL: 

- financial assets that are debt instruments; 

- lease receivables; 

- financial guarantee contracts issued; and 

- loan commitments issued.

No impairment loss is recognised on equity investments

The Bank measures loss allowances at an amount equal to lifetime ECL, except for the following, for which they are 
measured as 12-month ECL: 

•	 debt investment securities that are determined to have low credit risk at the reporting date; and 
•	 other financial instruments on which credit risk has not increased significantly since their initial recognition. 

The Bank considers a debt investment security to have low credit risk when its credit risk rating is equivalent to the 
globally understood definition of ‘investment grade’. 

12-month ECL are the portion of lifetime ECL that result from default events on a financial instrument that are 
possible within the 12 months after the reporting date. Financial instruments for which 12-month ECL are recognised 
are referred to as ‘Stage 1 financial instruments’. Financial instruments allocated to Stage 1 have not undergone a 
significant increase in credit risk since initial recognition and are not credit-impaired. 

Lifetime ECL are the ECL that result from all possible default events over the expected life of the financial instrument 
or the maximum contractual period of exposure. Financial instruments for which lifetime ECL are recognised but that 
are not credit-impaired are referred to as ‘Stage 2 financial instruments’. Financial instruments allocated to Stage 2 are 
those that have experienced a significant increase in credit risk since initial recognition but are not credit-impaired. 

Financial instruments for which lifetime ECL are recognised and that are credit-impaired are referred to as ‘Stage 3 
financial instruments’. 
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Measurement of ECL

ECL are a probability-weighted estimate of credit losses. They are measured as follows: 

•	  financial assets that are not credit-impaired at the reporting date: as the present value of all cash shortfalls (i.e. 
the difference between the cash flows due to the entity in accordance with the contract and the cash flows that 
the Bank expects to receive); 

•	 financial assets that are credit-impaired at the reporting date: as the difference between the gross carrying 
amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows; 

•	 undrawn loan commitments: as the present value of the difference between the contractual cash flows that are 
due to the Bank if the commitment is drawn down and the cash flows that the Bank expects to receive; and 

•	  financial guarantee contracts: the expected payments to reimburse the holder less any amounts that the Bank 
expects to recover. 

Restructured financial assets

If the terms of a financial asset are renegotiated or modified or an existing financial asset is replaced with a new one 
due to financial difficulties of the borrower, then an assessment is made of whether the financial asset should be 
derecognised and ECL are measured as follows.

If the expected restructuring will not result in derecognition of the existing asset, then the expected cash flows arising 
from the modified financial asset are included in calculating the cash shortfalls from the existing asset. 

If the expected restructuring will result in derecognition of the existing asset, then the expected fair value of the new 
asset is treated as the final cash flow from the existing financial asset at the time of its derecognition. This amount is 
included in calculating the cash shortfalls from the existing financial asset that are discounted from the expected date 
of derecognition to the reporting date using the original effective interest rate of the existing financial asset 

Credit-impaired financial assets 

At each reporting date, the Bank assesses whether financial assets carried at amortised cost, debt financial assets 
carried at FVOCI and finance lease receivables are credit impaired (referred to as ‘Stage 3 financial assets’). A financial 
asset is ‘credit-impaired’ when one or more events that have a detrimental impact on the estimated future cash flows 
of the financial asset have occurred. 

Evidence that a financial asset is credit-impaired includes the following observable data: 

•	 significant financial difficulty of the borrower or issuer; 
•	 a breach of contract such as a default or past-due event; 
•	 the restructuring of a loan or advance by the Bank on terms that the Bank would not consider otherwise; 
•	 it is becoming probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganisation; or 
•	 the disappearance of an active market for a security because of financial difficulties. 

A loan that has been renegotiated due to a deterioration in the borrower’s condition is usually considered to be credit-
impaired unless there is evidence that the risk of not receiving contractual cash flows has reduced significantly and 
there are no other indicators of impairment.

In making an assessment of whether an investment in sovereign debt is credit-impaired, the Bank considers the 
following factors.

•	 The market’s assessment of creditworthiness as reflected in bond yields. 
•	 The rating agencies’ assessments of creditworthiness. 
•	 The country’s ability to access the capital markets for new debt issuance. 
•	 The probability of debt being restructured, resulting in holders suffering losses through voluntary or mandatory 

debt forgiveness. 
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•	 The international support mechanisms in place to provide the necessary support as ‘lender of last resort’ to 
that country, as well as the intention, reflected in public statements, of governments and agencies to use those 
mechanisms. This includes an assessment of the depth of those mechanisms and, irrespective of the political 
intent, whether there is the capacity to fulfil the required criteria.

Presentation of allowance for ECL in the statement of financial position 

Loss allowances for ECL are presented in the statement of financial position as follows: 

•	 financial assets measured at amortised cost: as a deduction from the gross carrying amount of the assets; 
•	 loan commitments and financial guarantee contracts: generally, as a provision; and
•	 where a financial instrument includes both a drawn and an undrawn component, and the Bank cannot 

identify the ECL on the loan commitment component separately from those on the drawn component: 
the Bank presents a combined loss allowance for both components. The combined amount is presented 
as a deduction from the gross carrying amount of the drawn component. Any excess of the loss allowance 
over the gross amount of the drawn component is presented as a provision.

Write off

Loans and debt securities are written off (either partially or in full) when there is no reasonable expectation of 
recovering a financial asset in its entirety or a portion thereof. This is generally the case when the Bank determines that 
the borrower does not have assets or sources of income that could generate sufficient cash flows to repay the amounts 
subject to the write-off. This assessment is carried out at the individual asset level. 

Recoveries of amounts previously written off are recognised when cash is received and are included in ‘impairment 
losses on financial instruments’ in the statement of profit or loss and OCI.

Financial assets that are written off could still be subject to enforcement activities in order to comply with the Bank’s 
procedures for recovery of amounts due. 

viii) Designation at fair value through profit or loss 

Financial assets

On initial recognition, the Bank has designated certain financial assets as at FVTPL because this designation eliminates 
or significantly reduces an accounting mismatch, that would otherwise arise. 

Equity instruments at FVOCI 

Upon initial recognition, the Bank occasionally elects to classify irrevocably some of its equity investments as equity 
instruments at FVOCI when they meet the definition of definition of Equity under IAS 32 Financial Instruments: 
Presentation and are not held for trading. Such classification is determined on an instrument-by instrument basis.

Gains and losses on these equity instruments are never recycled to profit. Dividends are recognised in profit or loss 
as other operating income when the right of the payment has been established, except when the Bank benefits from 
such proceeds as a recovery of part of the cost of the instrument, in which case, such gains are recorded in OCI. Equity 
instruments at FVOCI are not subject to an impairment assessment.

Financial liabilities 

The Bank has not designated any financial liabilities as at FVTPL. 
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ix)  Borrowings

Borrowings are recognised initially at fair value, being their issue proceeds (fair value of consideration received) net 
of transaction costs incurred. After initial measurement, borrowings are subsequently measured at amortised cost. 
Amortised cost is calculated by taking into account any discount or premium on issue funds, and costs that are an 
integral part of the EIR. A compound financial instrument which contains both a liability and an equity component is 
separated at the issue date. 

x)  Financial guarantees, letters of credit and undrawn loan commitments

The Bank issues financial guarantees, letters of credit and loan commitments.

Financial guarantees are initially recognised in the financial statements (within Provisions) at fair value, being the 
premium received. Subsequent to initial recognition, the Bank’s liability under each guarantee is measured at the 
higher of the amount initially recognised less cumulative amortization recognised in the income statement, and – 
under IFRS9 – the best estimate of expenditure required to settle any financial obligation arising as a result of the 
guarantee, or – under IFRS 9 – an ECL provision. The premium received is recognised in the income statement in Net 
fees and commission income on a straight-line basis over the life of the guarantee.

Undrawn loan commitments and letters of credits are commitments under which, over the duration of the commitment, 
the Bank is required to provide a loan with pre-specified terms to the customer. Similar to financial guarantee contracts, 
under IFRS9, a provision was made if they were an onerous contract but, from 1 January 2019, these contracts are in 
the scope of the ECL requirements.

The nominal contractual value of financial guarantees, letters of credit and undrawn loan commitments, where the 
loan agreed to be provided is on market terms, are not recorded on in the statement of financial position.

xi)   Derivatives recorded at fair value through profit or loss

A derivative is a financial instrument or other contract with all three of the following characteristics:

•	 Its value changes in response to the change in a specified interest rate, financial instrument price, commodity 
price, foreign exchange rate, index of prices or rates, credit rating or credit index, or other variable, provided that, 
in the case of a non-financial variable, it is not specific to a party to the contract (i.e., the ‘underlying’).

•	 It requires no initial net investment or an initial net investment that is smaller than would be required for other 
types of contracts expected to have a similar response to changes in market factors.

•	 It is settled at a future date.

The Bank enters into derivative transactions with various counterparties. These include cross-currency swaps. 
Derivatives through profit or loss are carried in the statement of financial position at fair value with net changes in fair 
value recognised in the statement of profit or loss.

f) Fiduciary assets

The Bank commonly acts as trustees and in other fiduciary capacities that result in the holding or placing of assets on 
behalf of individuals, trusts, retirement benefit plans and other institutions.  These assets and income arising thereon 
are excluded from these financial statements, as they are not assets of the Bank.

h)  Offsetting

Financial assets and liabilities are only offset and the net amount reported in the Statement of Financial Position 
where there is a legally enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts and the Bank intends to either settle on a 
net basis, or realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

Income and expenses are presented on a net basis when permitted by the accounting standard or for gains and losses 
arising from a group of similar transactions.
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i)  Provisions

A provision is recognised if, as a result of a past event, the Bank has a present legal or constructive obligation 
that can be estimated reliably, and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be required to settle 
the obligation. Provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that 
reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and, where appropriate, the risks specific to 
the liability.

Where the Bank expects a provision to be reimbursed, for example under an insurance contract, the reimbursement is 
recognised as a separate asset but only when the reimbursement is virtually certain.

j)  Employee benefits

(i) Short term benefits

Short term benefits consist of salaries, bonuses and any non-monetary benefits such as medical aid contributions 
and transport allowance. Short-term employee benefit obligations are measured on an undiscounted basis and are 
expensed as the related service is provided.

A provision is recognised for the amount expected to be paid under short-term cash bonus if the Bank has a present 
obligation to pay this amount as a result of past service provided by the employee and the obligation can be estimated 
reliably.

(ii) Retirement obligations

The Bank and all its employees also contribute to a statutory defined contribution scheme, the Rwanda Social Security 
Board (RSSB) which is a defined contribution scheme and contributions are determined by local statue and are 
currently limited to 5% of the employees gross salary The companies contributions are charged to the statement of 
profit or loss and other comprehensive income in the period to which they relate.

A defined benefit plan is a pension plan that is not a defined contribution plan. Typically defined benefit plans define 
an amount of pension benefit that an employee will receive on retirement, usually dependent on one or more factors, 
such as age, years of service and compensation.

The Bank’s contributions to the scheme are charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the year in which 
they are made. Costs relating to early retirement are charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the year 
in which they are incurred.

(iii) Other entitlements

The estimated monetary liability for employees accrued annual leave entitlement at the reporting date is recognized 
as an expense accrual.

k) Employee benefits

(i) Retirement obligations

A defined benefit plan is a pension plan that is not a defined contribution plan. Typically defined benefit plans define 
an amount of pension benefit that an employee will receive on retirement, usually dependent on one or more factors, 
such as age, years of service and compensation.

The Bank’s contributions to the scheme are charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the year in which 
they are made. Costs relating to early retirement are charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the year 
in which they are incurred.
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(ii) Other entitlements

The estimated monetary liability for employees accrued annual leave entitlement at the reporting date is recognized 
as an expense accrual.

k)  Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents includes cash in hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short term highly liquid 
investments with original maturities of three months or less, including: cash and non-restricted balances with the 
National Bank of  Rwanda, Treasury and other eligible bills, and amounts due from other banks.  

l)  Investment Properties

Investment properties comprise land and buildings and parts of buildings held to earn rentals and/or for capital 
appreciation. They are carried at fair value, determined annually by external independent valuers or management 
determines the value of the investment property based on relevant assumptions in the market.

Fair value is based on active market prices as adjusted, if necessary, for any difference in the nature, condition or 
location of the specific asset.

Investment properties are not subject to depreciation. Changes in their carrying amount between the reporting dates 
are recorded, net of deferred tax, through the profit or loss for the year.

Investment properties are derecognised either when they have been disposed of or when they are permanently 
withdrawn from use and no future economic benefits is expected from the disposal.

On disposal of an investment property, the difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount is 
charged or credited to the profit or loss for the year.

m)  Grants

Grants are recognised at their fair value where there is reasonable assurance that the grant will be received and all 
attaching conditions will be complied with.

Receipt of a grant does not of itself provide conclusive evidence that the conditions attaching to the grant have 
been or will be fulfilled. Grants received are treated as unexpended grants payable and credited to the statement of 
comprehensive income when all conditions attaching to the grants are met.

When the grant relates to an expense item, (revenue grant) it is recognised as income over periods necessary to match 
the grant on a systematic basis to the costs that it is intended to compensate. 

Where the grant relates to an asset, (capital grant) it is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income on a 
systematic basis over the expected useful life of the relevant asset.

n) Special Funds

Special funds are granted by various institutions to fund various schemes. The funds received are recognised as 
liabilities in the statement of financial position. The specific details are highlighted in Note 25.

o)  Share Capital

Ordinary shares are classified as ‘share capital’ in equity. Any premium received over and above the par value of the 
shares is classified as ‘share premium’ in equity. 

p)  Dividends

Dividends on ordinary shares are recognised a liability to pay a dividend when the distribution is authorised and the 
distribution is no longer at the discretion of the Bank and this is when it is authorised and approved by the shareholders.  
A corresponding amount is recognised directly in equity.
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q)  Taxation

No provision is made for taxation as the Bank is exempt from income tax.

r) Contingent Liabilities

To meet the financial needs of customers, the Bank enters into various irrevocable commitments and contingent 
liabilities. These consist of financial guarantees, letters of credit and other commitments to lend. Letters of credit 
acceptances and guarantees are accounted for as off-balance sheet items and described as contingent liabilities. 
Estimation of the outcome and financial effect of contingent liabilities is made by management based on the 
information available up to the date the financial statements are approved for issue by the directors.  Any expected 
loss is charged to the statement of comprehensive income.

OFF BALANCE SHEET ITEMS

31 Dec 2020 31 Dec 2019
Frw’000 Frw’000

Letters of credits issued 403,914 -
Undisbursed loan commitments 67,165,781 21,434,236

67,569,695 21,434,236

(s) Investment in Associates

Associates are all entities over which the company has significant influence but not control, generally accompanying 
shareholding of between 25% and 50% of the voting right. Significant influence is the power to participate in the 
financial and operating policy decisions of the investee but is not control or joint control over those policies. Investment 
in associate are accounted using equity method of accounting. Under the equity method, the investment is initially 
recognised at cost, and the carrying amount is increased or decreased to recognise investors share of profit or loss of 
the investee after the date of acquisition. 

If the ownership interest in associate is reduced but the significant influence is retained, only a proportionate share 
of amounts previously recognised on other comprehensive income is reclassified to profit or loss where appropriate.

The company’s share of post-acquisition profit or loss is recognised in profit or loss and share of post-acquisition 
movement in other comprehensive income is recognised in other comprehensive income with the corresponding 
adjustment to the carrying amount of the investment. When the company’s share of losses in associates equals or 
exceeds its interest in associate including any other unsecured receivables, the company does not recognise further 
losses unless it has incurred legal or constructive obligations or net payments on behalf of the associates.

The Bank also designates certain investments in associates at fair value and changes in fairvalue are recorded in the 
profit and loss.

t)  Non current assets held for sale

At the time of classification as held for sale. Immediately before the initial classification of the asset as held for sale, the 
Bank measures the carrying amount of the asset in accordance with applicable IFRSs. Resulting adjustments are also 
recognised in accordance with applicable IFRSs. 

After classification as held for sale, the Bank measures the assets or disposal groups that are classified as held for sale 
are at the lower of carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell (fair value less costs to distribute in the case of 
assets classified as held for distribution to owners).  

Impairment is considered both at the time of classification as held for sale and subsequently.
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u) New and amended standards and interpretations

The following new or amended standards and interpretations have become effective for financial years beginning on or 
after 1 January 2020:

Amendments to References to the Conceptual Framework in IFRS Standards were issued on 29 March 2018. The 
amendments aim to update, in existing Standards, references to, and quotes from, the existing version of the Conceptual 
Framework or the version that was replaced in 2010 so that they refer to the revised Conceptual Framework. The 
amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2020. Earlier application is permitted. The 
amendments did not have any impact on the Bank’s financial statements.

Definition of Material (Amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8) was issued on 31 October 2018. IAS 1 has been revised 
to incorporate a new definition of “material” and IAS 8 has been revised to refer to this new definition in IAS 1. The 
amendments are effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2020. Earlier application is 
permitted. According to current knowledge, the amendments did not have any significant impact on the Bank’s financial 
statements.

Business Combinations (Amendments to IFRS 3) were issued on 22 October 2018. The amendments change the 
implementation guidance of IFRS 3 in order to improve the determination if an acquirer has acquired a business or 
a group of assets. The amendments are effective for business combinations for which the acquisition date is on or 
after the beginning of the first annual reporting period beginning on or after January 1, 2020 and to asset acquisitions 
that occur on or after the beginning of that period. The amendments did not have any impact on the Bank’s financial 
statements.

Interest Rate Benchmark Reform (Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7) was issued on 26 September 2019. 
These changes affect the impact of the IBOR reform (phase one of the project) on the financial reporting. IBOR (Interbank 
Offered Rates) are reference interest rates such as LIBOR, EURIBOR and TIBOR, which represents the costs of unsecured 
funding in a specific combination of currency and maturity within inter banking market. The amendments address 
accounting issues prior to the change to alternative benchmark interest rates and shall avoid discontinuation of hedge 
accounting. The amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2020. Earlier application 
is permitted. The amendments did not have any impact on the Bank’s financial statements.

COVID-19-Related Rent Concessions (Amendment to IFRS 16) Leases was issued on 28 May 2020. The amendment 
simplifies how lessees account for rent concessions. These amendments introduce a practical expedient for lessees – 
i.e., a lessee is not required to assess whether eligible rent concessions that are a direct consequence of the COVID-19 
pandemic are lease modifications. Instead, it accounts for them under other applicable guidance. The amendment is 
effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 June 2020. The amendments did not have any impact on the Bank’s 
financial statements.

A number of new standards, amendments to standards and interpretations are not yet effective for the year ended 31 
December 2020 and have not been applied in preparing these financial statements. 

These are summarised below:

Standard Key requirements Effective Date

Reference to the Conceptual 
Framework – Amendments to 
IFRS 3

Minor amendments were made to IFRS 3 Business 
Combinations to update the references to the Conceptual 
Framework for Financial Reporting and add an exception 
for the recognition of liabilities and contingent liabilities 
within the scope of IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities 
and Contingent Assets and Interpretation 21 Levies. The 
amendments also confirm that contingent assets should not 
be recognised at the acquisition date.

1 January 2022
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Onerous Contracts – Cost 
of Fulfilling a Contract 
(Amendments to IAS 37)

The amendment to IAS 37 clarifies that the direct costs of 
fulfilling a contract include both the incremental costs of 
fulfilling the contract and an allocation of other costs directly 
related to fulfilling contracts. Before recognising a separate 
provision for an onerous contract, the entity recognises any 
impairment loss that has occurred on assets used in fulfilling 
the contract.

1 January 2022

Sale or contribution of assets 
between an investor and its 
associate or joint venture – 
(Amendments to IFRS 10 and 
IAS 28)

The IASB has made limited scope amendments to IFRS 10 
Consolidated financial statements and IAS 28 Investments in 
associates and joint ventures.

The amendments clarify the accounting treatment for 
sales or contribution of assets between an investor and its 
associates or joint ventures. They confirm that the accounting 
treatment depends on whether the non- monetary assets 
sold or contributed to an associate or joint venture constitute 
a ‘business’ (as defined in IFRS 3 Business Combinations).

Where the non-monetary assets constitute a business, the 
investor will recognise the full gain or loss on the sale or 
contribution of assets. If the assets do not meet the definition 
of a business, the gain or loss is recognised by the investor only 
to the extent of the other investor’s interests in the associate 
or joint venture. The amendments apply prospectively.

** In December 2015 the IASB decided to defer the application 
date of this amendment until such time as the IASB has 
finalised its research project on the equity method.

Available 
for optional 
adoption/effective 
date deferred 
indefinitely

Interest Rate Benchmark 
Reform – Phase 2 
(Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 
39, IFRS 7, IFRS 4 and IFRS 
16  )

Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39, IFRS 7, IFRS 4 and IFRS 16 
were issued on 27 August 2020. This second phase focuses 
on assessing the potential financial reporting implications 
when an existing interest rate benchmark is replaced with an 
alternative interest rate. The amendments are not expected 
to have any impact on the Bank’s financial statements.

1 January 2021

IFRS 17 In May 2017, the IASB issued IFRS 17, a comprehensive 
new accounting standard for insurance contracts covering 
recognition and measurement, presentation and disclosure. 
Once effective, IFRS 17 will replace IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts. 
In September 2017, the Board established a Transition 
Resource Group (TRG) for IFRS 17 that will be tasked with 
analyzing implementation-related questions on IFRS 17. The 
TRG met in February, May and September 2019.

IFRS 17 applies to all types of insurance contracts (i.e., life, 
non-life, direct insurance and re-insurance), regardless of 
the type of entities that issue them, as well as to certain 
guarantees and financial instruments with discretionary 
participation features. A few scope exceptions will apply.

Key requirements

The overall objective of IFRS 17 is to provide an accounting 
model for insurance contracts that is more useful and 
consistent for insurers.

1 January 2023

All the above standards and amendments are not expected to have a material impact on the Bank’s financial 
statements.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Continued)

4. Interest Income

  2020 2019
  Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
 

Loans and advances 22,856,110 20,792,137

Placements with banks 2,863,931 1,284,389

Staff benefit fair value adjustment for year 110,169 107,987

Interest on held to maturity investments 607,568 17,649

 26,437,778 22,202,162

5. Interest expense on borrowings

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Interest expense on borrowings 11,599,933 12,673,412

Interest expense is accrued and paid on different medium- and long-term lines of credit secured by the bank from its 
various lending partners.

6.  Net Fee and Commissions income

(a) Fees and commissions income 2020 2019
  Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Credit related fees and commissions 468,961 421,964

 

(b) Fees and commissions expense

 
Commission on borrowings and other charges (30,405) (206,138)

 
Net fee and commission income 438,556 215,826

7. Net Foreign exchange losses

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Forex commission income 242,850 2,874

Translation gains 1,766,805 259,041

Translation losses  (4,386,077) (3,673,556)

 

Net foreign exchange losses (2,376,422) (3,411,641)

Forex commissions are earned from international transfers made on behalf of the bank’s customers. Translation gains 
and losses are accounted for when balances of assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are converted 
into the reporting currency (Frw) using rates at the reporting date.
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8. Other Operating income
 2020   2019
 Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000

      
Advisory and Management fees  124,251 107,487

Wriwte back of liabilities - 472,122

Dividends 242,056 287,244

Rent income 118,804 78,435

Gains on sale of fixed assets 88,687 -

Gain on sale of Investment properties (a) - 80,000

Grant Income - 22,347

BNR Economic Recovery Funds (grant) 40,118 -

Other income* 121,449 95,219

 735,365 1,142,854

The Advisory and Management is mainly attributable to management and advisory services provided to the 
NIRDA project and Education Finance currently being managed by the Bank.

9.  Net Impairment charge on loans and advances

(i) Impairment losses on loans and advances 2020   2019
Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000

Provision in the year (10,424,609) (3,493,970)
Amounts written off (283,038) (12,051,488)
Recoveries on amounts previously provided for 5,574,383 3,219,156
Recoveries on amounts previously written off 925,626 9,956,552

 (4,207,638) (2,369,750)

(iI)  Impairment losses on financial instruments 2020   2019
Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000

ECL on balances with National Bank of Rwanda - (62)
ECL on Corporate Bond (197,450) -
ECL on amounts due from other Banks 16,764 (126,851)
ECL on other assets (228,264) 121,132

Impairment of other assets 47,578 (5,781)
 Total impairment losses on financial instruments 4,255,216 2,363,969

A test of impairment of the balances with the National Bank of Rwanda was carried out during the year and this 
revealed that no allowance needed to be recognized against reported assets/receivables of the Bank due to materiality. 
Therefore no additional impairment was made during the year.
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Impairment losses on loans and advances as per the statement of financial position 

2020 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Balances with BNR 110,087 - - 110,087

Balances with other Banks 204,017 - - 204,017

Loans and advances to 
customers 

2,073,150 3,927,698 2,715,221 8,716,069

Other receivables 55,872 - - 55,872
Loan Committments 206,171 - - 206,171
Letter of Credits 14,033 - - 14,033
TOTAL IMPAIRMENT LOSS 2,663,330 3,927,698 2,715,221 9,306,249

2019 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Balances with BNR 126,850 - - 126,850

Balances with other banks 61 - - 61

Loans and advances to 
customers 2,107,515 838,716 1,140,284 4,086,515

Other receivables (241,758) - - (241,758)

TOTAL IMPAIRMENT LOSS 1,992,668 838,716 1,140,284 3,971,668

10. (i) Share of profit/(loss) in Associate 

2020   2019
Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000

Business Development Fund 139,356 86,868

Tapioca Starch Processing Company - (21,269)

Kinazi Cassava Plant - Tasco - 14,041

Share of profit/(loss) of in associate 139,356 79,640

(ii)  Remeasurement gain/(loss) of investment in associates & grant

Eastern Province Investment Company
2,252,544 -

Rwanda Farmers Coffee Company 252,414 -

Kinazi Cassava Plant 34,450 1,407,391

Kinazi Cassava Plant - Tasco (1,511) -

Impairment Loss on investment in associate 2,537,897 1,407,391

This relates to changes in fair value of associates that are carried at fair value basis. The fair valuation of the 
investments in associates determined on the “adjusted net asset methodology” was carried out and the gains 
or losses reported represent differences between the opening and closing investments’ values. See note 31 for 
details on the methodology of valuation used.
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11. Net Fair Value Gain/ (Loss) on Derivative Instruments

Fair value (loss) /gains from currency swaps (Note 19) 19,769 4,313

12.  (i) Employee benefits expense 

2020  2019
Frw’ 000  Frw’ 000

Salaries and wages 2,900,851 3,766,386

Retirement benefit costs 1,22,690 152,049

Medical fees 173,512 226,617

Other staff costs 256,459 271,040

Staff benefit fair value adjustment for year 228,645 258,499

 3,682,157  4,674,591

12. (ii) Other operating expense

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

 Training Fees  21,850  97,996 

 Staff welfare  33,027  49,684 

 Audit fees  42,000  33,539 

 Legal fees  105,086  113,336 

 Consultancy fees  50,869  235,145 

 Subscription to professional bodies  105,083  98,684 

 Travel and accommodation  16,567  85,859 

 Communication  95,858  86,962 

 IT expenses  648,237  671,733 

 Advertising and publicity  48,044  96,955 

 Donation and grants  20,400  74,707 

 Repairs and maintenance  120,547  102,426 

 Land and District Taxes   61,235  1,247 

 Security Fees  64,030  67,928 

 Directors expenses  104,936  108,697 

 Office stationery and utilities  51,157  35,153 

 Insurance  8,566  9,274 

 Cleaning Expenses   35,924  34,769 

 Reception expenses  38,503  36,133 

Other administrative expenses  166,324  62,320 

1,838,245 2,102,557

13.  Taxation

The Development Bank of Rwanda is exempt from Income Tax as per the Income Tax Law, Article 39 Paragraph 7 on 
exemption from corporate income tax.
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14. Transfer to SME Guarantee Fund

In accordance with a 2010 directive from the Government of Rwanda, the Bank should transfer 30% the SME that is 
managed by an associate Guarantee Fund, Business Development Fund Limited (BDF) and the Technical Assistance 
Fund that is managed by the Bank. The allocation is split equally between these two funds. However given huge losses 
that the Bank has accumulated in the previous years and the communication from the Central Bank stopping the 
Banks to distribute dividends due the fact that the Banks need to build and maintain sufficient capital to absorb any 
significant  losses that may arise  from the COVID 19 pandemic uncertainties, the Bank couldn’t transfer any money due 
to the  above specified funds to ensure the Bank’s resilience. 

Under normal circumstances, the amounts allocated to the Technical Assistance Fund are utilized by the Bank to 
support small and micro enterprises (SMEs) capacity building. The amounts allocated to the SME Guarantee Fund is 
payable to BDF Limited, which uses it to provide financial guarantees to SMEs to support lending to that sector.

15.  Cash and Cash Equivalents

(a) Balances with National Bank of Rwanda
 2020   2019
 Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000
Treasury Bills - -

Balances with the National Bank of Rwanda 2,042,767 14,563,801

 2,042,767 14,563,801

Balances with National Bank of Rwanda are classified as current assets and are non-interest earning.

Cash reserve requirement

Development Bank of Rwanda is not required to maintain the minimum cash reserve as it is not a deposit taking bank.

(b)  Amounts due from other banks

   2020    2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Balances with local banks  57,617,388 32,452,443

Balances with overseas banks  2,154,123 3,141,550

Less: ECL on balances (110,087) (126,851)

  59,661,424 35,467,142

(c) Statement of cash flows

For the purposes of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents comprise balances with less than 90 days 
maturity from the date of acquisition including cash and balances with Banks, and other eligible bills. 

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Cash and balances with National Bank of Rwanda (Note 15 (a))  2,042,767 14,563,801

Amounts due from other banks (Note 15 (b))  59,661,424 35,467,142

  61,704,191 50,030,943
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16.  Investments at amortized cost

2020 2019
Frw ‘000 Frw ‘000

Treasury bonds - 970,877

Corporate bonds 5,500,000 -

Interests accrued on bonds 774,123 17,649

Less: ECL on balances (197,450) (62)

Total 6,076,673 988,464

Maturities 2020 2019
Frw ‘000 Frw ‘000

Maturing between 0-3 months - -

Maturing between 3-12 months 774,123 988,464

Maturing between 1-5 years 5,302,550 -

Maturing between 5-10 years - -

Total 6,076,673 988,464

Corporate bond is a debt security issued by Crystal Ventures Ltd and is carried at amortized cost. The contractual inter-
est rates as at 31 December 2020, is 12.5%.

17.  Loans and Advances

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Agriculture loans  10,030,290 17,858,812

Export loans  59,989,780 43,540,667

Energy loans  24,623,996 22,489,392

Education loans  6,539,746 8,834,905

Housing loans  5,239,863 5,883,951

SP & Infrastructure loans  75,265,527 68,679,489

Gross loans 181,689,202 167,287,216

Suspended interest  (3,101,665) (2,756,093)

Expected credit losses (ECL)  (8,936,275) (4,086,515)

Staff loan discount  (2,571,298) (3,118,390)

Net loans and advances 167,079,964 157,326,218

The following table shows movement in expected credit losses against loans and advances by stages:
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As at 31 December 2019 Movement in the period As at 31 December 2020

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Stage 1(Note 30) 2,107,515 1,702,554 3,810,069
Stage 2(Note 30)  838,716 1,496,361 2,735,077
Stage 3(Note 30)  1,140,284 1,030,640 2,170,924
Provision for Letter of 
credit

-
14,033 14,033

Provision for commitment - 206,272 206,172
 4,086,515 4,449,860 8,936,275

The reconciliation for changes in positions of ECL against loans and advances is as follows:

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

At start of the year 4,086,515  12,765,719 

Additional provisions (Note 9) 10,204,404 3,493,970

Provisions written back (Note 9) (5,574,383) (3,219,156)

Reversed provisions against written off loans (466) (8,966,845)

Write back Provisions of off-balance sheet exposures 220,205  12,827

8,936,275 4,086,515

18.  Equity investments

The Bank has advanced financing in the form of equity in exceptional cases where the project is assessed to have a 
significant impact on the community and its development but where the equity participation is necessary for improving 
the capital structure of the company or where the sponsors are unable to raise additional equity to enable the borrower 
to operate on a commercially sound footing. Usually these are companies, which have substantial development impact 
but whose cash flows cannot support continuous repayments for long term loans. These are reported as investments 
in associates, Equity investments at fair value through OCI and redeemable convertible preference shares as per the 
Bank’s accounting policies.

The equity investment in unquoted entities is recorded at cost on initial recognition and subsequently on adjusted 
net asset basis less impairment since there is no active market for these investments. See note 31 for a more detailed 
discussion  on the valuation methodology.

i. (a) Investments in associates

As of 31 Dec, 2020 Investment at cost Reclassification Cumulative Gains/(losses) Carrying Value

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Business Development 
Fund 297,843 -    5,900,376    6,198,219 

Kinazi Cassava Plant 4,782,150 (48,950)   (3,311,769)    1,421,431 
Rwanda Enterprise 
Investment Company 528,021 -      (528,021)                -   

Eastern Province 
Investment Company 4,604,005 - (1,826,757)    2,777,248 

Rwanda Farmers 
Coffee Company 
Limited

- 530,309 (286,863)       243,446 
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Great Lakes Cement 
Company 685,352 -      (685,352)                -   

Tapioca Starch 
Processing Company 70,115 -       (70,115)                -   

10,967,486 481,359 (808,501) 10,640,344

As of 31 December, 2019 Investment at cost Cumulative Gains/(losses) Carrying Value

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Business Development Fund 297,843        5,761,020        6,058,863 
Kinazi Cassava Plant 4,782,150        (3,360,719) 1,421,431    
Rwanda Enterprise 
Investment Company 528,021          (528,021)                   -   
Eastern Province Investment 
Company 4,604,005           425,787        5,029,792 
Great Lakes Cement Company 685,352          (685,352)                   -   
Tapioca Starch Processing 
Company 70,115           (70,115)                   -   

10,967,486            1,542,600       12,510,086

Summary of the most recent available financial information of the investments in associates is as follows:

As at 31 December 2019 (used for 2020 Financial statements purposes). 

Financial information 
(Frw’000)

Business Development 
Fund Kinazi Cassava Plant Eastern Province 

Investment Company
Current assets 27,824,632 1,188,800 5,061,287
Non-current assets 3,053,256 6,713,800 12,747,360
Current liabilities 3,292,133 740,677 816,243
Non-current liabilities 13,816,934 6,713,800 5,883,412
Revenue 4,116,670 1,433,387 1,179,440
Profit or loss from continuing 
operations 309,679 (672,678)

(2,896,237)

Other comprehensive income - - -
Total comprehensive 
income 309,679 (672,678)

(2,896,237)

As at 31 December 2018 (used for 2019 Financial statements purposes). 

Financial information (Frw’000) Business 
Development Fund

Kinazi Cassava 
Plant

Eastern Province 
Investment Company

Current assets 2,169,105 1,762,253 19,768,753

Non-current assets 27,940,914 6,742,466 9,484,300

Current liabilities 5,191,670 769,691 11,620,370

Non-current liabilities 11,454,208 1,273,978 -

Revenue 3,760,856 1,448,376 797

Profit or loss from continuing operations 98,338 31,910 425,787
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Other comprehensive income - - -

Total comprehensive income 98,338 31,910 425,787

  The following table shows movement in investment cost during the period:

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

As at 1 January 10,967,486 9,061,821
Purchased new shares - 2,424,892
Reclassification (48,950)
Reclassifications from cost to fair value change 530,309 519,227
As at 31 December 11,448,845 10,967,486

The following table shows movement in Cumulative gains/(losses) of Associates during the period:

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Business Development Fund 139,356           86,868 
Tapioca Starch Processing Company -         (21,269)
Kinazi Cassava Plant - 14,041
  139,356   79,640

The following table provides the nature of business and shareholding percentage of the bank in each of the associates 
across the years:

Associate companies Nature of business Percentage 
shareholding

Percentage 
shareholding

2020 2019
Business Development Fund Guarantee Fund 45% 45%
Rwanda Enterprise Investment Company Investment advisory 38% 38%
Eastern Province Investment Company Hotel 25% 25%
Great Lakes Cement Company Cement production 24% 24%
Rwanda Farmers Coffee Company Limited Coffee Business 25.25% 25.25%
Kinazi Cassava Plant Cassava Processing 44% 44%

b) Equity investments at fair value through OCI

As of 31 December, 2020 Investment at 
cost

New shares 
purchased

Cumulative change 
in Fair value

Carrying 
Value

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Magerwa Limited  37,425 -  508,437  545,862 
Minimex Limited  275,000 -  (195,372) 79,628
Kigali City Park Limited  113,787 -  608,838 722,625
Rwanda Investment Group Lim-
ited  600,000 -  223,535 823,535
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Hostel 2020 Limited  465,000 -  300,859 765,859
Prime Economic Zones Limited  1,098,320 -  1,297,024 2,395,344
Bank of Kigali Limited  502,925 -  434,527 937,452
Rwanda Stock Exchange  8,000 -  8,684 16,684
New Forest Company Limited  489,889 -  1,573,998 2,063,887
Rugarama Park Estate  1,903,596 -  15,087 1,918,683
Crystal Telecom Limited  2,836,785 -  (810,510) 2,026,275
Sopyrwa  499,999 -  721,990 1,221,989
Ziniya Project  424,673 -  -   424,673
Kivu Marina  2,725,000 -  -   2,725,000
Ndera Housing Project 147,221 - - 147,221
Banque de Développement des 
Etats de Grands Lacs  6,280 - 111,738    118,018

12,133,900 - 4,798,835 16,932,735

As of 31 December 2019 Investment at 
cost

Cumulative change 
in Fair value Disposal Carrying 

Value
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Magerwa Limited  37,425  461,192 -  498,617 
Multi-Sectoral Investment Group  375,000  35,000  (410,000)  -   
Minimex Limited  275,000  15,868 -  290,868 
Kigali City Park Limited  113,787  608,838 -  722,625 
Rwanda Investment Group Limited  600,000  214,674 -  814,674 
Hostel 2020 Limited  465,000  82,157 -  547,157 
Prime Economic Zones Limited  1,098,320  1,087,417 -  2,185,737 
Bank of Kigali Limited  502,925 563,276 -  1,066,201
Rwanda Stock Exchange  8,000  5,839 -  13,839 
New Forest Company Limited  489,889  1,573,998 -  2,063,887 
Rwanda Farmers Coffee Company 
Limited

 530,309  (252,414)
-

 277,895 

Trust Industries Limited  2,800,000 (2,800,000) -  -   
Rugarama Park Estate  1,903,596  -   -  1,903,596 
Crystal Telecom Limited  2,836,785  (945,595) -  1,891,190 
Sopyrwa  499,999  674,880 -  1,174,879 
Ziniya Project  424,673  -   -  424,673 
Kivu Marina  2,725,000  -   -  2,725,000 
Ndera Housing Project 147,221 - - 147,221
Banque de Développement des 
Etats de Grands Lacs

 6,280  111,739 
-

 118,019 

15,839,209  1,436,869 (410,000)  16,866,078

c) Equity investments at fair value through OCI (continued)

The table below contains information used to fair value equity investments at fair value through OCI as at 31 
December 2020
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Details of the cumulative change in Fair Value

As of 31 December, 2020
Opening 

cumulative 
change in FV

Fair value 
gain/(loss)

Adjustment/ 
(impairment)

Closing 
cumulative 

change in FV 
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Magerwa Limited  461,192            47,245 -  508,437 

Minimex Limited  15,868        (211,240) -  (195,372)

Kigali City Park Limited  608,838                     -   -  608,838 

Rwanda Investment Group Limited  214,674              8,861 -  223,535 

Hostel 2020 Limited 82,157         218,702 -  300,859 

Prime Economic Zones Limited  1,087,417         209,607 -  1,297,024 

Bank of Kigali Limited 563,276        (128,749) -  434,527 

Rwanda Stock Exchange  5,839              2,845 -  8,684 

New Forest Company Limited  1,573,998 - -  1,573,998 

Rwanda Farmers Coffee Company 
Limited

 (252,414)
- 252,414

 -   

Rugarama Park Estate -            15,087 -  15,087 

Crystal Telecom Limited  -           135,085 -  (810,510)

Sopyrwa  (945,595)            47,110 -  721,990 

Ziniya Project  674,880                     -   -  -   

Kivu Marina  -                       -   -  -   

Ndera Housing Project  -                       -   -  -   

Banque de Développement des Etats 
de Grands Lacs

111,739
                    -   

-  111,738 

4,201,869 344,553 252,414 4,798,836

As of 31 December, 2020
Opening 

cumulative 
change in FV

Fair value 
gain/(loss)

Adjustment/ 
(impairment)

Closing 
cumulative 

change in FV 
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Magerwa Limited  487,181     (25,990) -  461,192 

Multi-Sectoral Investment Group 45,345 (10,342) (35,003) -

Minimex Limited  (179,022)      194,890 -  15,868 

Kigali City Park Limited  608,838                     -   -  608,838 

Rwanda Investment Group Limited  155,475           8,861 -  214,674 

Hostel 2020 Limited 81,691         465 - 82,157

Prime Economic Zones Limited  722,415      365,002 -  1,087,417 

Bank of Kigali Limited 615,580 (52,304) - 563,276

Rwanda Stock Exchange  4,061           1,779 -  5,839 

New Forest Company Limited 770,955 803,042 -  1,573,998 

Rwanda Farmers Coffee Company 
Limited

(340,427) 88,013  -  (252,414)

Trust Industries Limited (2,800,000) - 2,800,000 -

Rugarama Park Estate - - - -
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Crystal Telecom Limited   (1,404,885)      459,289 - (945,596)   

Sopyrwa 668,447          6,433 -   674,880

Ziniya Project -                     -   -  -   

Kivu Marina  -                       -   -  -   

Ndera Housing Project  -                       -   -  -   

Banque de Développement des Etats 
de Grands Lacs

(6,279) 118,018                 - 111,739

(570,625) 2,007,497 2,764,997 4,201,869

The following table summarizes movement in investment at cost during the year:

2020   2019
Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000

As at 1 January 2020 15,839,209 15,241,987 

Purchase of new shares - 597,222
Disposal of shares (3,175,000) -   
Reclassifications (530,309) -
As at 31 December 2020 12,133,900 15,839,209

The following table summarizes the cumulative change in fair value during the period ended:

2020   2019
Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000

As at 1 January 4,201,870  (570,627)

Changes in written  off Equity Investments - 2,800,000

Changes due to disposed Equity investment - (35,000)
(Increase in fair values) 596,966  2,007,496
As at 31 December 4,798,836 4,201,870
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(b) Equity investments at fair value through OCI (Continued)

The equity investments are less than 20% of shareholding. Only Bank of Kigali and Crystal Telecom Limited are 
listed. The equity investments are measured at Fair value and in some instances the cost approximates the fair value. 
Dividends received have been recognized in other operating incomes as Dividends.

The following table provides a movement schedule in balances of Equity investments at fair value through OCI:

Dec 2020 Dec 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

At start of the year 16,866,078 14,671,362

Additions - 187,220

Reclassification (277,895) -

Fair Value gains/ (Losses) 344,553 2,007,496

At end of the year 16,932,735 16,866,078

Listed 2,963,727 2,957,391

Unlisted 13,969,008 13,908,687

16,932,735 16,866,078

The reclassification relates to the carrying amount of equity investments reclassified to investment in associates.

(c) Fair Value estimation

IFRS 13 specifies a hierarchy of valuation techniques based on whether the inputs to those valuation techniques are 
observable or unobservable. Observable inputs reflect market data obtained from independent sources; unobservable 
inputs reflect the Bank’s market assumptions. These two types of inputs have created the following fair value hierarchy:

Fair value estimation was based on Valuation of shares for Bank of Kigali, Chrystal Telecom (CTL) as at end December 
2020 and for other equity investment the fair value was based on their 2019 financial performances 

•	 Level 1 – Fair value is determined using unadjusted quoted prices in an active market for identical assets and 
liabilities. Types of financial assets include actively traded government and other agency securities, listed 
derivative instruments and listed equities. Types of financial liabilities include listed derivative instruments;

•	 Level 2 – Fair value is determined using valuation models with directly or indirectly market observable inputs. 
Types of financial assets include; corporate and other government bonds and loans, and over the counter (OTC) 
derivatives. Types of financial liabilities include over the counter (OTC) derivatives;

•	 Level 3 – Fair value is determined using Valuation models using significant non- market observable inputs. 
Types of financial assets include; highly structured OTC derivatives with unobservable parameters and 
corporate bonds in illiquid markets. Types of financial liabilities include highly structured OTC derivatives with 
unobservable parameters.
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 The following table presents the Company’s financial assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value:

As at 31 December 2020:

Financial Assets Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Investments in Associates (Note 18 (a)) - - 10,640,344 10,640,344
Equity investments at fair value through OCI 
(Note 18 (b))

2,963,727 - 13,969,295 16,933,022

Derivative instruments (Note 19) - 2,095,814 - 2,095,814

Total 2,963,727 2,095,814 24,609,639 29,669,180

As at 31 December 2019:

Financial Assets Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Investments in Associates (Note 18 (a)) - - 12,510,086 12,510,086
Equity investments at fair value through OCI 
(Note 18 (b))

2,957,391 - 13,908,687 16,866,078

Derivative instruments (Note 19) - 1,781,245 - 1,781,245

Total 2,957,391 1,781,245 26,418,773 31,157,409

19.  Derivative Financial Instruments

Derivatives are financial instruments that derive their value in response to changes in interest rates, financial instrument 
prices, commodity prices, foreign exchange rates, credit risk and indices.

The bank entered into an eight-year swap transaction with the National Bank of Rwanda that took effect on 22 December 
2015. In the SWAP transaction, the bank paid to National Bank of Rwanda US$ 7,500,000 which was swapped with Frw 
5,589,188,700. The Bank will receive interest of 2% on the US$7,500,000 investment and will pay interest of 8% to the 
National Bank of Rwanda on the Swapped local currency amount.

On 15 February 2016, the bank entered into a second eight-year swap transaction with the National Bank of Rwanda. 
In this SWAP transaction, the bank paid to National Bank of Rwanda US$ 7,500,000 which was swapped with Frw 
5,692,615,380. The Bank will receive interest of 2% on the US$ 7,500,000 investment and will pay interest of 8% to the 
National Bank of Rwanda on the Swapped local currency amount.

On 8 December 2016, the bank entered into a third ten-year swap transaction with the National Bank of Rwanda. In the 
swap transaction, the bank paid to National Bank of Rwanda US$ 5,000,000 which was swapped with Frw 4,088,931,055. 
The Bank will receive interest of 2% on the US$5,000,000 investment and will pay interest of 8% to the National Bank of 
Rwanda on the Swapped local currency amount.

On 20th May 2020, the bank entered into a fourth three years swap transaction with the National Bank of Rwanda. In the 
swap transaction, the bank paid to National Bank of Rwanda US$ 3,000,000 which was swapped with Frw 2,680,114,305. 
The Bank will receive interest of 2% on the US$3,000,000 investment and will pay interest of 8% to the National Bank of 
Rwanda on the Swapped local currency amount.

On 11th June 2020, the bank entered into a fifth three years swap transaction with the National Bank of Rwanda. In the 
swap transaction, the bank paid to National Bank of Rwanda US$ 700,000 which was swapped with Frw 654,601,272. 
The Bank will receive interest of 2% on the US$700,000 investment and will pay interest of 8% to the National Bank of 
Rwanda on the Swapped local currency amount.

In line with IFRS9 financial instruments (Swap) are carried at fair value. As at 31 December 2020, the fair value of the 
derivative financial instrument (swap) was a net asset of Frw 2,095,814 (2019: net asset of Frw 1,781,245). The bank’s 
exposure under derivative instruments is monitored as part of the overall management of its market risk.
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The outstanding principal receipts and payments for the existing swap contracts and their respective fair values of the 
derivative asset or liability are as follows:

As at 31 December 2020:

Currency Swap Outstanding USD 
principal receipts

Outstanding FRW 
principal payments

Fair Value of 
Asset

Fair Value of Lia-
bility

Frw ‘ 000 Frw ‘ 000 Frw ‘ 000 Frw ‘ 000
Contract of 22.12.2015  3,128,103  2,408,129  719,974 -
Contract of 15.02.2016  3,128,103  2,452,691  675,412 -
Contract of 08.12.2016  3,167,330  2,688,389  478,941 -
Contract of 20.05.2019  1,969,164  1,873,774 -  (95,389)
Contract of 31.03.2020  5,593,768  5,487,330 -  (106,438)
Contract of 30.06.2020  567,984  548,325 -  (19,659)
Total 17,554,452 15,458,638 1,874,327 (221,486)

As at 31 December 2019:

Currency Swap Outstanding USD 
principal receipts

Outstanding FRW 
principal payments

Fair Value of 
Asset

Fair Value of 
Liability

Frw ‘ 000 Frw ‘ 000 Frw ‘ 000 Frw ‘ 000
Contract of 22.12.2015 3,956,825 3,213,868 742,957 -
Contract of 15.02.2016 3,956,825 3,273,340 683,486 -
Contract of 08.12.2016 3,467,023 3,103,593 363,430 -
Contract of 20.05.2019 2,802,002 2,810,629 - 8,627
Total 14,182,675 12,401,430 1,789,872 8,627

The following table provides a reconciliation of the change in the value of the net derivative financial instrument 
between 01 January and 31 December:

2020 2019
Frw ‘ 000 Frw ‘ 000

Balance of Net Derivative Asset/(Liability) as at 1 January  1,781,245 1,536,315
Receipts during the year under swaps contracts (4,180,731) (2,648,335)
Payments during the year under swaps contracts  4,475,530 2,888,952
Fair Value gain /(loss) under swaps contracts       19,769 4,313

Balance of Net Derivative Asset/(Liability) as at 31 December 2,095,814 1,781,245
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Continued)

20.  Other Assets

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Receivables from East African Exchange (EAX)       -   2,000,000 
Rwanda Agri-Business Industries assets (RABI)  1,024,051   1,024,051 

Amounts due from Business Development Fund (BDF)  184,741       69,671

Interest receivable on Redeemable preference Shares  626,682      626,682 

Amount due from Education  170,483 1,066,011

Due from the Government of Rwanda and other taxes  15,739 70,242

Amounts due from Rugarama Park Estates  67,151         64,731

Amounts advanced to Kinazi Cassava Plant Limited  32,626 32,626

Amount due from BRD Insurance Brokerage LTD  20,608 20,608

Staff benefit prepayment fair value adjustment for year  2,302,310 2,967,878

Other receivables 899,928 335,000

Prepayments  656,544 763,312

Receivable from Agaciro Development Fund  50,066         (9,698)

Receivable from PSPE  2,540 -

Rwanda Housing Finance Project  48,832 -
6,102,301     9,031,114

Less: Expected credit losses (ECL)
At 1 January 2,038,968 2,280,726
ECL increase during the year 54,129               -   
ECL written back during the year - (241,758)

1,982,722 2,038,968
Net other assets 4,119,579 6,992,146

The Balances are stated net of any assessed and recognized impairment provision.

21.  Investment properties

(a) NON-CURRENT ASSETS HELD FOR SALE

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

At Start of year 21,015 21,015
Additions - -
Disposals - -
Less: decline in value - -

21,015 21,015
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The balance of Frw 21,015 relates to properties repossessed from CASSAVA COMPANY. The valuation of the investment 
property was based on adjusted sales comparison approach. The directors have determined these inputs based on the 
size and condition of the investment property.

The reported values for investment properties are all level 3 in accordance with the fair value hierarchy. There were no 
level 1 or level 2 assets.

(b) NON-CURRENT ASSETS HELD FOR SALE

2020 2019
Frw ‘000 Frw ‘000

As at 1 January 250,000 -
Asset write off (250,000)
Assets purchased - 250,000               
As at 31 December -   250,000

Non-current asset held for sale represents assets previously held by the Bank as security on defaulted loans which the 
Bank acquired during the recovery process in line with article 21 of the Mortgage Law No 10/2009. This asset relates 
to the property, Dayenu Hotel, acquired through auction at an amount of Frw 250,000,000. The effort to disposed it 
off through open market proved to be futile due to an ongoing legal case and was, therefore, written off in year 2020. 

22.  Intangible assets

2020 Software
Software Works 

in Progress
Total

Cost Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
At 1 January 1,200,549 240,060 1,440,609
Additions 22,531 116,787 139,318
Transfer from WIP 291,740 (291,740) -
Write offs - (58,963) (58,963)

At 31 December 1,514,820 6,144 1,520,964

Amortization
At 1 January (622,797) - (622,797)
Charge for the year (265,409) - (265,409)
At 31 December (888,206) - (888,206)

Net Book Value at 31 December 626,614 6,144 632,757

2019 Software Software Works in Progress Total
Cost Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
At 1 January 1,200,549 115,564 1,316,113
Additions - 124,496 124,496
At 31 December 1,200,549 240,060 1,440,609

Amortization
At 1 January (451,310) - (451,310)
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Charge for the year (171,487) - (171,487)
At 31 December (622,797) - (622,797)
Net Book Value at 
31 December

577,752 240,060 817,812

Intangible assets relate to computer software. The additions during the year relate to the expenditure made for the 
acquisition of the new supply chain and human capital systems 

The addition under Work in Progress relate to ERP oracle modules still under implementation during the year.

23.  Property and Equipment

2020  Land and 
buildings  IT equipment  Motor 

vehicles 
 Furniture 
& fittings

 Works in 
progress  Total 

 Frw ‘000  Frw ‘000  Frw ‘000  Frw ‘000  Frw ‘000  Frw ‘000 
Cost / valuation

As at 1 January 13,142,565 706,429 220,103 565,300 688,075 15,322,472

Additions - 72,756 - 1,377,791 (194,989) 1,255,558
Disposal (182,889) - - - - (182,889)
Reclassifications - - - - - -
As at 31 
December 12,959,608 779,185 220,103 1,943,091 493,086 16,395,141

Depreciation
As at 1 January (372,545) (638,341) (220,103) (469,286) - (1,700,275)
Charge for the 
year (248,818) (66,957) - (135,998) - (451,773)

Write off - - - - - -
Removal of 
depreciation on 
Revalued Asset

- - - - - -

As at 31 
December (621,363) (705,298) (220,103) (605,284) - (2,152,048)

Net Book Value 12,338,296 73,887 - 1,337,807 493,086 14,243,093

Work in Progress relates to technical design for construction of a new building.

2019  Land and 
buildings 

 IT 
equipment 

 Motor 
vehicles 

 Furniture & 
fittings

 Works in 
progress  Total 

 Frw ‘000  Frw ‘000  Frw ‘000  Frw ‘000  Frw ‘000  Frw ‘000 
Cost / valuation
As at 1 January 13,142,565 600,618 220,103 565,000 503,649 15,031,935
Additions - 105,811 - 300 194,990 301,101
Disposal - - - - - -
Reclassifications - - - - (10,564) (10,564)
As at 31 December 13,142,565 706,429 220,103 565,300 688,075 15,322,472
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Depreciation
As at 1 January (124,407) (521,337) (204,176) (440,942) - (1,290,862)
Charge for the year (248,138) (117,004) (15,927) (28,344) - (409,413)
As at 31 December (372,545) (638,341) (220,103) (469,286) - (1,700,275)
Net Book Value as at 
31 December 12,770,020 68,088 - 96,014 688,075 13,622,197

Work in Progress relates to technical design for construction of a new building and partitioning for news offices.

Management’s policy is to revalue its land and buildings every 3 years. The land and building were last revalued in 
2018 based on the estimated market value. The revaluation exercise was carried out by certified valuers and was 
based on the open market value.

If all the Land and Buildings were stated on the historical cost basis, the amounts would be as follows;

2020  2020 2021 
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Cost 4,518,408 4,518,408
Accumulated depreciation (3,041,785) (3,403,257)
Net book value 1,476,623 1,115,151

24.  Other payables

  2020   2019
  Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000
Advances from customers  1,411,852   1,394,896
Deferred service commissions  670,995   640,749
Deferred EGF interest income  921,550              155,326
Payments in transit -   141,281
Statutory deductions payable  128,608              168,576
Other taxes payable  36,392                33,991
Amounts due to local creditors  49,037                49,037
Accrued expenses  164,311   192,085

Other payables 444,834              132,597
Kreditanstalt Fur Wiederaufbau (KFW)  6,259,881            2,092,492
Amounts due to Business Development Fund Ltd  272,975   1,044,577
Amounts due to Banque Populaire Du Rwanda  3,389   3,214

10,363,824   6,048,821

25.   Dividends payable  11,017    11,017 

26.  Borrowings
2020   2019

Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000
Afrexim Bank  8,560,827   11,572,677 
Shelter Afrique  7,701,621   7,295,144 
East African Development Bank  11,112,774   13,221,268 
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European Investment Bank  19,027,315   19,303,982 
African Development Bank (AFDB)  19,451,724   21,931,744 
MINECOFIN- Tea growing  -     1,050,000 
BADEA  9,058,329   14,531,367 
BDEGL  14,924,252   13,671,616 
Gashora Girls Initiatives  330,281   295,214 
Kreditanstalt Fur Wiederaufbau (KFW) - Borrowing  5,875,979   3,778,480 
Trade and Development Bank (TDB)  2,300,309   2,327,892 

Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000
Kenya Commercial Bank, Kenya  -     7,300,029 
Rwanda Social Security Board (RSSB) 54,871,460   52,381,365 
MINECOFIN (Rwanda Housing Finance Project) 7,179,654   6,906,864 
I&M Bank Plc 1,963,265 -
BNR Term loan (ERF) 11,317,278 -
BNR Short term loan 2,295,808 -
Bank of Kigali Plc 4,868,864  -
Change in fair value due to borrowing modification* (3,239,286) -
Grant on BNR Term loan (ERF) (3,512,281)

174,088,173   175,567,542
Broken down as follows:
Current 35,970,420 38,582,021
Non – Current 138,117,753 136,985,521

174,088,173 175,567,542

The Bank has made all borrowings’ repayments that fell due during the year ended and the Bank has not given any 
security for the borrowings.

During the year, there were modifications on terms and conditions of some borrowings repayment which triggered 
changes in fair values. During the year, there were modifications on terms and conditions of some borrowings 
repayment which triggered a modification gain. In addition, as part of Rwanda’s economic recovery program, the Bank 
received a loan at concessional rate, the latter was also fair valued using a market rate and the difference between the 
fairvalued amount and the cost recorded as a grant in accordance with IAS 20. 

Borrowings
Book value at 
modification 

date

Fair value at 
modification 

date
Gain/(loss) Government 

Grant

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
East African Development Bank (EADB) 10,998,231 10,658,730 339,501 -
Shelter Afrique 7,651,748 7,432,094 219,654 -
European Investment Bank (EIB) 18,853,624 17,834,029 1,019,595 -
Rwanda Social Security (RSSB) 52,075,098 50,218,700 1,856,398 -
Trade and Development Bank (TDB) 2,270,385 2,277,938 (7,553) -
BNR Economic recovery Fund 11,317,278 7,746,787 - 3,570,491
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Lender Purpose Terms Maturity Date Currency
Afrexim Bank Financing 

acceptable sub-
borrowers engaged 
in trade and related 
activities in Rwanda

USD 10m - Aggregate of the six-month 
LIBOR, plus a margin of 5.05%

USD 10m - Aggregate of the six-month 
LIBOR, plus a margin of 5.05%

31 November 
2021

31 October 2024
USD

Shelter Afrique Line of credit to 
finance construction 
of housing units in 
Rwanda

USD 7.6m - Aggregate of the six-month 
LIBOR plus a margin of 6.2%; 
USD 10m - Aggregate of the six-month 
LIBOR plus a margin of 5.5%. 

31 December 
2022 

30     June 2025

USD 
 

USD

East African 
Development 
Bank

Line of credit facility 
to finance eligible 
projects

USD 5m for 8 years , at an interest rate 
of Aggregate of the six-month LIBOR, 
plus a margin of 5.2%; 
USD 10M for 8 years at an interest rate 
of 7.255%; 
USD 15M for 8 years at an interest rate 
of 6.755%

01 June 2021 
01 December 

2023 
25 March 2024

USD 
 

USD 
USD

European 
Investment Bank

Line of credit facility 
to finance up to 50% 
of eligible projects

USD 9.3m at - Aggregate of the six-
month LIBOR, plus a margin of 1.36%

USD 16.5m at - Aggregate of the six-
month LIBOR, plus a margin of 1.903%

28 February 
2023

31st August 2029

USD

African 
Development 
Bank (AFDB)

Line of credit facility 
to finance eligible 
projects primarily, 
SMEs

USD 8m - Aggregate of the six-month 
LIBOR, plus a margin of 4.67%

USD 20m - Aggregate of the six-month 
LIBOR, plus a margin of 4.67%

01February 
2023

01 August 2027 USD

BADEA To finance SMEs and 
MFIs

USD 15m - Aggregate of the six-month 
LIBOR, plus a margin of 5.0%; 
USD 3.5m - 2%

1 May 2026 
10 July 2029

USD 
 

USD
BDEGL To finance SMEs and 

MFIs
USD 5m at 7.0%

USD 5m at 7.0%

USD 8.6m at 5.0%

31 December 
2022 

01 November 
2027

01 November 
2023

USD 
USD

Rwanda Social 
Security Board 
(RSSB)

Term deposits to 
finance eligible 
projects

FRW 58,840m - at an effective interest 
rate of 10.47%

1 July 2032
FRW

Ministry of 
Finance and 
Economic 
Planning- Tea 
growing

Financing five tea 
growing projects

FRW 1,050m - At 0% 31 December 
2024

FRW

Gashora Girls 
Initiative

Financing of higher 
education for 
Rwandan girls

USD 240,000 at 8% 11 October 2027 USD

Kreditanstalt Fur 
Wiederaufbau 
(KFW)

Promoting growth 
and export oriented 
small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) in 
Rwanda

FRW 3,650,400,000 at 3.076% 2027-2028 FRW
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Eastern and 
Southern African 
Trade and 
Development 
Bank (TDB)

Line of credit facility 
to finance eligible 
projects

USD 5m – Aggregate of the three-
month LIBOR, plus a margin of 6.5%

30 June 2023 USD

BK Plc & I&M Plc

To enable Rwanda 
Development Bank 
to finance Bugesera 
Airport project.

USD 7m – Aggregate. BK charges 3.25% 
and 3% for I&M

Jan and April 
2021

USD

BNR Short- & 
Long-term loans

To assist reviving the 
economic sectors 
mostly affected by 
COVID 19 

FRW 2,225,300,000 at 4.50% & 
11,317,277,896 at 0%

May 2021 & Aug 
2035

FRW

Changes in liabilities arising from financing activities

2020 Borrowings Special funds Grants Total
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

As at 1 January 175,567,542 8,556,307 2,563,221 186,687,070 
Additions  26,157,983        112,528 1,465,259  27,735,770 

Repayments (25,964,645) (38,559) (2,011,100) (28,014,304) 

Foreign Exchange movement  1,001,230 25,001 -  1,026,231 
Accrued interest  4,077,630 - -  4,077,630 
Fair value Modification on Borrowing (3,239,286) (3,239,286)
Grant on Economic Recovery Fund (-3,512,281) 3,530,373 18,092
As at 31 December 174,088,173 8,655,277 5,547,753 188,291,203

2019 Borrowings Special funds Grants Total
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

As at 1 January 155,557,822 6,495,710 2,713,835 164,767,367 
Additions 38,582,021 2,067,036 47,513 40,605,570 
Repayments (32,081,728) (6,462) (198,564) (32,286,754) 
Foreign Exchange movement 836,015 23 437 836,475 
Accrued interest 12,673,412  -  - 12,673,412 
As at 31 December 175,567,542 8,556,307 2,563,221 186,687,070 

27.  Special funds

  2020   2019
  Frw’ 000   Frw’ 000
Microfinance Funds - Belgium Cooperation  1,371,483   1,371,483
Business plan competition fund/PSF  103,910   123,776
KFW line of credit Investment fund  630,828   630,828
Rural Investment Facility  467,780   486,472
FIFAPI ROPARWA fund  892,581   892,581
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MINAGRI-Belgium cooperation fund  262,084   262,084
MINAGRI/KWAMP Fund  461   439
SME technical assistance fund  441,691   423,468
Other special funds  2,846,756   2,775,604
FONERWA  788,200   788,200
KFW/Kreditanstalt Fur Wiederaufbau  306,539   306,539
Business Plan Competition II  19,866   232
NAEB Export Guarantee Fund*  486,238   461,259
Government of Rwanda public fund  36,860   33,342

8,655,277 8,556,307

* NAEB Export Guarantee Fund is a guarantee fund put in place to facilitate the Rwandan horticulture exporters to 
have access to finance by increasing outputs in this sector.

Fund Details

Government of Rwanda Public fund
Granted by the government through the Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Planning to facilitate financing of export, microfinance and 
mortgage related projects

Microfinance Funds - Belgium Cooperation Granted by Belgium Cooperation for technical assistance and 
capacity building of microfinance institutions

Business plan competition fund/PSF Fund from Private Sector Federation for technical assistance to 
startup projects

KFW line of credit Investment fund Fund from KFW used to promote training, technical assistance, 
financing. Forms part of the guarantee to SMEs

Rural Investment Facility Granted by the government through the Poverty Reduction Strategy 
Grant to finance ago-industries and other related projects

Education promotion fund Granted by the government through the Ministry of Education on the 
implementation of the Education Promotion Fund

FIFAPI ROPARWA fund Granted by ROPARWA (Le Reseau des Organisations Paysannes du 
Rwanda) for strengthening the capacity of  farmers’ organizations

MINAGRI-PDCRE fund

Fund through the government of Rwanda from the International Fund 
for Agricultural Development yto maximize and diversify the revenues 
of the poorer growers of cash crops, thus promoting commercial 
transformation activities and financially viable market

MINAGRI Fertilizer fund Fund from the government via the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal 
Resources Finance purchase of fertilizer by farmers in Rwanda

MINAGRI-Belgium cooperation fund Fund from Belgium cooperation via the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Animal Resources for financing microfinance sector

MINAGRI/KWAMP Fund

Kirehe Community Based Watershed Management Project (KWAMP) 
is a fund from the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Resources 
for building watersheds in Kirehe District, using funds from the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)

FONERWA
Fund Financing to finance private sector projects in Clean Technology 
environmental sustainability, & Climate Resilient and green 
investments

KFW/Kreditanstalt Fur Wiederaufbau Fund for promoting growth and export oriented small and Medium 
Enterprises in Rwanda

BDEGL II CAPACITY BUILDING GRANT Fund granted along with a line of credit to cater for the bank’s capacity 
building program.

World Bank Technical Assistance Fund Fund to assist BRD in Scaling up Renewable Energy Program under 
the Strategic Climate Fund
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Other Special Funds 
Other special Funds relate to Fund FAD I, FED I, BEI II, BPC II of Frw 
56m (2017: Frw 56m) and Export Growth Funds from MINECOFIN of 
Frw 1,156,517m (2017: Frw 271,690m)

NAEB Funds to facilitate the Rwandan horticulture exporters to have 
access to finance by increasing outputs for only horticulture exports.

28. Grants

2020 2019

Belgium Co-operation microfinance           209,875             209,875
UNDP grant for MFIs           107,545   107,545
Fapa Grant               9,758                 9,257
PASP Grant             38,880               38,880
PRICE Grant             24,240               24,240
RAB Grant               9,011                 9,011
BDEGL II Capacity Building Grant             23,935               22,706
World Bank Technical Assistance Fund           248,855             84,667
Minecofin - East African Exchange -           2,002,079
NIRDA           800,000 -
SEIRHCO 499,340 -
BNR Economic Recovery Funds( Fair Value 
Modification) 3,530,373 -

Rwanda Housing Finance technical assistance           45,941 54,961
  5,547,753   2,563,221

Grant Details

The Belgium Co-operation Microfinance
The Belgium cooperation grant is used for technical assistance 
and capacity building to microfinance institutions or for the Bank’s 
operating expenses related to microfinance support

UNDP Grant The UNDP Grant is a refinancing facility for capacity building of MFIs 
under the Building Inclusive Financial Sector in Rwanda

FAPA Grant

The purpose of this grant is to finance certain expenditures required 
for provision of technical assistance for capacity building that 
will contribute to strengthening BRD’s capacity and enabling it 
to contribute more efficiently and effectively to the economic 
development of Rwanda

PASP Grant

The PASP grant, Post-harvest and Agribusiness support project, 
primary objective is to increase smallholder and rural labourer incomes 
(including women, youth and vulnerable groups) from CIP crops and 
dairy businesses by supporting aggregation of production for markets, 
transformation, and value-addition to enable smallholders to 
capture a higher share of the value. The project’s primary focus is the 
facilitation of inclusive business activities that can thrive on increased 
agricultural production from CIP crops and dairy development

Price Grant

The purpose of this grant is to raise smallholder farmer’s incomes 
through greater sustainable by increasing the volume and quality 
of crop production, improve marketing and more effective famer 
organisations

RAB Grant In partnership with the PASP project, this grant was provided for the 
climate resilient processing plant project
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Rwanda Housing technical assistance The purpose of the grant is to provide technical assistance to Rwanda 
housing projects.

National Industrial Research and 
Development Agency (NIRDA)

A grant managed by the Bank for the open calls program, aimed at 
supporting industries/enterprises to address their technological and 
technical barriers to their growth and competitiveness

Socio-Economic Inclusion of Refugees 
and Host Communities in Rwanda Project 
(SEIRHCO)

This is a grant managed by the Bank in partnership with the Government 
through MINEMA and World Bank   to support the Refugees and Host 
communities through project financing & matching grants.

29.  Share Capital and Share Premium

(a) Share Capital

2020 Number of shares Par value Total
 Frw Frw’ 000

As at 1 January 42,661,685 1,000 42,661,685

Share buy back    (297,293) 1,000    (297,293)

Issues of shares during the year 12,945,785 1,000 12,945,785

Prorate issue bought back share     297,293 1,000     297,293 
As at 31 December 55,607,470 55,607,470

2019
As at 1 January 39,100,308 1,000 39,100,308

Issued shares 3,561,377 1,000 3,561,377
As at 31 December 42,661,685 1,000 42,661,685

Authorized share capital

On May 22, 2022 the General Assembly of the shareholders of the Bank approved for the increase of authorised  share 
capital of the Bank from Frw 57.8 billion to Frw 150 billion The main shareholder, Government of Rwanda (GoR) and 
injected additional share capital during the year ended 31 December 2020 amounting to 12,945,784,702 in form of 
cash. 

The share buy back relates to a transaction whereby one of the shareholders Agence Française de Developpement 
(AFD) exited as approved by the shareholders and the shares were distributed proportionately to the remaining 
shareholders through retained earnings. 

All shareholders have the same voting rights during annual and general meetings which is equal to the number of paid 
up shares held by the member.

(b) Share Premium

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Share Premium 11,665,569 11,665,569

The share premium arose on the purchase of shares by one of the minority shareholders and, Government of Rwanda 
debt to CSR from the export promotion fund, Rwanda Social Security Board Debt outstanding by BRD and on the share 
swap with Magerwa.
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30.  Other reserves

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Revaluation reserves 10,911,748 10,911,748
Legal reserves 1,088,127 1,088,127
Ordinary reserves 232,561 232,561
Fair value reserve* 4,798,835 4,201,869
Supplementary capital reserve 11,510,321 11,510,321

28,541,592 27,944,626

Movements in other reserves are shown on the statement of changes in equity.

The revaluation surplus represents the surplus on the revaluation of buildings and freehold land and is non-
distributable.

In accordance with Article 9 of law Nº 15/91 of April 1991 related to modification of law of August 5, 1967 creating BRD, 
legal reserves are mandatory and computed by deducting 5% of net profit after off-setting of previous losses until 
reserves amount to 10% of share capital. The reserve is not distributable.  No new reserves have been transferred 
during the year 2019 and year 2020 as the legal reserves are above the 10% of the share capital as at 31 December 2019 
and as at 31 December 2020.

Ordinary reserves are voluntary reserves made by the Bank’s shareholders. The percentage of transfer to be made is 
determined by the board of directors. Supplementary capital reserve relates to a Government of Rwanda subordinated 
debt that was converted into equity following a Government of Rwanda decision in 2010. The reserve is not distributable.

*Fair value reserves represent fair value gains on Equity investments at fair value through OCI and are not distributable. 
fair value was based on Valuation of Bank of Kigali, Crystal Telecom (CTL) Shares September 2020 and others , the fair 
value was based on valuation of 2019 financial statements.

Fair value gain/(loss) on equity investments at FVOCI

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Bank of Kigali (BoK) (128,749)  (52,304)
Crystal Telecom (CTL) 135,085  459,289 
Multi-sector investment group (MIG) -  (10,341)
Minimex (211,240)  194,890 
Prime Economic Zone 209,607  365,002 
Rwanda Farmers Coffee Company (RFCC) 252,414  88,013 
Rugarama Park Estate 15,087 -
Rwanda Stock Exchange (RSE) 2,845  1,779 
New Forest Company (NFC) -  803,042 
Magerwa Limited 47,245  (25,990)
Rwanda Investment Group Limited 8,860  59,200 
Hostel 2020 Limited (Edge Hostels) 218,702  465 
Sopyrwa 47,110  6,433 
BDEGL -  118,018 
  596,966      2,007,496
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31.  Financial Risk Management

(A) Introduction and overview

The Bank has exposure to the following risks as a result of its operations and from its use of financial instruments:

•	 Credit risk;
•	 Liquidity risk; and 
•	 Market risk

This note presents information about the Bank’s exposure to each of the above risks, the Bank’s objectives, policies 
and processes for measuring and managing risk and the Bank’s management of capital.

Risk management framework

The Bank’s board of directors has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the Bank’s risk 
management framework. The board has established the Risk Committee, Credit Risk Committee and the Risk 
Management Division which are responsible for developing and monitoring the risk management policies in their 
specified areas. The Board Risk Committee has both executive and non- executive members and reports regularly to 
the Board of Directors on their activities.

The Bank’s risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the risks faced by the Bank, to set 
appropriate risk limits and controls, and to monitor risks and adherence to limits.  Risk management policies and 
systems are reviewed regularly to reflect changes in market conditions, products and services offered.  The Bank 
through its procedures aims to develop a disciplined and constructive control environment in which all employees 
understand their roles and obligations.

The estimation of credit exposure is complex and requires the use of models, as the value of a product varies with 
changes in market variables, expected cash flows and the passage of time. The assessment of credit risk of a portfolio 
of assets entails further estimations as to the likelihood of defaults occurring, of the associated loss ratios and of 
default correlations between counterparties.

The Bank’s Audit Committee is responsible for monitoring compliance with the Bank’s risk management policies and 
procedures, and for reviewing the adequacy of the risk management framework in relation to the risks faced by the 
Bank.  The Board Audit Committee is assisted in these functions by Internal Audit.  Internal Audit undertakes both 
regular and ad hoc reviews of risk management controls and procedures, the results of which are reported to the Audit 
Committee. 

The Bank also seeks to raise its interest margins by obtaining above-average margins, net of allowances, through 
lending to commercial and retail borrowers with a good credit standing. The Bank also enters into financial guarantee 
contracts which are commitments in the form of letters of credit that it discloses as off-balance sheet items.

(B) Credit Risk

Credit risk is the risk of suffering financial loss, should any of the Bank’s customers, clients or market counterparties fail 
to fulfil their contractual obligations to the Bank. Credit risk arises mainly from commercial and loans and advances 
and loan commitments arising from such lending activities, but can also arise from credit enhancement provided, such 
as financial guarantees, letters of credit and acceptances.

The Bank is also exposed to other credit risks arising from investments in debt securities and other exposures arising 
from its trading activities (‘trading exposures’), including settlement balances with market counterparties.

Credit risk is the single largest risk for the Bank’s business; management therefore carefully manages its exposure to 
credit risk. The credit risk management and control are centralized in a credit risk management team, which reports to 
the Board of Directors through the Chief Executive Officer and head of each business unit regularly.
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Impairment assessment (Policy applicable from 1 January 2019)

i. Credit risk measurement

(a) Loans and advances (Including commitments and guarantees)

The estimation of credit exposure is complex and requires the use of models, as the value of a product varies with 
changes in market variables, expected cash flows and the passage of time. The assessment of credit risk of a portfolio 
of assets entails further estimations as to the likelihood of defaults occurring, of the associated loss ratios and of 
default correlations between counterparties.

The Bank measures credit risk using Probability of Default (PD), Exposure at Default (EAD) and Loss Given Default 
(LGD). This is similar to the approach used for the purposes of measuring Expected Credit Loss (ECL) under IFRS 9. Refer 
to note 30 (B) (ii) for more details.

Credit risk grading

The Bank uses the National Bank of Rwanda (BNR) credit risk gradings to reflect its assessment of the probability of 
default of individual counterparties. The facilities are rated as either performing, watch, substandard, doubtful or loss, 
based on the number of days overdue. The classification criteria are as follows:

Performing

These are credit facilities which are up to date in payments. Where there are no fixed payments, these are facilities that 
are operating within their approval limits and are unexpired.

Watch

These are credit facilities where principal or interest is due and unpaid for 30 days to 89 days, or for facilities with no 
fixed payments, the approval limit has been exceeded by 30 days to 89 days, or the credit line has expired for more 
than 30 days to 89 days.

Substandard

Bank’s exposure.

These are loan balances due for 90 days but less than 180 days. They are also those credit facilities that display well-
defined credit weaknesses that jeopardize the liquidation of the debt such as inadequate cash flow to service the debt, 
undercapitalized or insufficient working capital, absence of adequate financial information or security documentation 
and irregular payment of principal or interest.

Doubtful

These are loan balances that are more than 180 days but less than 365 days overdue. They are also those credit 
facilities which, in addition to the weaknesses existing in substandard credits, have deteriorated to the extent that full 
repayment is unlikely or that realizable security values will be insufficient to cover the loan.

Loss

These are loans that are more than 365 days overdue. These are also those credit facilities that are considered 
uncollectable or which may have some recovery value, but it is not considered practicable nor desirable to defer write 
off. They are also accounts classified as “Doubtful” with little or no improvement over the period it has been classified 
as such.
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The credit grades are calibrated such that the risk of default increases exponentially at each higher risk grade. Once a 
facility is classified as substandard, the probability of default reaches 100%.

i. Expected credit loss measurement

IFRS 9 outlines a ‘three-stage’ model for impairment based on changes in credit quality since initial recognition as 
summarized below:

•	 A financial instrument that is not credit-impaired on initial recognition is classified in ‘Stage 1’ and has its 
credit risk continuously monitored by the Bank;

•	 If a significant increase in credit risk (‘SICR’) since initial recognition is identified, the financial instrument 
is moved to ‘Stage 2’ but is not yet deemed to be credit impaired. Please refer to note 30 (B) (ii) (a) for a 
description of how the Bank determines when a significant increase in credit risk has occurred;

•	 If the financial instrument is credit-impaired, the financial instrument is then moved to ‘Stage 3’. Please refer 
to note 30 (B) (ii) (b) for a description of how the Bank defines credit-impaired and default;

•	 Financial instruments in Stage 1 have their ECL measured at an amount equal to the portion of lifetime 
expected credit losses that result from default events possible within the next 12 months. Instruments in 
Stages 2 or 3 have their ECL measured based on expected credit losses on a lifetime basis. Please refer to note 
30 (B) (ii) (c) for a description of inputs, assumptions and estimation techniques used in measuring the ECL;

•	 A pervasive concept in measuring ECL in accordance with IFRS 9 is that it should consider forward-looking 
information. Note 30 (B) (ii) (d) includes an explanation of how the Bank has incorporated this in its ECL 
models;

•	 Purchased or originated credit-impaired financial assets are those financial assets that are credit-impaired on 
initial recognition. Their ECL is always measured on a lifetime basis (Stage 3);

ii. Expected credit loss measurement

The following diagram summarizes the impairment requirements under IFRS 9 (other than purchased or originated 
credit-impaired financial assets):

Change in credit quality since initial recognition

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

(Initial recognition) (Significant increase in credit risk since 
initial recognition) Credit-impaired assets

   

12-month expected credit losses Lifetime expected credit losses Lifetime expected credit 
losses

The key judgements and assumptions adopted by the Bank in addressing the requirements of the standard are 
discussed below:

(a)  Significant Increase in Credit risk (SICR)

The Bank continuously monitors all assets subject to ECLs. In order to determine whether an instrument or a portfolio 
of instruments is subject to 12mECL or LTECL, the Bank assesses whether there has been a significant increase in credit 
risk since initial recognition. The Bank considers a financial instrument to have experienced a significant increase in 
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credit risk when one or more of the following quantitative or qualitative criteria have been met:

For the Bank loan assets, if the borrower meets one or more of the following criteria:

•	 In short-term forbearance
•	 Significant adverse changes in business, financial and/or economic conditions in which the borrower operates;
•	 Actual or expected significant adverse change in operating results of the borrower;
•	 Significant change in collateral value (secured facilities only) which is expected to increase risk of default;
•	 Early signs of cashflow/liquidity problems such as delay in servicing of trade creditors/loans.

The assessment of SICR incorporates forward-looking information (refer to note 30 (B) (ii) (d) for further information) 
and is performed on a quarterly basis at each contract level for all loan instruments held by the Bank. The criteria used 
to identify SICR are monitored and reviewed periodically for appropriateness by management.

Backstop

A backstop is applied, and the financial instrument considered to have experienced a significant increase in credit risk 
if the borrower is more than 30 days past due on its contractual payments.

The Bank has not used the low credit risk exemption for any financial instruments in the period ended 31 December 
2020.

(b)  Definition of Default and credit impaired assets

The Bank defines a financial instrument as in default, which is fully aligned with the definition of credit-impaired, when 
it meets one or more of the following criteria:

Qualitative criteria:

The borrower meets unlikeliness to pay criteria, which indicates the borrower is in significant financial difficulty. These 
are instances where:

•	 The borrower is in long-term forbearance;
•	 The borrower is deceased;
•	 The borrower is insolvent;
•	 The borrower is in breach of financial covenant(s);
•	 Concessions have been made by the lender relating to the borrower’s financial difficulty;
•	 It is becoming probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy.

The criteria above have been applied to all financial instruments held by the Bank and are consistent with the definition 
of default used for internal credit risk management purposes. The default definition has been applied consistently to 
model the Probability of Default (PD), Exposure at Default (EAD) and Loss given Default (LGD) throughout the Bank’s 
expected loss calculations.

(c)   Measuring ECL — Explanation of inputs, assumptions and estimation techniques

The Expected Credit Loss (ECL) is measured on either a 12-month (12M) or Lifetime basis depending on whether a 
significant increase in credit risk has occurred since initial recognition or whether an asset is considered to be credit-
impaired. Expected credit losses are the discounted product of the Probability of Default (PD), Exposure at Default 
(EAD), and Loss Given Default (LGD), defined as follows:
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•	 The PD represents the likelihood of a borrower defaulting on its financial obligation (as per “Definition of default 
and credit-impaired” above), either over the next 12 months (12M PD), or over the remaining lifetime (Lifetime 
PD) of the obligation;

•	 EAD is based on the amounts the Bank expects to be owed at the time of default, over the next 12 months (12M 
EAD) or over the remaining lifetime (Lifetime EAD);

•	 Loss Given Default (LGD) represents the Bank’s expectation of the extent of loss on a defaulted exposure. LGD 
varies by type of counterparty, type and seniority of claim and availability of collateral or other credit support. 
LGD is expressed as a percentage loss per unit of exposure at the time of default (EAD). LGD is calculated on a 
12-month or lifetime basis, where 12-month LGD is the percentage of loss expected to be made if the default 
occurs in the next 12 months and Lifetime LGD is the percentage of loss expected to be made if the default 
occurs over the remaining expected lifetime of the loan.

The ECL is determined by projecting the PD, LGD and EAD for each future month and for each individual exposure or 
collective segment. These three components are multiplied together and adjusted for the likelihood of survival (i.e. the 
exposure has not prepaid or defaulted in an earlier month). This effectively calculates an ECL for each future month, 
which is then discounted back to the reporting date and summed. The discount rate used in the ECL calculation is the 
original effective interest rate or an approximation thereof.

The Lifetime PD is developed by applying a maturity profile to the current 12M PD. The maturity profile looks at how 
defaults develop on a portfolio from the point of initial recognition throughout the lifetime of the loans. The maturity 
profile is based on historical observed data and is assumed to be the same across all assets within a portfolio and 
credit grade band. This is supported by historical analysis.

The 12-month and lifetime EADs are determined based on the expected payment profile:

•	 For amortizing products and bullet repayment loans, this is based on the contractual repayments owed by the 
borrower over a 12month or lifetime basis. This will also be adjusted for any expected overpayments made by a 
borrower. Early repayment/refinance assumptions are also incorporated into the calculation.

The 12-month and lifetime LGDs are determined based on the factors which impact the recoveries made post default. 
These vary by product type:

•	 For secured products, this is primarily based on collateral type and projected collateral values, historical 
discounts to market/book values due to forced sales, time to repossession and recovery costs observed;

•	 The Loss Given Write off (LGW) has been assumed to be 100% for the unsecured portfolio.

To consider macroeconomic factors, a downside LGD was estimated. This is the LGD that would occur in case there was 
an economic downturn. This is because during a downturn, recovery cash flows will most likely be less than would be 
the case under normal circumstances.

For this model, the formula used to estimate the downside LGD is the US Federal Reserve Formula. That is:   Downside 
LGD= (0.92 x LGD) + 0.08

The Bank will continue to capture data on the recovery cash flows experienced during economic downturns and 
compare this to the recovery cash flows received during normal economic periods. This will enable a more accurate 
estimate of the downside LGD.

(d)   Forward-looking information incorporated in the ECL models

The preferred approach to determine macroeconomic assumptions is to develop regression models that develop 
correlations between various macroeconomic indicators and the PDs, LGDs and EADs. In case a bank cannot come up 
with a credible economic model, then IFRS 9 allows the bank to apply management judgment.
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(d) Forward-looking information incorporated in the ECL models (Continued)

The Bank estimates the effect macroeconomic factors would have on the bank’s loan portfolio as follows:

•	 PD – A macroeconomic overlay was applied to the PD determined for each Point in Time thus adjusting it to 
reflect forward looking information. The size of the overlay was influenced by the economic scenario. For the 
applied ECL model, 3 different economic scenarios were applied. These economic scenarios are:

i. Base scenario – This incorporates aggressive assumptions that are expected to result in the most ideal 
probability of default outcome;

ii. Optimistic scenario - This is incorporating prudent assumptions that are expected to result in a lower 
probability of default outcome;

iii. Pessimistic scenario - This is incorporating basic assumptions that are expected to result in a higher 
probability of default outcome.

•	 LGD – A downside LGD estimate was estimated by applying the Fed formula as shown in section 30 (B) (ii) (c) 
Measuring ECL — Explanation of inputs, assumptions and estimation techniques;

•	 EAD – the EAD used in the model does not take into account any forward-looking information in respect of 
prepayment and refinancing rates but rather assumes a contractual rundown of the facilities. This is due to 
the characteristics of the bank’s loan assets that provide less and limited data to reasonably estimate those 
rates;

•	 ECL – Three economic scenarios were run and a probability weighted ECL was then determined by applying 
weights to each of these scenarios. The weights reflected management’s view of the likelihood of each of the 
3 economic scenarios occurring.

Other forward-looking considerations not otherwise incorporated within the above scenarios, such as the impact of 
any regulatory, legislative or political changes, have also been considered, but are not deemed to have a material 
impact and therefore no adjustment has been made to the ECL for such factors. This is reviewed and monitored for 
appropriateness on a quarterly basis.

Sensitivity Analysis

The most significant assumptions affecting the ECL allowance are as follows:

(i)  Collateral haircuts, and

(ii) Time to realization of collaterals

Set out below are the changes to the ECL as at 31 December 2020 that would result from reasonably possible changes 
in these parameters from the actual assumptions used in the Bank’s economic variable assumptions (for example, the 
impact on ECL of increasing the estimated recovery period by 1 year mainly on commercial and residential properties 
in each of the base, optimistic and pessimistic scenarios):

Time to realization: The Bank’s policy approved by the Directors is a time to realization of two years for commercial 
and residential properties, however, as a result of the current COVID -19 pandemic, the time to realization has been 
extended in the model by a further 1 year. If the time to realization is increased to four years, the estimated credit loss 
would increase by Frw 2,950 million.

Collateral haircuts: The Directors have assumed collateral haircuts of 50% for commercial and 30% for residential 
properties. If the haircuts are increased by 1,000 basis points, the expected credit loss would increase by Frw 4,465 
million.

The Macro economic forecasts used in the computation of the probability of default includes the following:

•	 Gross domestic Product trend 
•	 Consumer Price Index pattern  
•	 Interest rates movements 
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ii) Credit Risk Exposure

(a) Maximum exposure to credit risk — Financial assets subject to ECL

Credit risk is the risk that a counterparty will not meet its obligations under a financial instrument or customer 
contract, leading to a financial loss. The Bank is exposed to credit risk from its operating activities (primarily loans and 
advances) and from its financing activities, including deposits with banks and financial institutions, foreign exchange 
transactions and other financial instruments.

An impairment analysis is performed at each reporting date to measure expected credit losses. 

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is disclosed in the table below;

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Cash and balances with the National Bank of Rwanda 2,042,767 14,563,801
Amounts due from other Banks 59,771,511 35,593,993
Investments at amortised cost 6,274,123 988,526
Loans and advances 181,689,202 167,287,216

249,777,603 218,433,536

The following table contains an analysis of the credit risk exposure on the loans and advances and an ECL allowance 
has been recognized. 

2020 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Normal 140,674,128 74,057 - 140,748,185
Watch 18,046 25,308,165 52,575 25,378,786

Default - - 15,562,230 15,562,230
Gross 140,692,174 25,382,222 15,614,806 181,689,202
Less:
ECL allowance (4,030,273) (2,335,077) (2,170,924) (8,936,273)
Interests in suspense  -   - (3,101,665) (3,101,665)

Staff Benefit fair value adjustment  (2,571,299)  -  - (2,571,299)

Carrying amount 134,090,603 23,047,145 10,342,217 167,079,964

2019 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Normal 130,587,438 655,245 - 131,242,683
Watch 8,208,523 12,155,346 1,565,647 21,929,517
Default 2,189,555 1,307,159 10,618,303 14,115,017
Gross 140,985,516 14,117,750 12,183,950 167,287,216
Less:

ECL allowance (2,107,515) (838,716) (1,140,284) (4,086,515)
Interests in suspense - (308,440) (2,447,653) (2,756,093)
Staff Benefit fair value adjustment (3,118,390) - - (3,118,390)
Carrying amount 135,759,611 12,970,594 8,596,013 157,326,218
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(b) Maximum exposure to credit risk — Financial assets not subject to ECL

The maximum credit risk exposure from financial assets not subject to ECL impairment (i.e. at FVTPL and FVTOCI) are 
as follows:

2020 2019

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Equity investments at FVTOCI 16,932,735 16,866,078

Derivative financial instruments 2,095,814 1,781,245

21,071,317 33,211,124

(c) Collateral and other credit enhancements

The Bank employs a range of policies and practices to mitigate credit risk. The Bank seeks to use collateral, where 
possible, to mitigate its risks on financials assets. The most common of these is accepting collateral for granted 
loans and advances. The Bank has internal policies on the acceptability of specific classes of collateral or credit risk 
mitigation.

The Bank prepares a valuation of the collateral obtained as part of the loan origination process. The fair value is general 
assessed at inceptions and is reviewed periodically. To the extent possible, the Bank uses active market data for 
valuing financial assets. However, some collateral, for example, cash or securities relating to margining requirements, 
is valued daily.  Collateral, unless repossessed, is not recorded on the Bank’s statement of financial position. However, 
the fair value of collateral affects the calculation of ECLs.

The principal collateral types for loans and advances are:

•	 Mortgages over residential and commercial properties;

•	 Charges over business assets such as premises, inventory and accounts receivable;

•	 Commitments and letters of undertaking from the Government of Rwanda and other corporations; and

•	 Local and foreign credit guarantees

Longer-term finance and lending to corporate entities are generally secured.

The Bank’s accounting policy for collateral assigned to it through its lending arrangements under IFRS 9.

The Bank closely monitors collateral held for financial assets considered to be credit-impaired, as it becomes more 
likely that the Bank will take possession of collateral to mitigate potential credit losses.

Financial assets that are credit-impaired and related collateral held to mitigate potential losses as at 31 December 
2020 are shown below:

2020

Gross amount ECL Allowance Interests in 
suspense

Carrying 
Amount

Discounted Fair 
Value of collaterals

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Stage 1 140,985,516  (4,430,273)  - 136,261,901 148,550,933
Stage 2 25,382,222  (2,335,077)  - 23,047,145 26,172,302
Stage 3 15,614,806  (2,170,924) (3,101,665) 10,342,217 12,767,732

181,689,202 (8,936,273) (3,101,665) 169,651,263 187,490,967
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The discount applied on the collaterals depends on the type of the collateral:

 - The range between 0 to 30% applies to residential property

 - The range between 0 to 50% applies to Commercial properties and listed entities

 - The range between 0 to 70% applies to business assets and others.

2019

Gross amount ECL Allowance Interests in 
suspense

Carrying 
Amount

Discounted Fair 
Value of collaterals

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Stage 1 140,985,516 (2,107,515) - 138,878,001 140,599,330
Stage 2 14,117,750 (838,716) - 13,279,034 17,025,709
Stage 3 12,183,950 (1,140,284) (2,756,093) 8,287,573 10,813,656

167,287,216 (4,086,515) (2,756,093) 160,444,608 168,438,695

Below is a reconciliation of the ECL allowance:

2020 Stage I Stage II Stage III Total

ECL allowance reconciliation  12 - Month ECL Lifetime ECL Lifetime ECL
RWF’000 RWF’000 RWF’000 RWF’000

Balance as at 1 January 2,107,515 838,716 1,140,284 4,086,515

Stage transfer
Stage 1 to stage 2 - 1,051,399 -  1,051,399 
Stage 1 to stage 3 - -  922,864  922,864 
Stage 2 to stage 3 - -  (186,906)  (186,906)
Stage 2 to stage 1  (67) - -  (67)
Stage 3 to stage 1  8 - -  8 
Stage 3 to stage 2 - - -  -   
Allowance on new Loans and advances  323,956 325,948 -  649,904 
Allowance on off-balance sheet exposures  220,204 - -  220,204 
Charge during the Period  2,022,064 (451,694)  622,449 2,192,819 
Write off during the Period - -  (466)  (466)
Total charge to P&L 2,566,165 925,654  1,357,940  4,449,758 
Balance as at 31 December 4,673,680 1,764,370  2,498,224  8,936,274 

2019 Stage I Stage II Stage III Total
ECL allowance reconciliation  12 - Month ECL Lifetime ECL Lifetime ECL

RWF’000 RWF’000 RWF’000 RWF’000

Balance as at 1 January 1,012,670 1,618,200 10,134,849 12,765,719

Stage transfer
Stage 1 to stage 2 - (399,826) - (399,826)
Stage 1 to stage 3 - - (14,085) (14,085)
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Stage 2 to stage 3 (413,700) (1,195,268) (46,129) (1,655,097)
Stage 2 to stage 1 3,499 - - 3,499
Stage 3 to stage 1 27,410 - - 27,410
Stage 3 to stage 2 - 12,700 - 12,700
Allowance on new Loans and advances 1,359,482 814,853 34,575 2,208,910
Charge during the Period 118,154 (11,943) (2,081) 104,130
Write off during the Period - - (8,966,845) (8,966,845)
Total charge to P&L 1,094,845 (779,484) (8,994,565) 8,679,204
Balance as at 31 December 2,107,515 838,716 1,140,284 4,086,515

iii. Loss Allowance

The loss allowance recognised in the period is impacted by a variety of factors, as described below:

•	 Transfers between Stage 1 and Stages 2 or 3 due to financial instruments experiencing significant increases 
(or decreases) of credit risk or becoming credit-impaired in the period, and the consequent “step up” (or “step 
down”) between 12-month and Lifetime ECL;

•	 Additional allowances for new financial instruments recognised during the period, as well as releases for 
financial instruments de-recognised in the period;

•	 Impact on the measurement of ECL due to changes in PDs, EADs and LGDs in the period, arising from regular 
refreshing of inputs to models;

•	 Impacts on the measurement of ECL due to changes made to models and assumptions;
•	 Financial assets derecognised during the period and write-offs of allowances related to assets that were written 

off during the period.

iv. Write – off Policy

The Bank writes off financial assets, in whole or in part, when it has exhausted all practical recovery efforts and 
has concluded there is no reasonable expectation of recovery. Indicators that there is no reasonable expectation of 
recovery include:

•	 ceasing enforcement activity; and
•	 Where the Bank’s recovery method is foreclosing on collateral and the value of the collateral is such that there 

is no reasonable expectation of recovering in full.

The Bank may write-off financial assets that are still subject to enforcement activity and subsequently seek to recover 
amounts it is legally owed in full, but which have been partially written off due to no reasonable expectation of full 
recovery.

v. Restructuring of financial assets

The Bank sometimes restructures terms of loans provided to customers due to commercial renegotiations, or for 
distressed loans, with a view to maximizing recovery. Such restructuring activities include extended payment term 
arrangements and payment holidays. Restructuring policies and practices are based on indicators or criteria which, 
in the judgement of management, indicate that payment will most likely continue. These policies are kept under 
continuous review.
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The risk of default of such assets after restructuring is assessed at the reporting date and compared with the risk 
under the original terms at initial recognition, when the restructuring is not substantial and so does not result in 
derecognition of the original asset. The Bank monitors the subsequent performance of restructured assets. The Bank 
may determine that the credit risk has significantly improved after restructuring, so that the assets are moved from 
Stage 3 or Stage 2 (Lifetime ECL) to Stage 1 (12-month ECL).

vi. Concentration of credit risk

The Bank’s concentrations of risk are managed by priority sectors which are Agriculture, Export, Energy, Education, 
Housing and Infrastructure. The Bank intervenes in key sectors of the economy and its loan portfolio as at 31 December 
was distributed among different economic sectors as follows:

2020 (Frw’000) % 2019 (Frw’000) %
Agriculture     10,030,289 6%            17,858,812 11%

Export     59,989,780 33%             43,540,667 25%
Energy     24,623,996 14%             22,489,392 13%
Education       6,539,746 4%               8,834,905 5%
Housing       5,239,863 3%               5,883,951 4%
SP & Infrastructure     75,265,527 41%             68,679,489 41%
Gross loans 181,689,201 100% 167,287,216 100%

(B)  Liquidity Risk 

The Bank is set up a Development Bank and mainly objective is to obtain funds to lend to priority sectors in the 
economy. Liquidity risk is defined as the risk that the Bank will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated 
with financial liabilities that are settled by delivering cash or another financial asset. Liquidity risk arises because of the 
possibility that the Bank might be unable to meet its payment obligations when they fall due as a result of mismatches 
in the timing of the cash flows under both normal and stress circumstances. Such scenarios could occur when funding 
needed for illiquid asset positions is not available to the Bank on acceptable terms. To limit this risk, management 
has arranged for diversified funding sources mainly from Development Financial Institutions and adopted a policy of 
managing assets with liquidity in mind and monitoring future cash flows and liquidity daily. 

The Bank has developed internal control processes and contingency plans for managing liquidity risk. This incorporates 
an assessment of expected cash flows and the availability of high-grade collateral which could be used to secure 
additional funding if required.

In accordance with the Bank’s policy, the liquidity position is assessed under a variety of scenarios, giving due 
consideration to stress factors relating to both the market in general and specifically to the Bank. Net liquid assets 
consist of cash, short–term bank deposits and liquid debt securities available for immediate sale, less deposit for 
banks and other issued securities and borrowings due to mature within the next month.

During the Covid-19 pandemic, the Bank has not experienced cash flow challenges arising from disruptions to its 
operations, higher operating costs or decrease in demand for its products, which results in lost revenues. 

During the year 2020, the Bank received a capital injection from government of Rwanda through AGACIRO 
DEVELOPMENET FUND amounting to Frw 13Bln which is part of the strategy oof the shareholder to capitalize the bank 
in the 7 years plan .

The bank therefore has a strong liquidity position which will assist in mitigating any market volatility.
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DE VELOPMENT BANK OF RWANDA PLC
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL S TATEMENTS
FOR THE YE AR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

(C) Market Risk 

Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of 
changes in market prices Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, which include currency exchange 
rates and interest rates other price risk, such as equity price risk, will affect the fair value or future cash flows of a 
financial instrument. Market risk arises from open positions in interest rates and foreign currencies, both of which are 
exposed to general and specific market movements and changes in the level of volatility. The objective of market risk 
management is to manage and control market risk exposures within acceptable limits, while optimizing the return 
on risk. Overall responsibility for managing market risk rests with the Assets and Liabilities Committee (ALCO). The 
Treasury department is responsible for the development of detailed risk management policies (subject to review and 
approval by ALCO) and for the day to day implementation of those policies.

i. Interest rate risk

Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of 
changes in market interest rates. The Bank manages its interest rate risk by having a balanced portfolio of fixed and 
variable rate loans and borrowings. 

Interest margins may increase or decrease as a result of such changes in the event of upward or downward shift in 
interest rate structure. 

Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of 
changes in market interest rates. 

The Bank manages its interest rate risk by having a balanced portfolio of fixed and variable rate loans and borrowings. 

The following tables on the next pages summarize the Bank’s financial assets and liabilities at carrying amounts, 
categorized by the earlier of contractual repricing or maturity dates as at 31 December:
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(D)  Market Risk (Continued)

I. Sensitivity Analysis

At 31 December 2020, if the interest rate had decreased/increased by 100 basis points with all other variables held 
constant, pre-tax profit/loss for the year would have been Frw 61,593 million (2019: Frw 699 million) higher/lower, 
mainly as a result of the borrowings held at variable interest rates.

ii. Currency risk 

Currency risk is the risk that the value of a financial instrument will fluctuate due to changes in foreign exchange rates. 
The Bank does not actively engage in dealing and trading operations in currencies and so the Bank’s exposure to 
currency risk mainly involves the risk on the currency swap, foreign exchange losses or gains arising on the retranslation 
of monetary assets, liabilities and off-balance sheet items denominated in foreign currency.

The table below summarizes the Bank’s exposure to foreign currency exchange rate risk at 31 December. Included in 
the table are the Bank’s financial instruments, categorized by currency:

As at 31 December 2020

USD EUR GBP TOTAL
Financial Assets Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Balances with banks 15,520,646 6,356,542 12,845 21,890,033

Derivative 14,182,675 - - 14,182,675

Loans and Advances 27,127,599 - - 27,127,599

Other Assets 2,229,286 - - 2,229,286

Total Financial Assets (A) 59,060,206 6,356,542 12,845 65,429,593
Financial Liabilities
Borrowings 98,339,679 - - 98,339,679

Special funds 486,700 - - 486,700

Other payables - 5,976,829 - -

Total Financial Liabilities (B) 98,826,379 5,976,829 - 98,826,379

Net On -Balance sheet Position 
(A-B) (39,766,173) 379,713       12,845       (33,396,786)

As at 31 December 2019

USD EUR GBP TOTAL
Financial Assets Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Balances with banks 14,582,867 7,303,715 15,226 21,901,808

Derivative 13,083,765 - - 13,083,765

Loans and Advances 24,681,681 - - 24,681,681

Other Assets 2,271,135 - - 2,271,135

Total Financial Assets (A) 54,619,448 7,303,715 15,226 61,938,389
Financial Liabilities
Borrowings 118,846,055 - - 118,846,055

Special funds 461,698 - - 461,698

Other payables - 2,161,734 - 2,161,734

Total Financial Liabilities (B) 119,307,753 2,161,734 - 121,469,487

Net On -Balance sheet Position 
(A-B)     (64,688,305)       5,141,981     15,226 (59,531,098)
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Foreign Currency Swaps

The Bank enters into foreign currency swaps with other financial institutions for risk management purposes. This 
strategy stems from the fact that the bank, mainly, raises funding in foreign currency while the lending, in large sums, 
is made in the local currency (Frw). 

Swaps are contractual agreements between two parties to exchange streams of payments over time based on specified 
notional amounts, in relation to movements in a specified underlying index such as an interest rate, foreign currency 
rate or equity index. In a currency swap, the Bank pays a specified amount in one currency and receives a specified 
amount in another currency.

Currency swaps – initial amounts are recorded off – balance sheet at initial exchange of cash flows. These contracts 
are subsequently measured at fair value observing contractual fixed interest rates applicable on periodical exchanges 
of cash flows and the central bank’s ruling middle rate. The movements recorded in the year are reported in Note 18.

Sensitivity Analysis

At 31 December, if the Rwandese Franc had weakened/strengthened by (-)/+ 10% against the following foreign 
currencies, with all other variables held constant, the effect on pre-tax profit/loss would have been as follows:

Currency % Change in rate Effect on Pre-tax profit % Change in rate Effect on Pre-tax profit
    2020   2019

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
USD (-)/+10% (-)/+3,976,617 (-)/+10%  (-)/+6,422,661 

EUR (-)/+10% (-)/+635,654 (-)/+10%  (-)/+83,002 

GBP (-)/+10% (-)/+1,285 (-)/+10% (-)/+15,23

(iii)  Equity price risk 

The Bank is exposed to equity price risk as a result of its investment in the shares of Bank of Kigali (BoK) Limited and 
shares in Crystal Telecom CTL) listed at the Rwanda Stock Exchange (RSE). At 31 December, a 10% movement in RSE 
share price index would have led to a decrease/increase in other comprehensive income (OCI)/Equity as follows:

Equity % Change in RSE stock 
index Effect on OCI/Equity % Change in RSE stock 

index Effect on OCI/Equity

    2020   2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

BoK (-)/+ 10% (-)/+50,293 (-)/+ 10%         (-)/+ 106,620 

CTL (-)/+ 10% (-)/+283,679 (-)/+ 10%        (-)/+ 189,119

The below are the BNR average exchange rates for the mid year period and year end :

Currencies 30 June 2020 31 December 2020
USD 937.077161 972.475036
EURO 1,053.14 1,195.366314
GBP 1,152.66 1,323.976138

D.   Fair Value Measurement

IFRS 7 specifies a hierarchy of valuation techniques based on whether the inputs to those valuation techniques are 
observable or unobservable. Observable inputs reflect market data obtained from independent sources; unobservable 
inputs reflect the Bank’s market assumptions. These two types of inputs have created the following fair value hierarchy:
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•	 Level 1 – Fair value is determined using unadjusted quoted prices in an active market for identical assets and 
liabilities. Types of financial assets include; actively traded government and other agency securities, listed 
derivative instruments and listed equities. Types of financial liabilities include listed derivative instruments;

•	 Level 2 – Fair value is determined using valuation models with directly or indirectly market observable inputs. 
Types of financial assets include; corporate and other government bonds and loans, and over the counter (OTC) 
derivatives. Types of financial liabilities include over the counter (OTC) derivatives;

•	 Level 3 – Fair value is determined using Valuation models using significant non- market observable inputs. 
Types of financial assets include; highly structured OTC derivatives with unobservable parameters and 
corporate bonds in illiquid markets. Types of financial liabilities include highly structured OTC derivatives with 
unobservable parameters.

This hierarchy requires the use of observable market data when available. The Bank considers relevant and observable 
market prices in its valuations where possible.

As at 31 December 2020 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Land and buildings - 12,338,296 - 12,338,296

Investment properties - - 21,015 21,015
Investments in Equity and Associates 2,963,727 - 24,609,639 27,573,366
Derivative financial instrument through P&L 2,095,814 - - 2,095,814

Total Financial Assets 5,059,541 12,338,296 24,630,654 42,028,491

As at 31 December 2019 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Land and buildings - 12,770,020 - 12,770,020
Investment properties - - 21,015 21,015
Investments in Equity and Associates 2,957,391 - 26,418,773 29,376,164
Derivative financial instrument through P&L 1,781,245 - - 1,781,245

Total Financial Assets 4,738,636 12,770,020 26,439,788 43,948,444

Reconciliation of Level 3 Items:

Equity Investments 2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

At 1 January 2020 29,376,164 20,710,738
Additional investment (Note 18(a) and (b)) -   6,657,930
Investments exited (Note 18(b)) - -
Fair value gain/(Loss) & share of loss of Equity & Associates (Note 18(a) and (b)) (1,803,088) 2,007,496
At 31 December 2020 27,573,079 29,376,164

At 31 December 2019 29,376,164 20,710,738

The management assessed the fair values of cash and short-term deposits, other assets, other payables, approximate 
their carrying amounts largely due to the short-term maturities of these instruments. 
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The fair values of equity investments were estimated using equity dividend yields. Equity dividend yields represent 
the future dividends and are usually expressed in annualised percentage terms. They are usually unobservable for less 
liquid instruments with little with historical data.

Quantitative analysis of significant unobservable inputs

Interest rate/equity price volatility:

Volatility measures the expected future variability of a market price. It is generally quoted as a percentage; a higher 
number represents a more volatile instrument, for which larger swings in price (or interest rate) are expected. Volatility 
varies per instrument and in time and therefore, it is not viable to make reliable and meaningful general statements 
about volatility levels.

Discount margin/spreads:

Discount margin/spreads represent the discount rates used when calculating the present value of future cash flows. 
In discounted cash flow models such spreads are added to the benchmark rate when discounting the future expected 
cash flows. Hence, these spreads reduce the net present value of an asset or increase the value of a liability. They 
generally reflect the premium an investor expects to achieve over the benchmark interest rate to compensate for the 
higher risk driven by the uncertainty of the cash flows caused by the credit quality of the asset. They can be implied 
from market prices and are usually unobservable for illiquid or complex instruments.

Equity dividend yields:

Equity dividend yields represent the expected future dividends and are usually expressed in annualised percentage 
terms. They are usually unobservable for less liquid instruments with little historical data.

The table below shows the classification of Equity investments measured at fair value and cost. Valuation hierarchy 
set out below.

Valuation hierarchy 31 December 2020

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total Fair Value Total Carrying 
amount

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Equity investment FVOCI
Listed 2,963,727 - - 2,963,727 2,963,727
Unlisted - - 13,969,008 13,969,008 13,969,008
Investments in Associates -
Listed - - - - -
Unlisted - - 10,640,343 10,640,343 10,640,343
Total Financial assets 2,963,727 - 24,609,351 27,573,078 27,573,078

Valuation hierarchy 31 December 2019

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total Fair Value Total Carrying 
amount

Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000
Equity investment FVOCI
Listed 2,957,391 -  - 2,957,391 2,957,391
Unlisted                 - - 13,908,687 13,908,687 13,908,687
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Investments in Associates -
Listed                  - - - - -
Unlisted - 12,510,086   12,510,086
Total Financial assets 2,957,391 - 26,418,773 16,866,078 29,376,164

Valuation of unquoted basis

The Bank has investments in unquoted shares including associates that have been designated at fair value. The 
Bank uses the adjusted net assets methodology for valuation. The methodology involves deriving the fair value of an 
investee’s equity instruments by reference to the fair value of its assets and liabilities (recognised and unrecognised). 
The resulting fair values of the recognised and unrecognised assets and liabilities should therefore represent the fair 
value of the investee’s equity. 

The Bank’s management is of the view that this is the most appropriate methodology as the value is mainly derived 
from the holding of assets to enable the Government of Rwanda development agenda rather than from deploying 
those assets as part of a broader business.  

The Bank’s management also performs comparative valuation checks using the market valuation methodologies to 
assess the reasonableness of values determined using the adjusted net asset methodology. 

(F)  Capital Management

The Bank’s objectives when managing capital, which is a broader concept that the ‘equity’ on the face of the statement 
of financial position, are:

•	 To comply with the capital requirements set under the Central Bank’s Regulation;
•	 To safeguard the Bank’s ability to continue as a going concern so that it can continue to provide returns for 

shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders; and
•	 To maintain a strong capital base to support the development of its business.

The Bank’s regulator National Bank of Rwanda (BNR) sets and monitors capital requirements for the Bank as a whole. 

In implementing current capital requirements, BNR, requires the Bank to maintain a prescribed ratio of total capital to 
total risk-weighted assets.

Tier 1 capital consists of shareholders’ equity comprising paid up share capital (issued and fully paid-up common share 
and irredeemable, non-cumulative preference shares), share premium, prior year retained profits, net current after 
tax profit to date (only 50%), general reserves less goodwill and other intangible assets, current years losses (if any), 
investments in unconsolidated financial subsidiaries, prohibited loans to insiders and deficiencies in provisions for 
losses. Tier 2 capital includes the Bank’s recognized revaluation reserve on fixed assets, and the subordinated debt not 
to exceed 50% of the Bank’s core capital subjected to discount factors. Tier 2 capital is limited to 100% of Tier 1 capital.

The table below summarizes the composition of the regulatory capital. The bank is supposed to comply, at all times, 
with a regulatory floor of 12.5% (Tier 1 Capital ratio) and 15% (Total Capital ratio):

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Core Capital (Tier 1)
Share capital 55,607,470 42,661,685
Share premium 11,665,569 11,665,569
Prior year retained profits/(losses) (15,032,742) (13,046,138)
Other reserves 6,119,523 5,522,557
Intangible assets (632,757) (817,812)
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Current year profit/Loss 2,049,116    (766,446)
Other permitted adjustments 1,311,088 2,622,176
Core Capital 61,087,267 47,841,591

Supplementary Capital (Tier 2)
Revaluation reserve 2,727,937 2,727,937
Quasi capital - Supplementary equity capital < or = 100% of core 
capital 11,510,322 11,510,322
Other permitted adjustments 1,548,556 2,946,232

15,786,815 17,184,491

(G)   Capital Management

2020 2019
Frw’000 Frw’000

Total Capital (A) 77,636,481 65,026,082
Credit Risk Weighted assets 215,405,753 205,279,336
Operational Risk weighted assets 31,148,167 36,156,893
Market risk weighted assets 75,469,039 100,354,072
Total Risk Weighted assets (B) 322,022,959 341,790,301
Capital Adequacy: Tier 1 Capital Ratio 18.99% 14.00%
Capital Adequacy: Total Capital Ratio 23.90% 19.03%

The regulator, through implementation of BASEL II/III, issued a new law addressing capital requirements in 2019. The 
key change was addition of both market and operational risks in total risk weighted assets of the bank.

31.  Commitments and contingencies

Off balance sheet items and contingencies

The Bank conducts business involving lending, performance bonds and indemnities.  The following are the 
commitments and contingencies outstanding as at year-end.

2020 2019
Note Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Letters of credit (a) 403,914 -
Un-disbursed loan commitments (b) 67,165,781 21,434,236

67,569,695 21,434,236

(a)  Letters of credit

Letters of credit commit the Bank to make payments to suppliers of equipment to approved projects, on presentation 
of shipping documents.

(b)  Un-disbursed loan commitments

Commitments to lend are agreements to lend to a customer in future subject to certain conditions. Such 
commitments are normally made for a fixed period.
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(c)  Litigations

The Bank is a litigant in several cases which arise from normal day to day banking activities. The directors and 
management believe the bank has strong grounds for success and are confident that they should get rulings in their 
favor in matters before court. In cases where the Bank may not be successful, directors and management are confident 
that such cases would not significantly impact the bank’s operations either individually or in aggregate. Management 
has also carried out an assessment of all the cases outstanding as at 31 December 2020 and did not find any that 
warranted a provision. This position is supported by independent professional legal advice.

32. Related parties 

The ultimate controlling party of the group is the Government of Rwanda, which owns 51% of the Bank’s shares. 45% 
of the remaining shares are held by various government agencies and the rest of the shares are held widely.  There are 
other companies which are related to the Group through common shareholdings or common directorships.

A number of banking and other transactions are entered into with related parties in the normal course of business. 
These include operation of current accounts, placement of deposits, foreign currency transactions and loans to 
Directors and other key management personnel of the Bank. Related-party transactions during the year, outstanding 
balances at the year-end, and relating expense and income recognized during the year are as follows:

(a) Loans and advances to related parties

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Loans and advances to senior managers 150,400 460,042   
Loans and advances to companies owned by BRD shareholders 51,299,261 50,357,474   

51,449,661 50,817,516

The below is the list of Entities owned fully or partly by the BRD’s main shareholder being Government of 
Rwanda:

Related Party Name 31 December 2020 31 December 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

BELLA FLOWERS LTD               3,656            3,511 
BUGESERA AIRPORT COMPANY               9,725            9,225 
EASTERN PROVINCE INVESTMENT CORP SA               5,792            5,796 
KARONGI DISTRICT                  250                  250 
KIVU MARINA BAY LTD             13,395          11,914 
NGORORERO DISTRICT                  229               250 
NTARE SCHOOL LTD               2,700               2,700 
RUBAVU DISTRICT                  250                  250 
RUSIZI DISTRICT 2               371 
RUTSIRO DISTRICT                    -                 250 

NYABIHU DISTRICT - 250
NYAMASHEKE DISTRICT - 250
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RWANDA MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE 16 75
RWANDA MILITARY HOSPITAL               1,482            1,722
AFRIPRECAST             13,164          11,362
EAST AFRICA EXCHANGE LIMITED                  638            2,182
Total             51,299          50,357 

The table below shows the details of loans and advances to related parties

Related party name 2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

KINAZI Cassava Plant 48,950 -
48,950 -

 

Loans and advances to senior managers were issued at interest rates ranging between 0% and 5% and are repaid as 
stipulated in the HR manual were all performing as at 31 December 2020 and as at 31 December 2019. The repayment 
is done through set off of salaries on a monthly basis. In line with IFRS 9, a provision of Frw 345,310 was made against 
the loans to senior managers during the year ended 31 December 2020.

Loans and advances to companies owned by BRD shareholders were issued at normal rates of the bank applicable 
to other non-related clients. These loans were all performing as at 31 December 2020 and as at 31 December 2019 
and hence no provision was required, however, these are subjected to impairment assessment as other loans to non-
related clients. In line with IFRS 9, a provision of Frw 1,013,490,781 was made against the Loans and advances to 
companies owned by BRD shareholders during the year ended 31 December 2020.

(b)  Outstanding balances due from related parties

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

KINAZI Cassava Plant 32,629 32,626
Rwanda Housing Finance Project 48,832 -
PSPE 2,540 -
Agaciro Development Fund 50,066 -
Business Development Fund (net) 184,741       69,671
Rugarama Park Estates ltd 67,151         64,731
BRD Education Fund 170,483 1,066,012

556,442 1,233,040

(c)  Outstanding balances due to related parties

2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Business Development Fund 272,975 -

272,975 -

The transactions with Business Development Fund relate to guarantees provided in relation to loans and advances. 
The outstanding balances with KINAZI Cassava Plant Ltd arise mainly from amounts advanced to the entity. The 
outstanding balances with Rugarama Park Estates relate to mainly operational expenses of Rugarama Park met by BRD. 
The outstanding balances of BRD education relate to Management fees, operating expenses and salaries of Education 
Fund staff receivable from the Ministry of Education as per the Memorandum of understanding. The receivables are 
unsecured in nature and bear no interest and are short term.
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Terms and conditions of transactions with related parties

The transactions with related parties are made on terms equivalent to those that prevail in arm’s length transactions. 
Outstanding balances at the year-end are unsecured and interest free and settlement occurs in cash. There have been 
no guarantees provided or received for any related party receivables or payables. 

There were no commitments with related party as at year end.

(e)  Key management compensation and directors’ remuneration

Key management compensation 2020 2019
Frw’ 000 Frw’ 000

Salaries and other employee benefits 736,053 816,889
Contributions to retirement schemes 31,052 122,534
Directors’ remuneration 104,936 108,697
Fees and other expenses 15,154 108,697

887,195 1,156,817

34.  Post period end events

If the Bank receives information after the reporting period but prior to the date of authorization for issue, all conditions 
that existed at the end of the reporting period, the Bank will assess if the information affects the amount that it 
recognizes in the financial statements. The Bank will adjust the amounts recognized in its financial statements to 
reflect any adjusting events after the reporting period and update the disclosures that relate to those conditions in the 
light of new information. For non-adjusting events after the reporting period, the Bank will not change the amounts 
recognized in its consolidated financial statements but will disclose the nature of the non-adjusting event and an 
estimate of its financial effect, or a statement that such an estimate cannot be made, if applicable.

Except as disclosed in the notes to the financial statements, there are no events after the reporting date that require 
disclosure in or adjustments to the financial statements as at the date of this report.

35. Reorganization: Staff voluntary exits and redundancies

The Bank has approved its new strategic plan for 2019 – 2024 in year 2019. In February 2020, the Bank started the 
reorganization of its functions and later on, a review and reassessment of the competency framework required to 
deliver on the new strategic plan. In light of this, there are expected staff exits through the schemes approved by the 
Board of Directors in September 2020 which are voluntary separations in accordance with approved jobs. 

All the separation took place before the year end and all were through a voluntary scheme. All the payments were 
made before the year end.
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OTHER DISCLOSURES

Quantitative Disclosures 2020 2019

I Capital Strength
1. Core capital (Tier 1) Frw’ 000 61,087,267 47,841,591
2. Supplementary capital (Tier 2) Frw’ 000 15,786,815 17,184,491
3. Total Capital Frw’ 000 76,874,082   65,026,082
4. Total risk weighted assets Frw’ 000 321,622,959 341,790,301
5. Core capital/total risk weighted assets (Tier 1 Ratio) % 18.99% 14.04%
6. Tier 2/total risk weighted assets (Tier 2 ratio) % 4.91% 5.02%
7. Total capital/total risk weighted assets (Total Capital 
ratio) % 23.90% 19.03%

8.Leverage ratio % 19% 18%

II. Credit Risk
1. total gross credit risk exposures: after accounting 

offsets and without taking into account credit risk 
mitigation;

Frw’ 000 181,689,202 167,287,216

2. average gross credit exposures, broken down by 
major types of credit exposure:

a) loans, commitments, and other non-deriva-
tive off-balance sheet exposures; Frw’ 000 67,569,695 21,434,236

Quantitative Disclosures 2020  2019
b) debt securities; Frw’ 000 - -
c) OTC derivatives Frw’ 000 17,554,452 14,182,675
3. Regional or geographic distribution of exposures, 
broken down in significant areas by major types of 
credit exposure;

Frw’ 000

a) City of Kigali Frw’ 000 101,895,604 98,799,256
b) Northern Province Frw’ 000 2,452,975 1,676,119
c) Eastern Province Frw’ 000 20,975,252 18,201,452
d)Western Province; Frw’ 000 21,889,670 20,752,629
e) Southern Province. Frw’ 000 22,837,762 21,058,122
4. Sector distribution of exposures, broken down by 
major types of credit exposure and aggregated in the 
following areas:
a) Government; Frw’ 000 51,213,194 45,578,853
b) financial; Frw’ 000 12,910,891 7,298,952
c) manufacturing; Frw’ 000 13,402,987 4,722,886
d) infrastructure and construction; Frw’ 000 37,948,181 72,716,378
e) services and commerce. Frw’ 000 54,352,052 10,835,439
f) others Frw’ 000 223,960 19,335,071
5. Off- balance sheet items Frw’ 000 67,569,695 21,434,236
6. Non-performing loans indicators
a) Non-performing loans (NPL) Frw’ 000 15,562,230 14,186,145
b) NPL ratio % 6.37% 7.52%
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7. Related parties Frw’ 000
a) Loans to directors, shareholders, and subsidiaries Frw’ 000 51,299,261 50,357,474   

b) Loan to employees Frw’ 000 2,221,910 3,072,665   
8.  Restructured Loans as at 31st December 2020:
Number of Borrowers Number 124
Outstanding Amount Frw ‘000 119,445,540
Provisions there on Frw ‘000 6,281,367
Restructured loans as a percentage of gross loans % 66%

III. LIQUIDITY RISK
a) Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) % 128% 705%
b. Internal liquidity coverage ratio (1 year ahead) % 109% 86%
c) Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) % 202% 208%

IV. OPERATIONAL RISK
Number and types of frauds and their corresponding 
amount Type - -

Number - -
Amount - -

V. MARKET RISK
1. Interest rate risk % - -
2. Equity position risk Frw’ 000 - -
3. Foreign exchange risk Frw’ 000 5,501,273 8,028,326

VI. COUNTRY RISK
1. Credit exposures abroad Frw’ 000 - -
2. Other assets held abroad Frw’ 000 - -
3. Liabilities to abroad Frw’ 000 - -

VII. Management and board composition
1. Number of Board members 8 6
2. Number of independent directors 5 3
3. Number of non-independent directors 3 3
4. Number of female directors 3 1
5. Number of male directors 5 5
6. Number of Senior Managers 10 9
7. Number of female senior managers 5 5
8. Number of male senior managers 5 4
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